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DePue: Today is Friday, March 14, 2010. My name is Mark DePue, Director of Oral 

History with the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library. Today, Iôm in 

Deerfield, Illinois, starting an interview with David Gilbert. Good morning. 

Gilbert: Good morning, Mark. 

DePue: Weôre in your home, but I understand youôre going to be moving soon? 

Gilbert: Weôre looking forward to moving downtown Chicago. All of our six kids are 

out of the nest, so weôre going to do what we want to do for a while. 

DePue: (laughter) Iôm sure youôre looking forward to being in downtown Chicago, 

maybe not the move itself, huh? 

Gilbert: I am looking forward to being back downtown in the greatest city of the 

United States, thatôs for sure. 

DePue: Do you prefer Dave or David? 

Gilbert: Dave is fine. 

DePue: Letôs talk about when and where you were born. 
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Gilbert: I was born in Peru, Indiana, in 1940, June 21. Peru is the county seat of Miami 

County. Itôs about fifty miles north of Indianapolis, right in the heart of 

Indiana. I tell friends that the natives call Peru ñPee-ru,ò and they call Miami 

County ñMia-muh County,ò and we have similar pronunciations of cities in 

IllinoisðñVaye-ennaò and ñVienna,ò ñCay-roò and ñCairo,ò and so on and so 

forth. 

DePue: ñA-thensò instead of ñAthens.ò 

Gilbert: Right. (laughs) 

DePue: The reason weôre talking to you is because youôre part of the Jim Thompson 

administration, and were Jim Thompsonôs press secretary for many, many 

years, especially in the early years. So weôre going to have some fascinating 

stories to talk about over the next couple of sessions that weôll have. Tell me a 

little bit about yourself, though. Letôs start with your father. 

Gilbert: My father grew up on a farm in Chili, Indiana. My parents both grew up on 

farms, and each of themðRobert L. Gilbert and Mae L. Gilbert; May Lucille 

Rife was her maiden nameðwere the first in their families to go to college. 

They both graduated from colleges in Indiana. My mother graduated from 

Indiana Central. My father graduated from Manchester College in Indiana, 

then went on and got the post degree at Indiana Central, and he had two 

masterôs degrees in education, one from Indiana University and one from 

Purdue University. Great rivalries between the schools, and he had degrees 

from both of them. 

DePue: Which way did he lean? 

Gilbert: (laughter) You know, I really donôt know. It depended on who was playing 

whom. When it came to the old Oaken Bucket, which is the annual football 

game between Indiana and Purdue, I really donôt know which side he came 

down on. I always came down on Indianaôs side, because I did my graduate 

work at Indiana. 

DePue: Where in that series of educational steps your dad was taking were you born? 

Gilbert: I was born in 1940, and my father and mother had been married about five 

years earlier. He had just completed his graduate work from Indiana 

University and was teaching high school at Peru High School.  During the 

summer he worked at a cannery, which was a very difficult job. But here he 

was, a high school teacher, teaching United States history in Peru, Indiana, in 

1940, andð 

DePue: And you say heôs got a masterôs degree? 
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Gilbert: He has a masterôs degree. And during the summers, to subsidize his income, 

he just had a blue-collar, hard-labor job at a cannery, canning peas and things 

like that, working long hours. 

DePue: Being born in 1940, the inevitable question is what happened to your father 

during the war? 

Gilbert: He would have been drafted in about 1943 or ô44, and it was during that time 

my family had moved to Winona Lake, Indiana. My dad had a job offered to 

him as superintendent of schools in Riley, Indiana, which is near Terre Haute. 

And because of that job as superintendent of schools in Riley, Indiana, he was 

given an educational deferment when his draft number came up to go into the 

navy. But Iôll never forget the day thaté I was about four years old. My 

mother went to the phone. I remember it just like it was yesterday. And all of 

a sudden she started crying. I knew it was my dad on the phone, because when 

she answered the phone she said, ñHi, honey,ò or something like that. But then 

she started crying, and I said, ñWhatôs wrong, Mommy?ò And she said, 

ñDaddy doesnôt have to go to war.ò 

      A few years later the pieces were put together, and I found out it was 

because of his educational deferment. During the war years, education was 

one of the top priorities in this country, where deferments were given. They 

couldnôt recruit teachers because so many young people were being shipped 

off to war, especially the boys. A lot of fighting men from what we now 

regard as the greatest generation were sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen, even 

though you had to be eighteen years old to get into the armed services. A lot 

of them lied about their age, or misrepresented the facts, and were able to go. 

So that was my fatherôs reason for not serving in the war. 

     He then went on to Cambridge City, Indiana, in 1945, and became a 

superintendent of schools at Cambridge City, which included a few small 

towns around there. At the time we lived in Pershing, Indiana, in a small town 

one mile away from Cambridge City. Pershing, Indiana, was originally named 

East Germantown, and during the war somehow that townôsð 

DePue: During the First World War, I guess. 

Gilbert: (laughter) The townôs named was changed to Pershing. A few years ago I 

went back to visit Pershing, and on the sign going into the little townðit 

couldnôt be more than 200 or 300 peopleðit said, ñPershing, Indiana, also 

known as East Germantown,ò and so it now claims both names. 

DePue: Did you have any siblings? 

Gilbert: I do. I had four siblings: an older sister, Roberta, who now is a psychiatrist 

and living in Floridaðshe did live in the Washington, D.C. areaðhas 

authored a number of books on psychiatry, family relationships, and things 

like that. 
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DePue: Is she retired now? 

Gilbert: No, sheôs still conducting seminars, and sheôs about four years older than I 

am. Iôm seventy-three, so she would be about seventy-seven. But sheôs still 

very active, even in her later years. Probably other people would be retired, 

but not Robbieðher nickname is Robbie. Very interesting person. I was 

second in line, and I was the oldest son of three boys. My next sibling is my 

brother Jan. Janôs an interesting character. He is retired, and lived for many 

years in California, now living in Maryland. But he and his wife, after 

graduating from Grace College, in Winona Lake, Indiana, went to Africa to 

teach in an American high school, English high school in Kinshasa, which 

used to be the Congo. Next in line would be my brother Steve. Steve lived in 

Centralia, Illinois. He founded a couple of companies down there. 

Unfortunately, about five years ago he and his two granddaughters were killed 

in an automobile/train accident at a crossing that he had crossed hundreds of 

times, and itôs still a mystery to this day how that happened. But he was a 

wonderful guy. If [Rush] Limbaugh is the arch-conservative of our time, my 

brother was even probably a little bit to the right of Limbaugh. He was a 

character, and he and I used to exchange many, many emails debating politics 

and so forth. But wonderful guy, and I miss him greatly. Then last, and 

certainly not least, is my little sister, Lana. Sheôs retired now, and she and her 

husband live in Maryland. 

DePue: Was the family religious when you were growing up? 

Gilbert: My family was very religious. My parents, I think soon after they were 

married, were born again Christians, and we were raised in very fundamental 

Christian homesðno drinking, no dancing, no smoking, no going with girls 

that did. And out of that fundamental Christian background, as soon as I had 

the chance I, of course, went the other way, (laughs) which is not an 

uncommon story. 

DePue: When we first met, I had the impression your father was a pastor somewhere 

along the line. 

Gilbert: He was. After being a superintendent at Cambridge City School District, he 

was recruited to be headmaster of Wheaton Academy, which is a private 

Christian high school outside of Wheaton, Illinois. He was the headmaster 

there for four years, and from there he made the leap into the ministry and 

became the pastor of the First Baptist Church of Wheaton, Illinois. Iôm not 

sure of all that happened during that time. He was offered a teaching position 

at Wheaton College, but, as he told me at the time, he felt called by the Lord 

to take the pastorôs position in Wheaton. 

DePue: How old was he at that time? 
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Gilbert: I was in eighth grade, so he mustôve been in his late forties.1 

DePue: How would you describe his personality? 

Gilbert: My father was a very bright man, intellectually. He read a lot. He was an 

unbelievable family man. He took his work very seriously, but at the same 

time, coming out of a farming life as a youngster and a teenager, he knew a lot 

about everything. I mean, he was a very handy man. He taught me things 

about carpentry and things like that, which most kids my age wouldnôt have 

gotten from their parentsðor maybe they wouldôve in my generation. So from 

that standpoint, he was a wonderful man. He also took us on family vacations. 

We went to Bemidji, Minnesota, and I caught my first northern pike as a kid 

up in Bemidji. 

     We were a close-knit family. My mother, who graduated cum laude from 

Illinois Central College, was a very bright person, but she put her career on 

the side to raise her five kids. Then later on, after we had got into school, she 

went back to teaching. But my dad was very consumed with his work, so I did 

not see him a lot during the day. I never saw him during the day. But at night 

we did have family time, and with five kids if I would be acting up, or any of 

my brothers or sisters, those famous words were from my mom, ñWait ótil 

your father gets home.ò (laughs) 

DePue: So your dad was the disciplinarian? 

Gilbert: He was a disciplinarian, he was, and I donôt fault him for that at all. He was a 

good disciplinarian. He was an honest man, not given to rage. He didnôt drink, 

so there were no issues with alcohol or anything like that. But later on in 

lifeðI mustôve been my late fiftiesðhe and I had a talk. He said, ñYou know, 

son, as I look back over the years,ò and tears began to come down his cheeks. 

I had never seen my father cry in all the years growing up. And he said, ñIf 

thereôs one regret I have, it is that too many times I came home from my work 

as a minister, as a pastor, and I was still a pastor at home, and I wasnôt the 

father that I shouldôve been.ò And of course, that brought tears down my 

cheeks, to hear him say something like that. It was kind of a mutual 

forgiveness of each other. Some things that I felt I had been denied because of 

his strict religious beliefs all kind of went out the window and made sense 

after that. 

DePue: Were you the typical preacherôs kid? 

Gilbert: I was a typical preacherôs kid. I was a PK. 

DePue: What does that mean? 

                                                
1 Born November 9, 1911, Rev. Robert Gilbert became pastor of First Baptist in 1952. Travis Penn, ñIn 

Memory: Dr. Robert Gilbert,ò Illinois State Association of Free Will Baptists, March 8, 2009, 

http://www.ilfwb.org/2009/03/dr-robert-gilbert/. 
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Gilbert: (laughs) It means that you grow up in a bubble. Because youôre a preacherôs 

kid, you are being looked at by all the members of the church. If you did 

things that normal kids do as youngsters or teenagers, kind of the wrath of the 

church would come down on our family, and my dad would hear about it. 

DePue: Well, a lot of times you hear that preachersô kids are the rebellious ones; 

theyôre the ones that are kicking up their heels. 

Gilbert: That probably happened more with my youngest brother, Steve. He and my 

father did not talk for a few years, but they eventually became very close in 

the latter days. But that wasnôt an issue in my case. Once I got out of college 

and went to Indiana University, I just went my own way and then became a 

newspaper reporter for the Tribune. And after that, there was a great deal of 

pride in my father and my mother of the work that I was doing. But I had 

established my own lifestyle and my own place. 

DePue: Once you got out from the house, were you still involved with the church? 

Gilbert: No. I was involved with the church through college, but when I graduated 

from Grace College in Winona Lake, Indiana, and before I went to Indiana 

University, that probably was the break from the church for me. But I later 

came back; it never diminished my faith in God, through all of that. I always 

had a strong belief in God, and I knew he was my creator. I knew he had a 

plan for my life, and that all this stuff that happened through my life was part 

of the plan. 

DePue: Tell me a little bit more about your mother, her personality. 

Gilbert: My mother was a very creative person. She graduated from Indiana Central 

with two majors, one in art and one in music. During one little family 

vacation, we were on the Ohio River in Cincinnati; took a trip on the Delta 

Queen, which was one of the old paddle wheelers up and down the Ohio 

River. When we got off the boatðgosh, I mustôve been five or six years old at 

the timeðthe Cincinnati Opera was having a rehearsal for their summer 

concert series, and she took me in to the opera. We more or less just walked 

in, sat down. And I developed a love of classical music, which I recently have 

kind of developed a love for since. But even during my growing up years and 

at Indiana University, which had a great school of opera, that was very 

important to me, and I realized it was because of that one experience that my 

mother had given me. Naturally, she emphasized drawing and singing, 

musicðshe would play the piano. Our family would sing. We would sing the 

old gospel hymns. We would sing secular songs, as well. But that was part of 

our family time, growing up. It was a lot of fun. We all sang in church. We 

sang in church choirs. I sang in school choirs, and never thought twice about 

it, because this was part of my DNA. (laughter) 

DePue: You have a good voice? 
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Gilbert: I used to. 

DePue: Baritone? Bass? 

Gilbert: Baritone and bass. But those were good times. Back to the religious part of my 

parents: in Pershing, Indiana, my mother started a little afterschool Bible 

class, just for the kids in the neighborhood. And there were probably fifteen or 

twenty kids that would come to our house once a week, and she did 

flannelgraphs. She made most of the figures herself, and she would tell little 

Bible stories and put them on a flannel-draped board about the size of a 

bulletin board, on a little easel. And she would tell the story about Noah and 

the ark, or David and Goliath. The David and Goliath stories, of course, were 

my favorites. But there were kids in those Bible study groups who I had 

contact with later in life, who, as a result of those classes, became believers 

and became churchgoers. They say it changed their life. So you never know 

when that little spark is going to be lit that will change your life. And my 

parents could tell hundreds and hundreds of stories about people who they 

have led to the Lord, or who became believers, as a result of their ministry, 

both in the church and outside of the church. 

     Both of my parents were very open in terms of our home. We always had 

someone not in our family living in our houseða kid who was on hard times, 

a kid who had run away from home, a classmate of my sisterôs at Wheaton 

Academy who couldnôt afford to live at the dorm. Same thing happened when 

my sister went to Wheaton College; we had a classmate of hers who lived 

with us in our house because she couldnôt afford what it would cost to stay in 

a dorm. But our home was always open, always interesting, lot of discussion. 

And my mother was always a part of that. She was always very welcoming, 

ñOf course, come on in. Of course you can stay for dinner.ò 

     At the same time, she kind of followed the strict, fundamental teachings of 

the Bible, that a woman should serve her husband, and she lived that to the 

fullest. She not only helped my father in his work, but later on, the last career 

my father had was foreign secretary for Baptist Mid-Missions. In that role, he 

was responsible for the mission work that went on for the Baptist church 

throughout the world. And I recently came across a letter that my mother had 

written after the two of them travelled to India and to Africa and places like 

that, and Israel. They were in Israel in 1978, I think. It was during one of the 

war years in Israel. They just had a fascinating life. But she was always the 

helper, and just a brilliant, creative person in her own right. 

DePue: Which one of these two do you take after most? 

Gilbert: (laughs) Both. Thereôs a creative side that I definitely take after my mother. I 

love art. I love music. I have a fascination with art. Iôve been in art museums 

all over the world, and I know that love of art was because of my mom. My 

dad was a great facilitator. He was a negotiator. If a husband and a wife in his 

church were having problems, he a lot of times brought them back together. 

My mother wrote in one of her letters on their foreign trips that he had to go 
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into India. They were opening up a new mission work, and he had to see the 

minister of education or someone like that. And he was told that it usually 

took four or five days, even, to get an appointment with this man. He not only 

got in the first day that he wentðand he says it was because God was opening 

doors for himðbut he also met with this man for a couple of hours, who 

approved the mission work that others had said was very unlikely to happen. 

So he was a great negotiator, facilitator, and I think I picked up some of those 

skills from him as well. 

DePue: Weôve talked a little bit about the schools you attended, but before we get into 

some more of that, was politics ever discussed around the dinner table or at 

home? 

Gilbert: It was. The first political remembrance I have was when we lived in Riley, 

Indiana, and I was probably about five years old. Franklin Roosevelt, 

President Roosevelt, died.2 I remember a lot of discussion. My parents were 

always Republicans. I wouldnôt call them dyed-in-the-wool Republicans, but 

they were Republicans. Growing up on farm communities, I think they came 

out of Republican families. Thereôs a family photograph that goes back on my 

motherôs side of probably my great-great-grandfather, who fought in the Civil 

War and met Abraham Lincoln. Thereôs a photo, and he says, ñI met Abraham 

Lincoln.ò So that was their bringing up. We did discuss politics. I donôt think 

my father was all that sad that Roosevelt had died. I think he had some issues 

with some of Rooseveltôs programs, although Franklin Roosevelt was 

certainly one of the greatest presidents weôve ever had. He tended to vote for 

Barry Goldwater and strict Republican tickets down the line. But we would 

discuss foreign affairs. Being a history major in college and a history teacher, 

he was always interested in history, so politics was part of our dinner table 

discussions. 

DePue: Was it something you were interested in? 

Gilbert: Yeah, yeah. When I went to Grace College in Winona Lake, Indiana, I went as 

a history major, and the only reason I did was because my dad was a history 

major. Then I decided that I wanted to be a lawyer, but it was during that time 

that I got interested in journalism and pursued that path. 

DePue: I did want to talk a little bit about your high school years. Where were you 

when you went to high school? 

Gilbert: My first two years of high school I went to Wheaton Community High School 

in Wheaton, Illinois, a school I still love and revere. It is now Wheaton 

Warrenville South High School. That high school produced a lot of 

memorable characters, most notably were: Red Grange, number seventy-seven 

for the University of Illinois, for the Chicago Bears. He was known as the 

                                                
2 Roosevelt died April 12, 1945. 
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Wheaton Iceman, because his father delivered ice back in the day. He had two 

homes in Wheaton, and, being his son, he grew up carrying these huge blocks 

of ice, delivering with his dad. Thatôs what made him so strong and so big and 

so fast and powerful, and one of the greatest football players this state or the 

Chicago Bears ever knew. Bob Woodward was a graduate of Wheaton High 

School. [Edwin] Hubble, who developed the Hubble space scope, which has 

led to so many fantastic discoveries, graduated from Wheaton High School. 

John Belushi graduated from Wheaton High School. 

DePue: (laughs) Those are two different kind of personalities. 

Gilbert: Dave Gilbert! No. (laughs) I didnôt graduate from Wheaton, but I certainly 

loved the school. At the end of myð 

DePue: Is that a private or public school? 

Gilbert: Itôs a public school. During that time, my father was pastor of First Baptist 

Church in Wheaton. And then he was called to become pastor of Bethel 

Baptist Church in Erie, Pennsylvania. He came home one day and informed us 

that we were moving to Erie, and it crushed me. I was playing varsity football 

and basketball as a sophomore. I felt I had probably good opportunities to 

excel in both those sports at Wheaton, and go on from there, and all of the 

sudden I was taken out from my best friends, the sports I loved, the coaches 

who I idolized, and so forth, and we moved to Erie. The parents of friends of 

mine during that time offered for me to stay in Wheaton and continue on 

there, but my parents wouldnôt have that at all. So, under protest, I did move 

to Erie, and went on and graduated from Strong Vincent High School in Erie, 

which was a school thaté You know, I made many friends, and just went 

back to my fiftieth high school reunion a few years ago. But when I look back 

at my high school years, Wheaton High School was my school; Strong 

Vincent kind of came in second. 

DePue: Did you do any other extracurricular activities in either of these schools? 

Gilbert: Sports really took up most of my time. I excelled mostly in basketball, 

football, and track. I did play baseball, but track was my springtime sport. 

DePue: And you already mentioned one of your favorite subjects was history? 

Gilbert: Yes. 

DePue: At that time in your life, what did you think you wanted to do? 

Gilbert: I really had no idea. Probably, when I was a senior in high school at Strong 

Vincent, I began to have my great awakening. I read Ayn Rand, Atlas 

Shrugged, and the Ayn Rand books. I read Thomas Wolfe, You Canôt Go 

Home Again. I read Death in a Family. I started reading Ernest Hemingway. 

And those years, those reading experiences, kind of caused me to start 
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thinking about what I wanted to do in my life. It didnôt lead to a conclusion at 

that point in time, but what it did create in me was an awareness that there was 

a huge world out there that I had not experienced, had not seen, and that I 

wanted to in some fashion. And that thread carried through my life probably 

until today. 

DePue: (laughs) Well, I hope today isnôt necessarily a big turning point for you. What 

did your dad think you should be doing? 

Gilbert: He wanted me to be a minister. There was no doubt about that. 

DePue: Was he putting some pressure on you to do that? 

Gilbert: I wouldnôt say pressure. He let me know thatôs what he wanted me to do. And 

thatôs how I ended up at Grace College, which was a private, small college, 

two or three thousand students in central Indiana. 

DePue: A Baptist school? 

Gilbert: It was a Church of the Brethren school, which is very similar to Baptist. But 

no drinking, no dancing, no smoking. I donôt recall we had to sign a pledge, 

but we probably did, just like Wheaton College did up until a few years ago. 

DePue: A pledge not to do those things? 

Gilbert: Not to drink and dance. They even frowned on going to movies back in the 

day. I kind of snuck off and went to my movies, and when I would visit my 

friends over summer vacations I was known to have a beer or two. I hope the 

people at Grace College would forgive me now for saying that. (laughter) But 

my senior year at Grace College was when I decided kind of what I wanted to 

do in life. I had been a history major, planning to go on to law school. During 

my junior year I was complaining about the student newspaper at Grace 

College called the Sounding Board. I think I kept harping to my roommate, 

ñWhat a rag this is! They never write anything news or controversial or 

whatever.ò And one day he just had enough of it. He said, ñLook, Gilbert, if 

you donôt like the student newspaper, why donôt you do something about it?ò 

And being kind of a cocky person that I was, I said, ñOkay, I will.ò So I went 

to the faculty adviser for the student newspaper, Eleaner Norris, and I said, 

ñMiss Norris, any chance I could get on the staff of the paper?ò She said, 

ñWhy, sure!ò You know, it was a small school. So she gave me some writing 

assignments, reporting assignments, and I found out it wasnôt as easy as I 

thought it would be. But I developed a real love for writing and for 

journalism. My senior year, I was named editor of the student paper, and it 

was fun. It was a lot of fun. 

DePue: Which part did you enjoy the most, the writing or the investigation and the 

research side of it? 
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Gilbert: Both. And I liked the editing part of it too. I liked being able to talk to my 

staff about things that we could cover, and how we could kind of raise the 

level of reporting. I donôt think the newspaper ever became that investigative 

or liberal voice that I thought it should be, even when I was there. But during 

my senior year, my dad and I talked, and he said, ñI just feel so strongly, 

because of your skills, that you should go into the ministry.ò I said, ñWell, Iôm 

not getting the same feelings myself, Dad.ò And he said, ñWould you do me a 

favor?ò I said, ñWhatôs that?ò And he said, ñWould you go to seminary, at 

least for a year, and see what you think?ò Totally out of respect for my dad, I 

agreed to do that. So before I went to Indiana University I went to Grace 

Theological Seminary for one year. 

DePue: And that was after youôd graduated. 

Gilbert: After I graduated from Grace College. 

DePue: I want to get a couple dates in here. You graduated from high school in 1958 

Gilbert: Right, mm-hmm. 

DePue: This is the time when the draft is going on. Thereôs an assumption that young 

men are going to do something as far as the military is concerned. And it 

sounds like you didnôt have any interruption while you were going to Grace 

College, and I assume you graduated from there in ô62? 

Gilbert: Actually, ô63 I donôt think the draft was invoked in 1958. I think it was a few 

years later. 

DePue: There wouldôve been tons of deferments, because the army, frankly, didnôt 

need all the people. 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: So you wouldôve had a student deferment probably. 

Gilbert: I had a student deferment, whenever that came into play. And then I went to 

Grace Theological Seminary for a year, continued my deferment at the end of 

my first year in seminary, which I must say I enjoyed thoroughly parts of it. 

(DePue laughs) I took a semester of Greek. I took a semester of Hebrew. I 

found my course about the life of Jesus the most interesting. What a 

fascinating character he was. I still believe to this day he was the most 

influential person whoôs ever lived on this Earth, and as a result of his life on 

this Earth, the course of history has changed, and so many things have 

happened.  

     At the end of that first year in seminary, where I still was involved with the 

student newspaperðwriting, but not in an editorôs positionðI called my dad 

and I said, ñYou know, Dad, I think we need to talk.ò So he, living in Erie, 

Pennsylvania, came to visit, and we took a walk when he got to town. I went 
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to one of my favorite places, which was around a little pond, and there was a 

tree, which I used to go and sit under and read and things. My dad and I went 

out there, and I told him just what my experience had been in seminary, what 

my thoughts were. And I said, ñIôve enjoyed seminary. I really do not feel 

called to be a minister, to go into the ministry. I do feel that I want to go into 

journalism. I want to study more, and Iôd like to go to Indiana University.ò 

And Miss Norris had written a recommendation for me at IUð 

DePue: They had a journalism school there? 

Gilbert: Yeah, one of the best in the country. Ernie Pyle School of Journalism. 

DePue: Oh, my. 

Gilbert: Ernie Pyle, the great war correspondent. 

DePue: Yeah, and especially at that timeframe, that name wouldôve resonated. 

Gilbert: It certainly did resonate. 

DePue: I wonder how you were paying for these five years of school. 

Gilbert: My parents paid for a lot of it. I worked. One year my brother and I formed a 

painting company, Gilbert Brothersô Painting Company in Erie, Pennsylvania, 

and we painted houses. I paid for one year in school just from that summer of 

work. Soon after that, my parents moved to Gary, Indiana. My dad took a 

pastorate at Glen Park Baptist Church, and so I went there. It was the summer 

before I went to graduate school, and I worked the night shift, the midnight 

shift, at U.S. Steel Company, and saved almost enough money to pay for my 

first year of graduate school at IU. Then I got a scholarship at IU, and that 

paid for the rest of my graduate school. 

DePue: At this timeframe, youôre going from Grace College, Grace Seminary, I guess, 

into Indiana. How would you describe your political philosophy or political 

views? 

Gilbert: I would say I was a conservative Republican, based on my history teachers 

and political science teachers at Grace College. They were Republicans. One 

of them was probably a John Bircher, which was really far to the right. And 

then when I went to Indiana, I wasnôt very political during my graduate school 

years, but I did remain a Republican. Some of my buddies were law school 

students at Indiana, and some of them were Republicans, some were 

Democrats. We would sit up nights drinking pitchers of beer and talking 

politics. It was always an interesting topic for me. 

DePue: What kind of journalism were you drawn to? Were you looking at the political 

side, or business, or sports? 
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Gilbert: The dean of the Indiana School of Journalism was a man named John 

Stempel. Stempel was a retired journalist working in New York City. He 

worked at the New York HeraldðIôm not sure; I think it was the New York 

Herald.3 Very wise man, very aware of the world. I always looked at him with 

a lot of admiration. He and I developed a friendship, and he was the one that 

leveraged the scholarship for me to finish up my graduate work, although I 

didnôt get my masterôs degree because I didnôt write my thesis, but thatôs 

another story. But when I was leaving Indiana, Professor Stemple said, ñWell, 

Gilbert, what are you going to do now?ò And I said, ñProbably get a job at a 

newspaper.ò He said, ñWhat kind of a job?ò And I said, ñI donôt know. What 

do you mean?ò He said, ñThere are two ways you can go: you can go into 

advertising and probably make the most money that youôll ever need in your 

life, or you can go into editorial and probably have the most fun, the most 

exciting time of your life that youôll ever have.ò And I said, ñWell, that settles 

it; Iôm going into editorial.ò (laughter) 

     I soon applied to the Chicago Tribune, not having ever worked for a 

newspaper, other than the Daily Student at Indiana. I interviewed with a man 

named Russell MacFall, and Russell MacFall was an Indiana graduate, so he 

liked Indiana students. He told me, ñYou know, Gilbert, I would like to give 

you a job, but you just donôt have enough experience. So what weôll do, weôll 

get you a job at City News Bureau.ò And I did; I went to City News Bureau. 

DePue: Is that a newspaper or a position? 

Gilbert: City News Bureau was a local wire service in Chicago, owned by all four 

daily newspapers in Chicagoðthe Chicago Tribune, Chicagoôs American, 

Chicago Daily News, and the Chicago Sun-Timesðas well as the major TV 

stations in the city. We would cover everything that daily reporters didnôt 

cover. I started out covering crime on the south side of Chicago, and had a 

night editor named Arnold Dornfeld. You never asked where something was. 

He would say, ñThereôs been a bombing down on the south side of Chicago at 

83rd and Cottage Grove,ò or whatever, and you would take that assignment 

slip, and you didnôt say, ñWhereôs 83rd and Cottage Grove?ò Although one of 

my cohorts did tell me, ñYou just go down to 83rd Street until you see the 

Mars lights, the blue police lights, and youôll know youôre there.ò I worked 

nights doing crime reporting. Then I did some education reporting. But my 

final assignmentðI only worked at City News Bureau for six monthsðwas 

being the reporter at the Criminal Courts Building at 26th and California. I 

worked in the press room with reporters Bob Enstad from the Tribune, Jae 

Meare from the Daily News, Joe Reilly from the Sun-Times, and a big press 

room, and you can imagine what that was like. The Panczko Brothers, Peanuts 

and Pops Panczko, who were well-known burglars in Chicago, would come 

                                                
3 An Indiana native whose parents were Indiana University faculty, Stempel worked at the New York Sun during 

the first half of the 1930s, then served as the managing editor of the Express in Easton, Pennsylvania. He 

returned to IU in 1938. Frank G. Talbott, ñJohn E. Stempel,ò Indiana Journalism Hall of Fame, 

http://indianajournalismhof.org/1970/01/john-e-stempel/. 
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into the press room when they had trial dates. Theyôd bring in boxes of donuts 

and pastries, and theyôd sit around and shoot the breeze with reporters. Then 

theyôd go stand before Judge Ryan, and heôd say, ñYouôre going to Joliet for 

six months.ò 

DePue: Iôm going to jump in here, because Iôve got a couple questions for you, and as 

I listen to these stories my mindôs going a million directions sometimes. 

(Gilbert laughs) What timeframe did you get to this court reporting job? When 

was that? 

Gilbert: That was in 1965. 

DePue: And when did you first land the job at the City News Bureau? 

Gilbert: In 1965. That was after I had gotten out of graduate school, just walked in 

blind to the Tribune, applied for a job, and they got me a job at City News 

Bureau. Now, at this time I did have a draft number, and my educational 

deferment, which I had relied on for all these years, was now gone. And my 

number was right in the middle of the pack, so I had a pretty good chance of 

going to Vietnam if I got drafted. I knew that. So while I was at City News 

Bureau, and doing court reporting and so forth, I was using my weekends or 

off days to go to the different National Guard units in the area to see if I could 

get into a National Guard unit. There was no room in the one at Chicago 

Avenue Armory. All their positions were filled. I was getting the door shut in 

my face in every place that I applied, and it looked like I was going to be 

drafted. 

     I went to Gary, Indiana, just on a lark, to the 113th Engineer Battalion. I 

walked in and the Master Sergeant was sitting there, smoking a cigar, and I 

said, ñDo you have any openings? I just finished my graduate degree at 

Indiana. Iôm reporting for City News Bureau in Chicago,ò blah, blah, blah. 

And he said, ñNo, kid, Iôm sorry. I donôt have any slots.ò I said, ñOkay, 

thanks.ò I turn around, Iôm walking out the door, and he says, ñHey, wait a 

minute. Can you type?ò (DePue laughs) I say, ñCan I type? I can type sixty 

words a minute!ò And he says, ñIôve got a job for you. We have a slot called 

72B20,ò which was cryptography, encoding and decoding messages, and to 

encode and decode messages in cryptography you had to know how to type. 

So he took me in to the 113th Engineer Battalion. 

     Soon after that I got called up and had to go for my basic training. I left 

City News Bureau, went to Fort Knox, Kentucky. My parents said goodbye to 

me. I got on the bus. We drove down to Fort Knox, Kentucky. I was there for 

three days. They woke us up at three oôclock in the morning, said, ñPack up 

everything, youôre out of here.ò We went to the airport, got on a plane. I had 

no idea where we were going. I was in the U.S. Army at this time, and we 

went to Fort Bliss, Texas, and I did my basic training at Fort Bliss. At Fort 

Bliss, next stop was Vietnam. This is where the infantry was trained, and from 

there you were sent to Nam. Being in the National Guard, I was to do my 

basic training then go to AIT, which was your advanced trainingð 
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DePue: Advanced Individual Training 

Gilbert: And thatôs when I did my training in cryptography, encoding and decoding 

messages, learning to type and everything. But when I left basic training, I had 

finished very high in my platoon. I was a platoon guide, and had scored 

highest in the written exams and in the PT exams, and I was called in by the 

company commander. They tried to get me to go to OCS school. And they 

told me that I had to go, that now youôve finished your basic training, weôre 

going to send you to Officers Candidate School. Youôll be a second lieutenant. 

Youôll be a leader of men. And Iôm thinking, Yeah, and Iôll be in Vietnam, 

and I knew that story. I told them I couldnôt do it. I said, ñI just cannot do it.ò 

They literally threw me out of the office. I went home for two weeks, then 

went to Fort Gordon, Georgia, and thatôs where I went for AIT. While I was at 

AIT, I got a letter from Russell MacFall saying, ñGilbert, when youôre done 

with your AIT and youôre out of your six monthsô training, we have a job for 

you at the Chicago Tribune.ò 

DePue: Before you get too much farther along, I did want to ask you what you 

remember about November 22, 1963, when JFK was shot. Where were you? 

Gilbert: I was in seminary, and I was going to a student conference in Des Moines, 

Iowa. I hadnôt had a haircut in a long time. I was driving with some other 

students who were going to the student conference in Des Moines. We 

stopped at a barbershop. I told them, ñIôve got to get a haircut. You guys go 

get a cup of coffee or something.ò I went in and sat down in this barbershop, 

and was getting my haircut, when the news came over the television, this little 

black and white set that they had, that JFK had been shot. 

DePue: What was your reaction? 

Gilbert: My heart sank. It wasé That was tough. I knew what was ahead of me. I 

knew Vietnam was ahead of me. I didnôt know that I was going to have a job 

at the Chicago Tribune. But it was tough. Although I was a Republican, I 

admired JFK, and I had followed his career. He was young. He was vibrant. 

He spoke well. Young people loved him. And I was in that group. 

DePue: So after you got through this military training, or even while youôre going 

through the training, what were your views about the Vietnam War? Sounds 

like you had no desire to go there. 

Gilbert: I did and I didnôt. Being a platoon guide, you are basically the leader of your 

platoon. You go on road marches. You bivouac in the desert. Because youôre a 

platoon guide, youôre exempt from KP, and you have a special room that you 

get. You donôt have to sleep in a bunk in the big bunkhouse. So I enjoyed that 

part. I liked basic training. Iôd never want to do it againðno way I could ever 

do it againðbut I liked it. I liked the physical part of it. I liked the war part of 

it. I liked the shooting. You know, I fired expert. I liked cleaning my weapon. 
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My mother was a crack shot with a rifle, growing up on a farm with three 

older brothers. She could definitely shoot a squirrel with a .22 rifle out of a 

tree. And I grew up with that. 

     One day we were camping out in Pershing, Indiana, in our back yard with 

my little buddies. We woke up in the morning. Thereôs a blue racer snake 

sticking his head out of a hole in the ground. Scared to death, I ran into the 

house. I said, ñMom, Mom, thereôs a snake, thereôs a snake!ò She didnôt say, 

ñWhere? What?ò She walked into the closet, got her .22 rifle, reached up, put 

a shell in, walked out on the back porch. She says, ñWhere is it?ò We said, 

ñThere it is!ò And you could see this snake at the corner of the tent. She went 

like this, boom, one shot, shot the snake right in the head. She was the hero of 

Pershing, Indiana, after that. I mean, every kid went home, ñMrs. Gilbert shot 

a snake!ò I grew up with a love of guns because of that. 

     So in the army, learning to shoot a rifle the right way, and cleaning itðI 

loved it. There was that part of me, so I knew if I went into active duty I could 

succeed. The other part was, I just felt there was another thing Iôm supposed 

to do in life, and itôs kind of the plan. Again, there is a plan for your life. And 

my parents had always driven that into me. When I decided to go to 

journalism school, my dad said, ñWell, if thatôs what you feel your calling is, 

thatôs what you should do.ò So that feeling is what led me to seek the National 

Guard and not go to Vietnam. 

DePue: From everything youôve told me, you had these fascinating years when you 

were growing up, but it also sounds like it was a bit in a bubbleðI think you 

mightôve used that word yourselfðand then youôre on the south side of 

Chicago reporting at 83rd and Cottage Grove. I think I know that 

neighborhood. Itôs a little different from where you were growing up, isnôt it? 

Gilbert: There was a report that came over the police ticker, bomb at 83rd and Cottage 

Grove. And there were no cell phones. There were no handheld radios in that 

day. So I go to the address. There are police cars all over the place. Thereôs a 

couple of fire trucks. And my first instruction was, ñGet us information so we 

can get a bulletin out on the wire.ò Thatôs what City News did. I was basically 

to confirm that there was a bombing. When I would do that, theyôd put a 

bulletin out to the Tribune, Sun-Times, all the newspapers, and then their 

reporters would come to the scene. So Iôd say, ñGet the bulletin.ò 

     I go up to the cop whoôs standing outside the building. I say, ñI hear thereôs 

a bombing here. Whatôs going on?ò He says, ñYeah, backyard.ò I say, ñDid it 

do much damage?ò He says, ñYeah, it did. It left a hole about six by twelve.ò I 

said, ñThanks, thatôs all I need. Anybody hurt?ò He says, ñNo, not as far as I 

know.ò Thatôs all I knew. Run across the street, knock on the door, guy 

answers. I said, ñGilbert, City News Bureau. Can I use your phone? Thereôs 

been a bombing across the street.ò I call City News Desk, and Dornfeld 

answers, ñYeah, kid, what do you got?ò I say, ñThere is a bombing. Left a 

hole, six by twelve. Nobody hurt.ò He says, ñGreat, give it to rewrite man,ò 

who was Bill Garrett. And Garrett says, ñOkay, what do you got?ò And I said, 

ñThereôs a bombing,ò gave him the address, ñleft a hole in the backyard, six 
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by twelve.ò He goes, ñInches or feet?ò And I go, ñUmé You know, it has to 

be feet. I mean, a bomb wouldnôtéò So he says okay, puts the bulletin out, 

and leaves ña hole of six by twelve feet.ò 

     I then hang up, thank the guy. I go back, I go into the backyard, and I see 

that a cherry bomb has gone off and left this small hole, six inches by twelve 

inches, in the backyard. I didnôt even think twice. I went tearing out of the 

backyard, running across the street. I didnôt even knock this time. I go right 

into his house. I said, ñSorry.ò I dial City News Bureau. Dornfeld says, ñYeah, 

what do you got?ò I say, ñInches! Inches!ò He says, ñWhat do you mean?ò I 

say, ñIt was six by twelve inches, not six by twelve feet!ò He goes, ñOh no!ò 

Slams down the phone. Well, by this time, the bulletin has gone out to all the 

newspapers and TV stations in Chicago. 

      So Iôm coming out of the house shaking like a leaf, thinking Iôm going to 

be fired for sure. And I see this white Ford Victoria coming down the street 

with a spotlight, and heôs looking at house numbers. Then he sees the police 

cars, and he comes up. Iôm crossing the street. He says, ñHey, kid,ò rolls down 

his window. I say, ñYes?ò He says, ñSowa, Tribune,ò and it was Tony Sowa, 

who was the night police reporter for the Chicago Tribune. He says, ñWhat do 

you got?ò And I say, ñMr. Sowa, I am so sorry, but I sent out a wrong bulletin. 

It was just a cherry bomb in the backyard.ò He swears at me, ñAh, you son of 

a buck.ò And I say, ñYou want to take a look?ò He says, ñNah, thereôs nothing 

to look at,ò and off he goes. Sowa and I later on became very good friends. 

     So I went back to City News. Arnie Dornfeld chewed me out that night. I 

thought for sure I was going to lose my job, but he said, ñOkay, kid, thatôs 

one. Donôt ever let it happen again.ò I later found out that Arnold Dornfeld 

had covered a story where there was a young woman on the near south side of 

Chicago who had an abortion performed by a doctor, and during the abortion 

something went wrong. She started hemorrhaging or whatever. The doctor 

literally threw her out of his office. She went down; she passed out on the 

sidewalk. Another doctor comes along, finds her, picks her up, takes her to her 

office, and saves her life, and Dornfeld wrote the story. And a photographer 

came and took a picture, but Dornfeld mixed up the names of the doctors. The 

good Samaritan who saved her life, he named as the doctor who performed the 

abortion and threw her out of his office; he switched the names of the doctors. 

He did lose his job, and he was blackballed from journalism in Chicago until 

he got the job as a night editor for City News Bureau. So thatôs what he did 

for the rest of his career. Now, here comes Gilbert, who makes a stupid 

mistake, inches, not feet. Itôs not abortion, and itôs not misapplying the names 

of the two doctors, but still, it was the same principle in his mind. I had not 

gotten my facts straight. So early on in my career, I learned the most valuable 

lesson about making sure you get your facts straight before you write your 

story. 

DePue: When you were in journalism school, what were you being taught as far as 

journalistic ethics were concerned? 
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Gilbert: John Stemple, that was one of his major, major themes as far as ethics.  We 

had come through the greatest period of journalism, which was the early 

1900s, with Ida Tarbell and those people with McClureôs Magazine. That 

became known as the muckraking years. And although McClureôs did an 

excellent job, there were other newspapersðsome of the Hearst newspapersð

that developed yellow journalism, where journalists were pretty fast and loose 

with the facts. That was a big emphasis for Stemple. The chancellor of Indiana 

University at the time was Herman B Wells, and it was B without a period. B 

wasnôt an initial; it was just a letter, B. That was his middle name. So on the 

first test we were given, ñWho is the chancellor of Indiana University?ò 

everybody would write ñHerman B. Wellsò and put a period there. Weôd all 

flunk, then heôd point that out. So thatôs the first lesson you learn. And the 

second one I learned was inches, not feet. That was a lesson that stuck with 

me through all of my journalistic life. 

DePue: And again, to get the timeframe right, thatôs ô65? 

Gilbert: Yeah, that wouldôve been early ô65. I was at the Tribune from ô66 to ô75. 

DePue: Was that when you went to this court reporting position? 

Gilbert: When I was at City News Bureau. 

DePue: Okay, that was still City News Bureau. 

Gilbert: Yeah. And then I went intoðfor my six monthsð 

DePue: Anything worth talking about while you had that court position? 

Gilbert: Oh, there were so many stories. As a city news reporter in a pressroom with 

all the major court reporters for the major papers, I had a list and I had to 

check the docket every morning, kind of check what was coming up for trial. I 

would find out what interesting trials were going on. Iôd come back, Iôd report 

to these other guys, then theyôd go cover the most interesting trials. Thatôs 

how it worked. I really had to cover a lot of ground. In doing so, I would come 

across some very spicy trials, and that really didnôt bear coverage, but they 

would be sex trials or whatever, rapes and things like that. So after everybody 

had filedð 

DePue: Just what a PK ought to be doing, huh? (DePue laughs) 

Gilbert: Yeah, right. So after everybody had filed their stories for the day on the major 

trials, we would all go and sit in and hear these spicy trials. And I could tell 

you so many stories that were so funny. But as part of this period, at ten 

oôclock every morning we would go into Judge Ryanôs chambers when he 

would recess court. All the reporters would go into his chambers, and weôd 

have donuts and coffee with the judge. He would tell us whatôs going on. And 

we would do calisthenics or whatever, just goofing around. At noon, we 
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would all go over to the Cook County Prison, which was in the same complex. 

Jack Johnson was the head of Cook County Prison. He was part of the Cook 

County sheriffôs office. He would invite us over for lunch. We would have 

what the prisoners were eating for the day. He would have the same thing, 

which was white bread and baloney sandwiches and coffee and milk or water. 

But Jack Johnson would just regale us with stories. 

    One time when he was with the sheriffôs police he had to follow a mobster 

around, just to see where he was going and what he was doing. This went on 

for three or four weeks, and he got tired of doing it. One night the mobster 

goes into this joint, this bar, and it was a strip club or whatever. So Johnsonôs 

tired of doing this. He takes a five-gallon can of gasoline, throws it under the 

mobsterôs car, tosses a match in under, and the car explodes in flames. He 

walks in, taps the mobster on the shoulder. He says, ñHey, buddy, your carôs 

on fire.ò The mobster goes running out, and he says, ñWho did this? Who did 

this?ò Johnson says, ñLook, Iôve been following you for three weeks. Iôm tired 

of it. If I ever see your face in this county again, youôre going to be inside that 

car, not standing out here looking at it.ò He said, ñThat was the last time I ever 

saw him.ò 

DePue: Why did Johnson invite all the court reporters in? Was he just looking for an 

audience? 

Gilbert: Thatôs the way that it worked. Judge Ryan would tip us to good stories, and 

therefore we would look at him very favorably, the same way with the warden 

for Cook County Prison. If he got in hot water, we were likely to go to him to 

get his story first. He was our friend. Thatôs just the way that it was done back 

then. 

DePue: When were you transferred to the Trib? 

Gilbert: When I got out of my six months active duty with the army, I came back to 

the Tribune, and thatôs when Russell MacFall had written me a letter saying 

he had a job for me. 

DePue: Doing what? 

Gilbert: I started out in neighborhood news. The Tribune had north, west, south, and 

Indiana supplements that went into the regular Tribune once a week. I was 

assigned to the western suburbs, so thatôs how I really learned to write. Neil 

Mehler was an editor in neighborhood news who later went on to become 

political editor of the Tribune for a while. He took me under his wing and 

really taught me how to writeðwhat the inverted pyramid really means and 

writing style. Although I had learned it in school, I really hadnôt applied it. 

DePue: I think I know what that means, but why donôt you quickly go through that? 
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Gilbert: The inverted pyramid, as you know, you put the most important parts of the 

story up in the lead, and then it goes down to the supporting facts that support 

what your lead paragraph says. 

DePue: Being at the Trib at that time in American history, was this considered to be 

the big leagues? 

Gilbert: It was the biggest league in Chicago, thatôs for sure, and the Midwest. 

DePue: Bigger than TV or radio news? 

Gilbert: Oh, we thought so. Yeah, definitely. TV at the time would pick up a lot of 

their stories from what the morning Tribune had. Iôd pick up the afternoon 

Chicagoôs American and see stories that I had written for the Tribune, almost 

the identical story in the American with somebody elseôs byline on it. So it 

was the paper. In 1966, the Chicago Tribune still ran John McCutcheon 

cartoons on the front page, those color cartoons. ñInjun Summerò was the 

most famous of those.4 

DePue: McCutcheoné Is that the name? 

Gilbert: He was the cartoonist, yeah. 

DePue: What was his first name? 

Gilbert: I donôt remember what his first name was. But a very conservative newspaper, 

very Republican newspaper. Colonel McCormick had just retired as publisher 

of the Tribune. Don Maxwell was the editor, and he walked in to the city 

room every day at three oôclock in his three-piece suit with a vest; that was at 

the time when the Tribune sponsored legislation that would create McCormick 

Place. It was a real exciting time to be part of the Tribune. I stayed in 

neighborhood news for about six months. Neil Mehler, who was kind of my 

mentor, then went to the western suburbs to be the managing editor of a new 

Tribune publication called the Trib; the Trib was a weekly supplement with a 

tabloid style, like the Sun-Times. And I was in the western Trib, which was 

based in Hinsdale. I covered school board meetings, city council meetingsð

everything. I did that for a year, and then I was called downtown into the city 

room to become a general assignment reporter. 

DePue: When was that move? 

Gilbert: That was in end of 1967. 

                                                
4 John T. McCutcheon based his sentimental ñInjun Summerò on memories from his youth in Indiana. The first 

cartoon ran on the front page of the Tribune in 1907, and McCutcheon created a new one every fall from 1912 

to 1946. The Tribune continued to run the strips until October 25, 1992. Sid Smith, ñóInjun Summerô Captures 

Youthful Nostalgia,ò Chicago Tribune, April 14, 1997. 
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DePue: You mentioned that the Tribune, with McCormick there, was still a very 

conservative newspaper. I think thatôs the way you said it. What exactly does 

that mean? Does that mean their editorial page is conservative, or even the 

selection of the news stories that would be covered had a conservative slant? 

Gilbert: Both. The editorial page was definitely very conservative, and it did bleed 

over into the news reporting. And the way that that happened was the editors 

of the Tribune were also very conservative, and they came out of the old 

school. Most of them were in their fifties and sixties. And Roland Spokley of 

the Trib, who was just an infamous copy editor, was one of those people. 

     I was sent out as a general assignment reporter one day to cover one of the 

first meetings of the Black Panthers. It was in a West Side church, and I went 

out with Bill Bender, who was a photographer. Photographers had the cars, 

and we would get an assignmentðyou know, ñGilbert, go with Bender out to 

this meeting. Thereôs supposed to be some Black Panthers meeting at a church 

in this location.ò So I would go with Bender. Bender was an old-time 

photographer who grew up using the big box camera with the big flashbulbs 

and so forth. I think we had moved on past those cameras at the time. Bender, 

with his felt hat, driving his Ford Victoria with the two spotlights, took me on 

Lower Wacker Drive. Weôre going sixty miles an hour through Lower 

Wacker. Iôm going, ñWow!ò He says, ñHey, kid, donôt worry. I do this every 

day.ò He says, ñI know every cop on the beat. Donôt worry about a thing.ò We 

shoot out the Eisenhower Expressway.  

     We go to this West Side church, and we pull up, and there are some black 

people out around the church. I said, ñWell, letôs go inside.ò And he says, 

ñAre you kidding me? Iôm not getting out of my car in this neighborhood. 

You can go if you want, but Iôm staying here.ò I said, ñWeôve got to get some 

pictures.ò He says, ñIôm not going in there.ò And he says, ñLook, kid.ò He 

pulls out his pistol from under the seat. He says, ñIôve got old Beanie here. 

Anything happens, you come out; Iôll take care of you.ò 

     I go in, and it is a Black Panther meeting, and they all have their red books 

of Mao. They would hold up the red book of Mao, and their chant was ñRight 

onò; they would say, ñRight on, Brother!ò And everybody would answer, 

ñRight on, brother!ò ñPower to the people!ò ñPower to the people!ò So I just 

stand in the back. Nobody bothers me, and I observe this whole scene. I come 

back, and I say, ñBender, at least get a picture of the church with these people 

standing outside,ò so that he did. We go back. I write my story, and the story 

describes the meeting of the Black Panthers, and theyôre using a Communist 

book, the red book of Mao; theyôre holding it up, and theyôre saying ñRight 

on,ò and ñRight on, Brother.ò So Iôm putting this in quotes in the story. Copy 

editor comes over and he says, ñNow, Gilbert, I think youôre missing 

something here. When theyôre saying óRight on,ô is it like óRight on, beanie 

boy,ô or is it óRightéô What do you mean, óRight onô?ò It wasnôt in the 

vernacular at the time. I donôt remember if they edited it out, but that was the 

white, conservative, Republican thinking of the editors of the Chicago 

Tribune at the time. 
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DePue: I donôt want you to get too far forward of the specific question, but I wanted 

to know if you rememberðsince we were talking about civil rights issuesð

when Martin Luther King first came to the city of Chicago. 

Gilbert: Yeah, I do. It was in 1966 when he had his infamous march down Cicero 

[Avenue]. 

DePue: Infamous? 

Gilbert: Yeah. Well, definitely. I mean, that wasé 

DePue: That wasnôt how the black community would have looked at it. 

Gilbert: Well, the black communityé  It was pretty legendary, pretty famous. It was: 

This is happening; this is our leader; this is changing things. Anyway, there 

were the stories. I never covered King, but I do remember the day that he was 

shot, and that was inð 

DePue: Weôll get to that, eventually. But why do you use the word infamous to 

describe his ô66 trip to Chicago? 

Gilbert: Bad choice of words; it should be ñfamousò, because it was setting a new 

course for what was going to happen for blacks down the road. As it gets into 

Thompsonôs administration, he signed legislation making redlining illegal, 

and open housing, and things like that, but thatôs down the road. But King 

started that whole movement, and it was because of Martin Luther King 

marching down Cicero, which was the great dividing line, and still is to this 

day. Itôs a very segregated dividing line into Berwyn and Cicero. But Martin 

Luther King was the one who had the guts to march down that barrier. 

DePue: I guess I keep dwelling on the word because it has a very negative 

connotation. 

Gilbert: I donôt mean it in a negative way. I mean it inð 

DePue: A transformative way? 

Gilbert: Yeah, definitely transformative. This was a stake-in-the-ground time in our 

history, so ñinfamousò I donôt mean negatively. I meanð 

DePue: I donôt want to put words in your mouth, butð 

Gilbert: ðhistorical. 

DePue: ðyouôve already said the Tribune wouldôve been conservative at that time. 

Does that mean that the powers at the Tribune wouldôve viewed with a jaded 

eye this whole incident when he came to town? 
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Gilbert: I donôt know that they wouldôve looked at it as jaded. They certainly would 

have looked at it from the perspective of Richard J. Daley and the white law 

enforcement community, but I donôt remember all the specifics. I think King 

was arrested during that time, but I donôté From that point on, through ô66, 

ô67, and then the ô68 riots, the Tribune held a pro-Daley, pro-law-enforcement 

perspective on all those events. With the Chicago Seven, definitely they [the 

Tribune editors] were on the side of law enforcement. 

DePue: And this is in the timeframe when youôre in the downtown beat, is that 

correct? 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: And what does that mean? 

Gilbert: Iôm in general assignment, so I would go to work, say, at noon, and I would 

work from like noon until nine oôclock at night. Each reporter would have an 

assignment book, your day book. I would look up Gilbert, and I would have 

my assignments for the day. Some of them were rollovers from the day 

before, and I knew there was not going to be any action that day on that, so I 

basically continued that to the next day, and then I would go on assignment. 

     I might be covering a fire at Rush Presbyterian Hospital, which was one of 

my assignments. Bill Kelly was the photographer on that story. A fire broke 

out at Rush Presbyterian Hospital, which is just south of the Eisenhower 

Expressway. Kelly had the car, so I was in the right seat. We come out of 

Tribune Tower, driving, and we are in the most torrential rainstorm you have 

ever seen. We get to Rush, and Kelly has his spotlights on. He has his press 

pass up in the window, so they let us through the police barricade. You can 

see the smoke and the fire coming out, and all the fire trucks are lined up, and 

it is pouring so hard. We see other reporters out trying to write, and their 

notebooks are getting wet. I said, ñBill, just take a drive down.ò So I drive 

down, I stop, get the fire chief to come over. ñWhat do you got?ò He says, 

ñWeôve got a 4-11 alarm fire. Theyôre evacuating patients, three hundred 

patients from the hospital. Theyôre taking them here.ò And Iôm writing all this 

stuff down. We turn around, and we drive back the other way, so now Kelly is 

on the right side. He stops, gets his camera out. Heôs taking pictures. We 

never got out of the car. 

     We go back, I write my story, and have done some phone work in the 

meantime when I get back, Kelly produces his picturesðfront page story of 

the Tribune.5 And nine oôclock, Iôm out of there. And we go up to OôRourkeôs 

tavern, where Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel hang out, where all the reporters 

would go. Weôd usually close it down around midnight, and then weôd go 

home. Ten oôclock the next morning, Iôm up, back at the Tribune. It was an 

exciting time, 1968ð 

                                                
5 For a similar incident, see David Gilbert, ñWriter Follows Police to Scene and Winds Up with Fire Story,ò 

Chicago Tribune, January 25, 1969. 
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DePue: Well, I wanted to go through that in sequence because thatôs always been a 

fascination of mine. A lot happened in 1968, so letôs start with right at the 

beginning. This isnôt going on in Chicago, but itôs certainly catching 

everybodyôs attention: the Tet Offensive, right at the end of January, into 

February. It just builds into the growing antiwar movement. Any recollections 

of that, or just should we get to the next event here? 

Gilbert: Yeah, there areé 

DePue: By that time, what were your views about the wisdom of the Vietnam War? 

Gilbert: éknowing that I had buddies from the Tribune who were in Vietnam, who 

were coming homeðBill Curry, Phil Caputo, whoôs a pretty famous author, 

and several others. The Tribuneôs editorial position was supporting the 

administration on Vietnam. And as reporters, our personal beliefs were not to 

get into our reporting. I didnôt cover those stories, but I did play a hand in 

Watergate down the road. But as far as that went, there were those of us who 

were reporters for the Tribune who did not agree with the editorial policy of 

the paper, but because we had good jobs, because the Tribune was a very 

powerful newspaper, we did our jobs. 

DePue: Were you one of those? 

Gilbert: I was definitely becoming one of those, yeah. I didnôt like the war, at the end. 

When I saw the stories about the carpet bombings and the napalm and so 

forth, I knew that was not right. 

DePue: April 4, 1968, was the day that Martin Luther King was assassinated in 

Memphis. 

Gilbert: In 1968 I had become a political reporter for the Tribune. George Tagge was 

the political editor of the Tribune, and I started out as kind of his assistant. So 

I went to Springfield when the legislature was in session. John Elmer was our 

head Tribune correspondent in Springfield. I would go down when the 

legislature was in session. And April 4th, I was in Springfield when we got the 

call from the city desk that Martin Luther King had been assassinated. Then 

we started getting reaction from the governor, and from other politicians in 

Springfield, feeding them into the stories. 

DePue: So you werenôt in Chicago at that time. 

Gilbert: No, I was in Springfield. Iôd go down from Tuesday to Thursday or whatever 

and then come back to Chicago. 

DePue: Were you still in the Indiana National Guard? 

Gilbert: Yes. 
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DePue: Was there any talk about mobilizing any Indiana National Guard units? 

Gilbert: There was during the ô68 convention. They were mobilized. 

DePue: Okay, but not for Martin Luther King? 

Gilbert: But not for Martin Luther King. 

DePue: Were you still attending drills, I assume, on weekends? 

Gilbert: I was attending drills once a month, or twice a month, I think, during that 

time, on weekends. 

DePue: What was the morale like in the units? By that time, the reputation was this is 

where all of the draft dodgers were hiding out. 

Gilbert: Yeah. We did get some of that, but we didnôt consider ourselves draft dodgers. 

The 113th Engineer Battalion had a great history, and we were a support unit. 

We werenôt infantry, we werenôt frontline, but we took a lot of pride in the 

skills that we had to be able to build bridges and drives. 

DePue: Was this a construction or a combat engineer unit? 

Gilbert: A combat engineer. 

DePue: Did they get mobilized during Korea? 

Gilbert: I believe so, but Iôm not sure about that. 

DePue: So you were down in Springfield during the ô68 King riots in Chicago. 

Gilbert: Right. Well, I was in Springfield just during the week, but I was back in the 

city. I remember the West Side going up in flames. And when I came home 

that weekend, that was still going on. 

DePue: Where were you living at the time? 

Gilbert: I was living on Grant Place and Cleveland, in an apartment. My earlier 

roommate was another Tribune reporter, John Maclean, whose father was 

Norman Maclean, who wrote A River Runs Through It. He held the chair of 

literature at the University of Chicago. 

DePue: The next event, thenðJune 6, 1968, is when it happened in Los Angelesðis 

the night that Robert Kennedy was assassinated. 

Gilbert: Right. And I was living at Grant Place. I was watching a small TV that we had 

in our apartment. My roommate at that time was David Young, who was 

another Tribune reporter and who had served with the regular army and 

worked for Stars and Stripes in Korea. And I think he was at work. I was 
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home working when I saw the reports coming across on Robert Kennedyôs 

assassination, and those famous scenes in the kitchen where heôs being shot. 

DePue: So you certainly remembered JFK, and then youôve got Martin Luther King, 

and then youôve got Robert Kennedy. Whatôs your thought about what was 

going on in the United States by that time? 

Gilbert: As I mentioned before, when we would finish our workday we would go to s. 

OôRourkeôs tavern on North Avenue in Chicago, a journalistsô hangout.6 

There were a couple of them. There was one near the Tribune, but when 

famous New York Times reporters would come to town they would always end 

up at OôRourkeôs. The feeling there was very antiwar, and thatôs probably 

when I began to feel that this country is really on the wrong path, that 

somethingôs got to be done. But that night, when Robert Kennedy was killed, I 

donôt think I was called out. I was called out during the ô68 convention. This 

was just the eve of the ô68 convention. 

DePue: Was Mike Royko working in town at that time? 

Gilbert: Yeah, he was. 

DePue: Was he occasionally coming into OôRourkeôs? 

Gilbert: He more or less hung out at the Billy Goat Tavern; thatôs where you would 

usually see Royko. Royko would come to OôRourkeôs now and then, but it 

was not one of his primary hangouts. I remember sitting at the table with 

Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel. They were both movie reviewers, but Ebert was 

definitely antiwar, very left, liberal-oriented, which he was ótil the day he 

died, which was fine. Iôve become a lot more mainstream, a lot more liberal in 

my thoughts than those days. 

DePue: That gets us up to August, the Democratic convention that year, which is 

bound to be pretty lively because of the Vietnam War issue, and especially 

because Lyndon Johnson had bowed out of the race earlier in the year, to 

many peopleôs surprise. So Iôll turn it over to you and let you talk about your 

experiences during the ô68 convention. 

Gilbert: Sixty-eight convention, I was a general assignment reporter and on the street. I 

did not cover the convention, which was being held at the International 

Amphitheater, in the stockyards. We had other reporters from Washington 

who were on the scene covering the convention inside. I was at my apartment, 

which is on the north side of Chicago. Itôs in Lincoln Park. I got a call, 

ñGilbert, get over to Lincoln Park. The police have gone crazy. Call us with 

whatever youôve got.ò So I go over to Lincoln Park, and this is when Abbie 

                                                
6 OôRourkeôs was located at 319 W. North Avenue. Roger Ebert explains the barôs importance to Gilbertôs 

generation in ñA Bar on North Avenue,ò Granta, September 4, 2009, http://www.granta.com/New-Writing/A-

Bar-on-North-Avenue. 
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Hoffman and the Chicago Seven had camped out in Lincoln Park, and the 

cops had moved in to clear them out. 

     I went in. There was teargas in the air, and I knew enough from my Army 

training that you always stand upwind from the gas. I did get a whiff of it. I 

later gave a speech and talked about being gassed in Lincoln Park, and they 

wanted to know if that meant literally or figuratively. (laughter) But that night, 

I did witness the police moving the campers out of Lincoln Park. I was 

walking down Wells Street, and the police came up behind me with their billy 

clubs, and put one in my back. I showed him my press pass. I said, ñGilbert, 

Chicago Tribune.ò He said, ñWe donôt give a damn who you are,ò and pushed 

me on down the street. So I knew enough to get out of there. 

     Every day, I mean, it was mayhem in the city of Chicago. You literally 

would go in and get your assignment, you know, ñI want you at the Hilton 

Hotel today. Theyôve taken over the Sherman Monument across the street.ò At 

that time, my unit in the National Guard had been called up to come to 

Chicago. I called my commanding officer in Gary and told him that I was on 

the street for the Tribune, they really needed me. I wanted a pass. Had one of 

my editors call him, talk to him. He eventually excused me. So Iôm standing 

in front of the Hilton Hotel, the Conrad Hilton. My unit is stationed across the 

street with bayonets on their rifles. Iôm in my trench coat, and Iôm looking 

over at my buddies and waving to them, and I wonôt tell you which finger was 

being extended to me but you can imagine I was getting the middle finger 

salute from my buddies. And it was more good natured, but it was also saying, 

ñGilbert, why arenôt you over here?ò But I had gotten excused to do my job as 

a reporter. 

DePue: Tell me your impression of the kids that were coming to town and in the 

parks, the protesters. 

Gilbert: This was an ongoing period of protests. This was the convention that was 

followed by the Days of Rage. There was the taking over of the administration 

buildings at University of Chicago and Northwestern. These kids were just a 

few years younger than I was. A lot of them were out-of-towners who had 

come in from the East and from other areas. Some of them had adopted the 

whole free love, the theme of the ó60ôs. 

DePue: The hippies. 

Gilbert: The hippies. It was colorful. I wasnôt against them, but at the same time I 

wasnôt really for them. I wasnôt part of their movement. But I saw what the 

police were doing, and how they were handling it, and I did not agree with 

that. There was a lot of physical force and brutality, and as the commission 

report later said, it was a police riot inð 
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DePue: The ñWalker Report.ò7 

Gilbert: The ñWalker Report,ò right. 

DePue: Do you remember any specific incidents of the violence you were seeing? 

Gilbert: The police marched up the hill at the Sherman statue, and literally, with the 

shields drawn over their faces and shields in one hand and batons, moving the 

kids out, you did see beating with the billy clubs and the nightsticks. You did 

see kids with bloody faces and being carried out.  

DePue: Who were your sympathies with? 

Gilbert: My sympathies were actually with both sides. I certainly understood the part 

of the police in wanting to protect the city. I didnôt side with the way that they 

were doing it. I did know what the hippies were sayingðyou know, ñGive us 

peace now.ò They had had it with the war. I understood that. But I didnôt like 

the way they were doing it, either. I didnôt support that. So I guess in the 

legislature they would call that a mugwump: youôd be sitting with your mug 

on one side of the fence and your wump on the other side. But I did not 

participate supporting either side. 

DePue: The phrase that sticks in my mindðyou get this from the history books and 

documentaries of the timeðis ñthe whole worldôs watching.ò Did that sound 

familiar? Did you see or hear that? 

Gilbert: Yeah. I mean, the focus was on Chicago, and all theé 

DePue: Does that mean that some of the protestors were playing to the media? 

Gilbert: Oh, absolutely. Abbie Hoffman and the other leaders, if they could get the TV 

cameras thereðand the reporters, the press, the photographersðthat was the 

main part of their strategy. 

DePue: This might sound like a peculiar question, but I wonder how long your hair 

was at the time. 

Gilbert: Ha! Gosh, Iôve got some pictures downstairs. It was shoulder length. 

DePue: So you wouldôve looked like you fit right into thisð 

                                                
7 Rights in Conflict: Convention Week in Chicago, August 25-29, is better known as the ñWalker Reportò after 

Daniel Walker, the director of the Chicago Study Team for the National Commission on the Causes and 

Prevention of Violence. Walker would ultimately serve as Illinois governor from 1973 to 1977. For the reportôs 

development, see Dan Walker, interview by Marilyn Huff Immel, May 12, 1981, Illinois Statecraft Oral History 
Program, Norris L. Brookens Library, University of Illinois Springfield, Springfield, IL, 

http://www.idaillinois.org/utils/getfile/collection/uis/id/4479/filename/4480.pdf. Also see Dan Walker, 

interview by Mark DePue, August 21, 2007. Unless otherwise indicated, all interviews cited in the notes were 

conducted as part of the Illinois Statecraft Oral History Project, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, 

Springfield, IL. 
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Gilbert: And I had a moustache, but I also had a trench coat, and most days wore coat 

and tie. 

DePue: So you looked like a reporter. 

Gilbert: I was a reporter. I looked like a reporter, and I made sure people knew I was a 

reporter. 

DePue: It sounds like you didnôt really know or werenôt reporting on anything that 

was happening within the convention center. 

Gilbert: Not in the convention center, no.  

DePue: Lots of things spun off from that. One of the things that spun off a few months 

afterwards was the trial for the Chicago Seven. Iôll just list the names that I 

have. Youôve mentioned Abbie Hoffman a couple times. A lot of these names 

are familiar in American history. Tom Hayden, David Dellinger, Rennie 

Davis, Jerry RubinðHoffman and Rubin seem to be the ones who are most 

flamboyantðBobby Seale, though I donôt know that he was officially part of 

the Chicago Seven. 

Gilbert: No, he was more connected with the Black Panthers. 

DePue: Did you follow that trial? Were you reporting on that trial? 

Gilbert: I did not report on that trial, but a good friend of mineðI had an apartment 

above hisðBob Davis, was covering the Federal Building at the time. He 

covered part of that trial. Bob Enstad, who was a criminal courts reporter, 

covered part of the trial, and there were some others. But I did not cover the 

Chicago Seven trial. Judge Julius Hoffman, who was the infamous judge, to 

use that word again, was well-known in Chicago, and there are many stories 

about Judge Julius Hoffman and Abbie Hoffman. 

DePue: Obviously no relation between the two. Obviously no love lost between the 

two. 

Gilbert: No. They were on opposite sides of a great chasm. 

DePue: What was your general impressions of the trial, just as an observer? 

Gilbert: Fascinating. Fascinating. I couldnôt wait to hear the stories at OôRourkeôs 

about what was going on, as well as reading the stories that were filed in the 

first edition of the Tribune. We had, like, five editions of the Tribune. You 

had the street editionðfirst deadline was three oôclock for the first edition that 

would come out about five oôclock. That was for the commuters going home, 

and they would pick up that copy of the Tribune. There was another interim 

edition in there, and then, at ten oôclock, what was called the home edition, the 

three-star. You had the one-star, the two-star, and the three-star edition was 
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the home edition. So that was the one that was delivered to the suburbs and on 

the trucks, and that was the one that had the largest circulation. Then there 

were two other editions. There was one probably about two oôclock in the 

morning, or maybe around midnight. And then there was the five-star, which 

was the late morning edition, which got all the commuters coming into the 

city. So when youôve got fast breaking stories with so many elements to 

themðyou have the courtroom, you have outside of the courtroom, you have 

late at night demonstrationsðand the front page was probably turning over 

with each edition, it was really an exciting time. 

DePue: Do you remember the specific charges that were being levied against the 

group? 

Gilbert: No, I donôt remember. 

DePue: Who were your sympathies with, as far as the trial was concerned? 

Gilbert: I donôt know that myé Again, I found it all fascinating, just part of our 

history. Some of the tactics of Abbie Hoffman, I would sayð 

DePue: You mean like running a pig for president? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah. I mean, you say, ñThis is ridiculous.ò But the courtroom drama of it 

all was historic. It was interesting. It was fascinating. Judge Julius Hoffman, I 

didnôt agree with all of his tactics, but it was the same. I wasnôt there to [say], 

Judge Hoffmanôs right, Abbie Hoffmanôs wrong. I didnôt look at it like that at 

all. 

DePue: You mentioned Julius Hoffman a couple times. What in particular do you 

remember about his deportment? 

Gilbert: Old, conservative, strict, scholarly, lawyerly, trying to rely on the old tradition 

of the courtroom and handle this wild scene in front of him, who are mocking 

justice and mocking him. 

DePue: So he embodied everything they were mocking? 

Gilbert: Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. Fascinating. 

DePue: It sounds by this time youôre a full-fledged political junkie. 

Gilbert: Yeah. As my wife will tell you, I still get the Sun-Times and the Tribune every 

morning on my drive. I watch the news all day long, and at night. I still love 

the news, and love the political intrigue. Iôm reading right now The Bully 
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Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of 

Journalism.8 

DePue: You mentioned that, in the 1964 election your father wouldôve voted for Barry 

Goldwater. Do you remember who you voted for in ô64? 

Gilbert: You know, I think I voted for Goldwater too. 

DePue: Who did you vote for in ô68? Hubert Humphrey wouldôve been the Democrat. 

Gilbert: I covered Humphrey, and I also covered George Wallace. 

DePue: Did Nixon come to Chicago that year? 

Gilbert: Yeah, Nixon was in Chicago, but I donôt recall ever covering Nixon. I covered 

Teddy Kennedy, but I donôt recall ever covering Nixon. I wouldôve 

remembered it. I covered Everett Dirksen, the great senator from Illinois. He 

was the first politician that I covered for the Tribune. Great man. 

DePue: But the question is, who would you have voted for president in ô68? 

Gilbert: I voted for Nixon. 

DePue: And for governor? 

Gilbert: In ô68? 

DePue: I think it wouldôve been Shapiro versus Richard Ogilvie. 

Gilbert: Ogilvie, I voted for Ogilvie. Then I was the State of Illinois Building reporter 

in Chicago for the Tribune, and I covered Governor Ogilvie. The press room 

was on the nineteenth floor, and at the other end of the hallway was the 

lieutenant governorôs office, which was Paul Simon. 

DePue: Paul Simon, yes. The anomaly. 

Gilbert: And Rick Jasculca wasð 

DePue: What was the name again? 

Gilbert: Rick Jasculca. Rick has a prominent public relations firm in Chicago, 

government relations, public relations. But he and I became friends during 

that time, and Paul Simon and I became friends. I think somewhere in the 

stack of stuff, I have a letter from Paul Simon when he went on to become 

senator, but he and I always were friends. I had good relationships with 

Governor Ogilvie, who was on the twentieth floor of the building, and his 

                                                
8 Doris Kearns Goodwin, The Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of 

Journalism (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2013). 
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staff during that time. It turned out they did an audit of what beats published 

the most stories, and the State of Illinois beat during that time had the most 

byline stories come out of it, of any other beat in the Tribune. 

DePue: This might be a good place for us to take a break. I think weôre probably in the 

neighborhood of lunch, so letôs go ahead and pick this up this afternoon, if 

you donôt mind. 

Gilbert: Okay. 

(End of interview #1.  #2 continues) 
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DePue: Today is Friday, March 14, 2014. This is my second session with David 

Gilbert. My name is Mark DePue, Director of Oral History, and weôre in 

Davidôs home in Deerfield. And I guess soon youôre going to be heading 

downtown to Chicago, moving down there. We finished off the last session 

talking about 1968 and all of the historic events in that timeframe; you were 

there in Chicago with a lot of this stuff occurring.  

     Just a very quick one here: Kent State in 1970. By that time, had you pretty 

much solidified your views about what was going on in the country and 

especially in the Vietnam War? 

Gilbert: Well, it worked both ways, as weôve talked about other things that have 

happened. The murder of Dr. King: as a journalist, I understood both sides of 

that issue. I was a fan of Dr. King from the point of being a minister. He was 

taking his message of civil rights, of equality for all people, and being a 

modern-day leader of taking black people out of a situation where they 

werenôt respected, where they were discriminated against, and so forth. So 

from that regard, I understood that situation. 

DePue: What Iôd like to do now is turn the focus back to Illinois politics, and weôll 

pretty much stay there for the rest of the day. This is stepping back a little bit 

from the 1968 timeframe, but did you have a chance to cover the Otto Kerner 

administration and some of his people? 

Gilbert: No, I did not cover Governor Kerner. I was certainly familiar with it. I think 

the first governor that I covered as a reporter was Governor Shapiro, who 

came into office after Governor Kerner, then Governor Ogilvie, Governor 

Walker, and of course, Governor Thompson. 

DePue: Was it something of a surprise among your journalist friends that Kerner 

would step down as governorðthis was early in the 1968 timeframeðthat 

heôd take that U.S. district judge position in Chicago? 
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Gilbert: No, I donôt recall it being a surprise. I think people looked at it as a 

promotion, as the place where Governor Kerner was going to serve out his 

legacy. 

DePue: What was your impression of Sam Shapiro, then? 

Gilbert: Sam Shapiro was a very nice man. He was not very accessible to the media. 

Ogilvie was not all that accessible to the media, but more accessible than Sam 

Shapiro. But I always had the impression that Shapiro was thrown in there to 

carry on the Kerner administration after Governor Kerner left. 

DePue: You did mention in the last session that you voted for Richard Ogilvie. He 

won that election, so now youôve got a Republican, a changing of the party, so 

to speak. Just a couple questions about his administration and a couple of the 

significant things that happened in those four years. The first one was the tax 

hike that he was able to push through in 1969. 

Gilbert: I was a reporter for the Tribune, covering the State of Illinois Building, when 

Governor Ogilvieôs office was on the twentieth floor of the State of Illinois 

Building in Chicago, and our press room was on the nineteenth floor. I got to 

know him and his staff very well. The tax hike that he pushed through and 

signed into law was probably one of the most needed pieces of legislation for 

Illinois at the time. It also was his political demise. It was the one act that took 

him down. When Dan Walker came in, Walking Dan Walker with his very 

populist ideas and messages and themes, it was the Ogilvie tax hike that 

probably lost him the election more than anything else. 

     Now, there was a difference between what Ogilvie did and what Thompson 

did later on with certain tax hikes that were implemented during his 

administrationðthe increase in the motor fuel tax, and a couple of other taxes 

that he caught some heat onðbut Ogilvie worked the tax hike out with the 

agreement of Democrats, with Republicans and Democrats. He had them all in 

his office, all in the same room. Mayor Daley was represented; his voice of 

approval was given for this tax hike. But then the big mistake happened, and 

thatôs when Ogilvie walked out of that office by himself and made the 

announcement that they had agreement on the tax hike. If he had walked out 

with the mayor of Chicago at his side, with Democratic leaders in the 

legislature by his side, they all had their arms around each other, and he 

announced, ñWe have reached agreement that this is needed for the State of 

Illinois,ò he may have survived, in my opinion. 

DePue: You mentioned Richard Daley. You canôt have a conversation about Chicago 

and Illinois politics in the ó60ôs without talking about Daley, but we havenôt 

discussed him much. What was your view of Richard J. Daley, the legendary 

mayor of Chicago at that time, and of the Democratic machine that he ran? 

Gilbert: I had several encounters with Mayor Daley, Richard J. Daley. And I always 

admired the man, just because he was a powerful Democratic boss in one of 
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the largest cities in the United States. He ran his Democratic organization very 

effectively. I admired him for that. On the other hand, he drove me nuts as a 

reporter. I was assigned to cover one of his campaigns for reelection, and I 

would call up his press secretary and say, ñWhatôs the schedule for today?ò 

ñWell, I donôt know. We really havenôt agreed on whatéò I said, ñCome on, 

whatôs he going to do?ò ñHeôs going to be at this ward organization at six 

oôclock.ò I said, ñWhere is he going after that?ò ñHeôs going to a couple of 

other ward organizations, but if you get to the first one weôll let you know.ò 

     So I would show up at the 43rd Ward Democratic headquarters, and Iôd 

wait with everybody else. All of a sudden the black limousine would roll up, 

the Chicago policemen would kind of cordon off the area, Daley would walk 

in, and heôd make this rousing speech, ñWe gotta get out the vote! We gotta 

get every precinct covered! We gotta knock on every door! We gotta do this!ò 

Iôd ask his staff people, ñWhereôs he going next?ò ñOh, heôs going down to 

the 22nd Ward.ò And boom, off he would go, and Iôm sitting there; Iôve got to 

get down to the 22nd Ward. Of course, by the time I got down there he had 

made his speech and was long gone, so you kind of lost him for the night. But 

thatôs the way he did it. 

DePue: By design, it sounds like. 

Gilbert: Oh, absolutely by design. And you never quite caught up with him. Even the 

reporters who covered City Hall on a daily basis would tell you the same 

thing. Other than press conferences or speeches that he was making, youôd 

hardly get a shot at the mayor to talk to him or ask him questions. Not like it is 

today. On the eve of the Democratic National Convention in 1968 in Chicago, 

the electrical workers union had gone on strike.9 Of course, they were 

responsible for installing all the telephones into the International 

Amphitheater, where the convention was going to be held. Weôre one or two 

days before the convention is supposed to open, and the electrical workers are 

still on strike, and not a phone, not any electrical wires had been put into the 

Amphitheater. Well, this is a crisis situation. Daley holds a news conference 

to announce some type of federal grant for the Cabrini-Green area, or 

something like that. 

DePue: One of the housing areas. 

Gilbert: Yeah. So thatôs the purpose of the press conference. Iôm assigned to cover 

City Hall this day, and Iôm sitting in the front row with the other Chicago 

media. The press room is packed. There are reporters from Washington, 

reporters from New York, and international press is there. There mustôve been 

fifty TV cameras, which were film cameras at the time, and the place is 

packed. And Daley walks in. Before he says anything, one of the Washington 

reporters says, ñMr. Mayor, we understand that just minutes ago you have 

                                                
9 System Council T-4 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. Robert Nickey headed the local. 

James Strong, ñNegotiations Resumed in Bell Strike,ò Chicago Tribune, July 27, 1968. 
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come to an agreement with the electrical workers union, and the strike is 

settled, and the conventionôs going to go on as scheduled. Is that true?ò And 

Daley said, ñWell, I am here to announce something even more important than 

that, and let me take care of the reporters who come in here on a daily basis 

before we get to your questions.ò (laughter) Here the whole world is waiting 

to hear that the electrical workers have reached agreement, and thereôs no 

strike, and the conventionôs goingé And just with one brush of his hand like 

that, he kind of brushed everybody off, announced his federal agreement for 

Cabrini-Green or whatever the project was. He says, ñNow weôll take your 

questions.ò And he says, ñYes, now I am pleased to announce that we have 

reached agreement.ò So everybody was happy about that. 

     There was a reporter for CBS News, Ike Pappas, who got to the press 

conference late. He walked in after Daley had made this announcement. So 

after Daley made the announcement and the press conference was just about 

to conclude, Pappas said, ñMr. Mayor, we understand that the strike with the 

electrical workers has been settled. Can you please give us a statement on 

that?ò He said, ñIôve already covered that topic.ò Pappas said, ñWell, this is 

CBS News. We want to hear it from the horseôs mouth.ò And Daley said, 

ñDonôt give me that bullshit.ò (laughter) And the whole place just cracks up. 

Everybody left, and Pappas did not get his sound bite. 

     We went back to the press room, and thereôs a big argument in the City 

Hall press room: Did Mayor Daley say ñbullshitò in a press conference or not? 

Some said, ñYes, thatôs what he said.ò ñNo,ò others said, ñhe didnôt say that.ò 

Bill Cameron, who was a radio reporter for WMAQ Radioðand still is a 

radio reporter today for WLS Radio in Chicago, good guyðsaid, ñWell, Iôve 

got the tape right here.ò So he pulls up the tape and replays it for everybody. 

And then after all the stories had been written and all the feeds had been 

made, he cut that segment of the tape out, framed it, and it hung in the City 

Hall press room for a number of years. It said, ñMayor Richard J. Daley 

saying óbullshitô in a press conference,ò and he put the date on it, and that 

piece of tape is right there. (laughter) 

DePue: Why was that so significant? Because he was always so careful? Or because it 

was so typical of who he was? 

Gilbert: Oh, no, it wasnôt typical of who he was. You never heard him swear or use an 

off-color comment at all. Many stories have been told about how he murdered 

the English language, and had his own Daleyð 

DePue: And his son carried on the tradition. 

Gilbert: And Richard M. carried on that tradition. But thereôs a famous one where he 

went to Wendell Phillips High School for a Christmas concert. He was to 

make a little speech and welcome everybody for coming, then introduce the 

Wendell Phillips High School a capella choir. So after his speech he said, 

ñAnd now, ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to present to you the Wendell 
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Phillips High School Acapulco choir.ò (laughter) Everybody laughed, and Iôm 

not sure he knew what they were laughing about. 

DePue: I thought you were going to tell me that quote he has thatôs from the 

Democratic convention era. Iôm trying to remember exactly how it went. 

Gilbert: Shoot to maim looters, and shoot toé 

DePue: Noé 

Gilbert: The shoot to kill? 

DePue: Something about the disorder. 

Gilbert: Oh, ñWe are here to create disorder, not to preserve order.ò I think it is 

something like that.10 

DePue: That would be another Daley classic, I guess. 

Gilbert: Really. 

DePue: Going back to Ogilvie and some of the significant things that were going on in 

Illinois politics at the time, the state hadnôt had a new constitution since 1870, 

and then in 1969, the Illinois Constitutional Convention convened in 

Springfield. Did you cover that at all? 

Gilbert: No, I did not. The Tribune correspondent for Springfield at the time was a 

man named John Elmer, and John Elmer was the Tribune reporter in charge of 

covering the constitutional convention. They had other reporters at different 

times who covered aspects of it, but John was the main reporter. Heôs 

deceased now. 

DePue: What did you think about the job that the constitutional convention did? 

Gilbert: Not being that close to it at the time, it was much needed. There was a lot of 

antiquated legislation on the books at the time. It did some good things. And 

one of the major things it did was change Illinoisôs state elections to stagger 

them from national elections. Illinois elections for governor, statewide offices, 

used to be held in conjunction with national elections. And you had coattail 

effects from whoever was running for president. So I think that was good. 

                                                
10 Gilbert is referencing one of Daleyôs most famous statements, which came a week after the West Side riot. 

Outlining his expectations for the cityôs policemen, Daley said, ñI assumed any superintendent would issue 

instructions to shoot arsonists on sight and to maim looters, but I found out this morning this wasnôt so and 
therefore gave him specific instructions.ò In popular memory, this has been condensed to ñShoot to killéshoot 

to maim.ò DePue is thinking of Daleyôs defense of the police response to the 1968 DNC protestors, ñThe police 

are not here to create disorder, they are here to preserve disorder.ò Christopher Chandler, ñShoot to KilléShoot 

to Maim,ò Chicago Reader, April 4, 2002; ñDaley: Cityôs Boss for 21 Years,ò Chicago Tribune, December 21, 

1976. 
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DePue: That would change your life. 

Gilbert: Yeah, it certainly did. And as Governor Thompson has referred to that, during 

his first election in 1976 and his second campaign in 1978, he really didnôt 

stop campaigning during that first term in office. But it was the Con-Con that 

had changed Illinois elections away from national elections. 

DePue: Letôs move on, then, to the 1972 gubernatorial election. Letôs talk about the 

Democratic primary first, because I donôt know that Ogilvie had any 

opposition in the Republican side, but certainly there was an interesting race 

between Paul Simon, who was the partyôs selectee, and Dan Walker. 

Gilbert: Paul Simon was lieutenant governor of Illinois, and thatôs another thing that 

the new Illinois constitution changed: the governor and lieutenant governor 

were elected from the same party. He had served as Ogilvieôs lieutenant 

governor, and Ogilvie was Republican and Simon was Democrat. Despite 

that, I think the two gentlemen did get along fairly well. There was 

communication. I think there was respect for each other under the 

circumstances. Simon may not have been included in very much when it came 

to the administration of the state, but he did have his own programs and 

Ogilvie allowed him to manage those programs without a lot of interference. 

So when Simon became the candidate that the Democratic Party in Illinois had 

selected, I donôt think it was any surprise to Ogilvie that thatôs probably who 

he would be facing in the general election. 

DePue: What were his credentials at that time? 

Gilbert: What were Simonôs credentials? 

DePue: Yeah. 

Gilbert: Gosh, Iôd have to go back and look at my Illinois Blue Book to figure that out. 

I know he was well respected. He was a down-stater. 

DePue: He was from Troy, where heôd started his career as a journalist as well. 

Gilbert: Thatôs right. He was a newspaper man, and he would occasionally drop into 

the press room on the nineteenth floor at the State of Illinois Building, sit 

down, prop his feet up, and tell stories. He always had his signature bowtie on. 

You never saw Paul Simon, hardly, without that bowtie. But that was Paul 

Simon. He was a wonderful man, very bright man, saw the bigger scope. He 

was certainly left-of-center oriented, and out of nowhere came Walkinô Dan 

Walker, who was a populist, who was trying to ring the bell against the 

established party. Not unheard of. We can go back in history and see time 

after time after time when that happened. Theodore Roosevelt probably is the 

most significant person who did that, ran against all the conglomerates, all the 

big businesses. He even ran against the established Republican bosses in his 
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own party, and yet he became one of the most popular politicians in our 

countryôs history. 

DePue: Just going back to something you had talked about a little bit earlier, the 

commission that was established to study what had happened in the ô68 

conventionðespecially the role of the city policeðwas headed by Dan 

Walker. And I think you said it yourself, he was the one who called it a police 

riot. 

Gilbert: A police riot, right. 

DePue: So that wasnôt going to ingratiate him to the Daley people, but then I know he 

went after the Daleys with a vengeance. 

Gilbert: Oh, the Daleys hated him and he hated the Daleys. When he was governor the 

big fight that he and Richard J. Daley had was over trying to establish the 

Crosstown Expressway, and that was the single one issue in Governor 

Walkerôs campaign. He wanted to build the Crosstown Expressway, which 

basically wouldôve run along Cicero Avenue, and would even have created 

more of a dividing line between Chicago and Cicero, Berwyn, and the Cook 

County suburbs. Wouldôve dislocated thousands of people, thousands of 

homes, hundreds of businesses. Walker wanted to do it, and Richard J. Daley 

fought it tooth and nail. 

     And that carried over into the Thompson administration. During 

Thompsonôs first term in office, which was ô77-79, one of his big issues was 

to settle that Crosstown Expressway controversy. Mayor Daley had passed 

away in the meantime; he died in December of 1976, after Thompson was 

elected and before he was sworn in as governor. But that was one of the first 

summits that Thompson calledðbringing together legislative leaders and 

Mayor Bilandic in Chicago, who had replaced Mayor Daley as mayorðand 

they reached agreement not to build the Crosstown Expressway, which would 

have captured millions of federal dollars that were just sitting there going 

unused. It captured all that federal money, and that was used for 

improvements to the Edens Expressway, to the Eisenhower Expressway, to 

mass transit, to downstate transit systems, downstate roads and bridges, and 

that was probably Thompsonôs first big summit success that he had as 

governor.11 

DePue: Were there other problems with the Crosstown, as far as the city was 

concerned? Was that seen as an escape route, getting people out of the city 

quicker? 

Gilbert: There was that angle, but I think it was just part of the ultimate plan to move 

people faster. If you look at transportation in the city of Chicago, even today 

youôve got the expressways to the south, to the southwest, to the west, to the 

                                                
11 Kirk Brown, interview by Mike Czaplicki, December 22, 2009, 27 and 58. [Placeholder for Fletcher and 

Thompson(??)] 
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northwest, and to the north. Theyôre like spokes on a wheel going out, so you 

can go any of those directions very easily. In connection with that, youôve got 

the commuter rail system, which is designed as spokes too, coming from 

Indiana, from the south suburbs, southwest to Joliet, the western suburbs, the 

northwest suburbs, and all the way up to Milwaukee. So that worked well. But 

if you wanted to go from north to south, I mean, it was almost impossible. 

What route would you take? Youôd take Cicero, or youôd come into the Loop 

and take one of the expressways out. There was no real good way to get from 

OôHare down to Joliet. So that was the missing link. Dan Walker and John 

Kramer, who was his secretary of transportation, had the idea that, Well, if we 

just build this expressway then weôve got everything covered. You can get 

any direction you want to go on a nice interstate highway. 

DePue: So was that before [Interstate] 294? 

Gilbert: That was before 294, yeah. 

DePue: When was 294 built? 

Gilbert: Well, 294 was built right around then, but thatôs further out. Thatôs further 

west. So at that time there had been a lot of truck traffic, in particular to the 

stockyards of Chicago, which is just southwest of Midway Airport. That was a 

lot of truck traffic coming into Chicago, or going from the rails to the 

stockyards, and there was no way to get there except on Cicero Avenue or 

Western Avenue or one of those four-lane city streets. 

DePue: Letôs go back to the primary election in 1972. Walker beat Simon, and I think 

probably quite a few of the Democratic politicians were quite surprised and 

maybe shocked, even, when that occurred. Then youôve got the election 

between Ogilvie and Walker, and of course, Walker carries the day. Did you 

cover much of the Walker administration? 

Gilbert: I did cover Dan Walker, after he was governor. I didnôt cover his campaign 

for governor, but I followed it, of course, as did everybody. He had some key 

people who were really good. He had Vince DeGrazia, who was his alter ego. 

A lot of people thought Vince was really the populist brains of the operation. 

He had Norton Kay, Norty Kay, who was his press secretary, and like myself, 

had come out of the media. He was a reporter for Chicagoôs American. His 

ex-wife was a very prominent columnist in Chicago. So Norty Kay had a good 

relationship with the working press, and they got people to follow Walker on 

his walk from one end of the state to the other, where he got the nickname 

Walkinô Dan Walker. 

DePue: One of the things early in the Walker administration that Iôm curious about 

doesnôt have much at all to do with Dan Walker: Thompsonôs prosecution of 

former governor and sitting federal judge Otto Kerner. Were you covering that 

story at all? 
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Gilbert: No, I did not. I did not cover Jim Thompson as a reporter, and that was one of 

the interesting gaps or non-links. I did not know Jim Thompson personally 

when the opportunity came to meet him. 

DePue: Certainly the Kerner case is the ultimate, but he was earning quite a reputation 

as U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois going after a lot of 

politicians, a lot of the power base in the city of Chicago. Did you think his 

prosecution of Kerner was fair? 

Gilbert: At the time, from what I saw and what the verdict was, I had no other 

information than to think that it was fair. After I got to know Thompson and 

went to work for him, and especially through the first campaign in ô75 and 

ô76, he would go into certain communities, mostly in Democratic counties in 

Illinois, and people would call him names and swear at him about Otto Kerner 

and about the verdict. I began to wonder, but as I looked at the facts and 

talked to Thompson about it, there was no question in my mind that it was a 

fair decision by the jury. 

DePue: Weôll come back to this later when we get to the campaign itself. I think you 

had mentioned when we first met, ask about Sam Skinner and Joel Flaum. Did 

you have any dealings with either of them, who were both in the U.S. 

attorneyôs office at the time? 

Gilbert: They were assistant U.S. attorneys. I knew Sam Skinner from my boyhood 

days in Wheaton, Illinois. His younger brother and I were classmates at 

Wheaton Community High School, and Sam used to drive me to school 

because he was a couple years older and had a driverôs license when I was a 

freshman and sophomore. So I knew Sam, but I had kind of lost track of him. 

And then I had heard that he was an Assistant United States Attorney, and we 

had connected, but I did not talk to him about Thompson. 

     After I went to work for Thompson I found out what the structure was. He 

had an inner circle of assistants. Thompson had a circle of assistants that 

included Joel Flaum and Sam Skinner, Dan Webb, and some others. And 

before any major decision was made, whether to seek an indictment in any 

case, that group would meet and they would more or less vote on whether or 

not to seek an indictment. As Thompson later told the story, just about every 

time, they agreed on whether to seek indictments. And during his years as 

U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois, there were about as many 

Democrats that were indicted and prosecuted in the northern district of Illinois 

as there were Republicans. He had an incredible record of indicting local 

officials in municipalities and throughout the suburbs of Chicago during that 

time. So he wasnôt going after just Democrats; it was Republicans and 

Democrats.12 

     The only one that he told me about where there was any disagreement in 

the group over whether or not to seek indictment was Richard J. Daley. There 

                                                
12 [Placeholder for Thompsonôs discussion of the ñKiddie Corpsò and the USA office(??)] 
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had been a considerable effort into certain activities by the mayor of Chicago, 

Richard J. Daley. I am not aware of what the evidence was or lack of evidence 

was, but he definitely was teed up as a person who they were seeking an 

indictment for. When it came time to decide whether they were going to seek 

an indictment, there was disagreement among the group, and Thompson said 

no, they werenôt going to seek an indictment on Mayor Daley. As he has told 

me in the pastðand he should probably speak to this more than I should, for 

sureðbut it was a matter of not being sure about the evidence, and that it 

would be so disruptive to the city and to the state. If you would say, ñWell, 

why not Kerner in that same regard?ò I think Kernerôs time of service had 

passed, and he was no longer an elected public official in the state of Illinois, 

whereas Daley was another matter. 

     There are all kinds of arguments that can be levied on either side of that 

decision, and I still meet peopleé Just last week I was talking to a Chicagoan, 

and he said, ñOh, you were Thompsonôs press secretary.ò I said yes. And he 

said, ñYeah, he was probably the last real governor that weôve had in this 

state.ò It was kind of a joke, but we laughed. And then he said, ñYou know, 

the only problem I have with Thompson is that he didnôt run as a Democrat.ò 

And Iôve heard that before from other Democrats. But if you look at 

Thompsonôs history from law school to the Illinois attorney generalôs office to 

the U.S. attorneyôs office, and what was happening on the Democratic side of 

the ledger, there probably wasnôt an opportunity for him to run as a Democrat. 

DePue: Take us back to the national level again, because this is the timeframe when 

Richard Nixon is president of the United States, and of course, in 1972 he runs 

for reelection against George McGovern and swamps McGovern in the 

general election. But a few months prior to the election, thereôs these reports 

coming out of the Washington Post and elsewhere about this peculiar break-in 

at the Watergate. As a reporter, as somebody whoôs something of a political 

junkie by that time, whoôs fascinated by the whole thing, what was your 

reaction as the story about Watergate starts to unfold? 

Gilbert: Iôll precede answering Watergate with a story about Thompson, who, as 

United States Attorney, was appointed by the Justice Department to be the 

special prosecutor to investigate Spiro Agnew. Spiro Agnew was Nixonôs vice 

president, and there were certain allegations about things that Agnew had 

done. Thompson went to Washington, did his investigation, submitted his 

report to the Justice Department, and then returned to Chicago. When he got 

off the plane at OôHare, there was a sizable number of reporters meeting him 

there, television and newspaper reporters and radio, and they said, ñTell us, 

Mr. Thompson, what was your impression of Spiro Agnew and what you 

found?ò And Thompson bluntly said, ñHeôs a crook.ò That was the result of 

his investigation. Nixon had appointed Thompson as U.S. attorney. And he 

came back, I would say, with a finding that was not received enthusiastically 
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by President Nixon and his administration.13 So Thompson kind of cut the 

cord with the Nixon administration at that point, as far as Iôm concerned. 

DePue: That was ô73, perhaps? 

Gilbert: Yeah, around there. So when that happened, I think there was suspicion that 

was cast. The press, in general, didnôt like Nixon to begin with, but despite 

that he ran and won. 

     I had a personal connection to Watergate. When President Nixon was 

called for impeachment in the House of Representatives, the Republicans 

were in the minority and the Democrats were in the majority, as you might 

figure. Thatôs how that all came about. Albert Jenner was a prominent 

Chicago attorney and one of the founders of Jenner & Block, one of the two or 

three largest law firms in the city. Bert Jenner was summoned to Washington 

to be lead counsel for the minority, so he was the lead counsel for the 

Republicans on the judiciary committee that was investigating Watergate. I 

had a very good friend at the time whose name was Ted Tetzlaff; Ted was a 

very bright young lawyer out of Princeton undergrad and Yale Law School, 

and he went to school near the time that both Clintons were at Yale. He was at 

Jennerôs firm at Jenner & Block, and Bert Jenner called Ted Tetzlaff to be his 

assistant on the minority counsel on the judiciary committee investigating 

Watergate. 

     Ted, being an assistant, would call me now and then after the dayôs 

proceedings. I was a reporter at the Tribune, and he would say, ñLook for this 

tomorrow,ò or whatever. I would pass this on, either to our Washington desk 

who was covering the hearings on the scene, or to our staff in the city room 

who were connected to it, and they would use that information. So that was 

kind of a link that wasé I never wrote a Watergate story, but I was giving 

input to Tribune articles that were being written about Watergate. 

     Eventually Tedôs credentials were challenged by some Republican 

members [who argued] that he really wasnôt a Republican and shouldnôt be 

serving as assistant minority counsel because he wasnôt a Republican. Ted, at 

one time, had worked on the staff of Congressman Brademis in Indiana, who 

was a Democrat, and so therefore he was booted off the minority counsel 

team. The next day, Jenner hired Ted back on as a special assistant outside 

counsel to work with him, so it was an interesting time. But Watergate was 

something that needed to happen in the Nixon administration. They were 

                                                
13 While U.S. attorney for the Northern District of Illinois, Thompson was appointed by the Department of 

Justice to defend it against a lawsuit filed by former Vice President Agnew. Agnew claimed he could not 

receive a fair trial because of the departmentôs leaks of information during its investigation of his alleged 

corruption while governor of Maryland. On October 10, 1973, Agnew pleaded no contest to income tax evasion 

and resigned the vice presidency. When Thompson returned to Chicago, he told the press that the investigation 
ñfound Agnew a simple crook. The country is well rid of him.ò His statement received nationwide press 

coverage and angered many Republicans who were still loyal to Agnew. Tom Jones, ñBack from D.C., 

Thompson Calls Agnew a Crook,ò Chicago Sun-Times, October 11, 1973; Jack Mabley, ñAre fine, disgrace 

enough for Agnew?,ò Chicago Tribune, October 14, 1973; Betty Washington, ñThompsonôs Mail Heats Up,ò 

Chicago Daily News, October 18, 1973. [placeholder for Thompsonôs discussion(??)] 
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playing fast and loose with administrative power. There are a lot of 

similarities, I think, to the Nixon administration and the Obama administration 

in that regard. I know people would pin me up against a wall if I said that 

publicly. The Obama administration, they are taking a lot of leeway in the 

power of the executive branch to do things not authorized by Congress or not 

authorized by the Constitution. The Nixon thing was a criminal act, and one 

step more than that, so it shouldnôt become confused with Obama in that 

regard. 

DePue: One of the reasons Iôm asking, though, is youôre a career journalist. You grew 

up in this very religious family. Youôve got this moral foundation going in. 

And yet now youôve gotten into reporting on Illinois politics, Richard J. 

Daley, with the reputation he had in terms of the iron fist of running Chicago, 

with Jim Thompson going after lots of politicians of both stripes in Chicago 

and Illinois in general. Now youôve got this going on at the federal level. 

Were you becoming increasingly jaded and cynical about the political 

process? 

Gilbert: Thereôs not much hope there, is there? (laughs) 

DePue: I mean, this was the reaction of many American citizens, that they became 

more cynical about politics at the time. 

Gilbert: That kind of leads to: I was transportation editor at the Tribune. My good 

friend Bob Davis covered the Federal Building in Chicago and covered Jim 

Thompson as U.S. attorney, and he was my neighbor; he and I lived next to 

each other in Chicago. One day he said, ñBy the way, Big Jim is going to run 

for governor, and heôs looking for a press secretary. Are you interested?ò I 

said, ñAre you kidding?ò And he said, ñWell, do you mind if I give him your 

name?ò I said, ñNo, you can give him my name, but Iôm not interested.ò 

Thompson called me a couple of weeks later and said, ñGilbert, this is 

Thompson. Iôm going to be running for governor and Iôm looking for a press 

secretary. Are you interested?ò I said, ñYou know, Jim, in my years of 

covering politics for the Chicago Tribune thereôs one thing that Iôve learned, 

and that is never to get involved in politics.ò He laughed, and he said, ñI kind 

of feel the same way, but Iôd like to talk anyway. Can we talk?ò And I said, 

ñSure.ò 

      So a week or so laterðI think it was early July of 1975ðI went and met 

with him. He was meeting in an office at Winston & Strawn, which he was 

not officially working for at the time, but they were kind enough to give him 

office space after he had left the U.S. Attorneyôs office and announced earlier 

in July, around July fourth, that he was going to run for governor. I met with 

him for about two hours, and we talked about these issues. We talked about 

Watergate. We talked about the cynicism of politicians in general. We talked 

about Kerner. We talked about all of this. And I said, ñIôve covered Mayor 

Daley. Iôve covered these politicians. I donôt really want to be involved in 

politics.ò He said, ñWell, youôre exactly the kind of guy that Iôm looking for. 
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Youôve worked in Springfield. Youôve covered the legislature. Youôve 

covered political campaigns in the state. You know what the press wants in a 

campaign. You know what they donôt always get. You seem like a nice 

enough person who gets along with people, and thatôs what Iôm looking for.ò 

We talked for two hours. He told me about his ambitions, what he wanted to 

do, and that was bring good government to Illinois. That was basically it. He 

wanted to get Illinoisôs economy working again, and to do that he had to 

produce jobs for the people in Illinois. Simple as that. 

      After we talked he said, ñAre you interested now?ò I said, ñI might be, but 

I donôt know. I still donôt know about this political thing.ò And he said, ñWell, 

letôs do this: letôs take two weeks. Iôll check you out and you check me out. 

What do you say?ò I said, ñFine.ò I thought maybe that might be the last time 

I heard from Thompson, actually, but I did think about it. I talked to my 

friends at the Tribune about it, guys like Jim Strong, who was labor editor at 

the Tribune and my desk partner; Stormy was his nickname. And Strong 

would say, ñYou know, guy, youôre crazy. Youôll probably be running against 

Dan Walker. How are you going to beat a guy like that? And youôre crazy to 

get into politics.ò Other reporters and friends of mine said, ñYou know what? 

Thompsonôs a good guy. He probably would do it different. Maybe you might 

be onto something here.ò After two weeks, in the morning Iôd wake up and 

say, ñWhat are you thinking? Thatôs crazy. No way. Youôve got a good job at 

the Tribune. Youôre on a good track at the Tribune. Why donôt you stay 

here?ò By the end of the evening, when I had been talking with friends and so 

forth, I was thinking, ñWell, maybe this is not a bad idea.ò 

      After two weeks, Thompson called me up and he said, ñGilbert, 

Thompson. Iôve taken two weeks and checked you out. Despite what Iôve 

heard, I still want you to be my press secretary.ò I laughed and I said, ñWell, 

Jim, Iôve taken two weeks and checked you out, and despite what Iôve heard, 

Iôll take the job.ò He said, ñNo kidding?ò I said, ñNo kidding.ò And that was 

it. 

DePue: Did you know before that moment, that you were going to say yes when he 

called? 

Gilbert: I was probably 80 percent sure, but I wasnôt 100 percent sure. But when he 

called, I just had a feeling this was the thing to do. 

DePue: Going back to what was the plan, huh? What was the plan for you? 

Gilbert: Thereôs a plan in there someplace. 

DePue: Were you married at the time? 

Gilbert: I was not married at the time. I had been divorced, and that was a good thing 

too. It was a job for a single guy. 
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DePue: Thatôs why I was asking the question, because itôs already a pretty demanding 

job time-wise to be a reporter. You had to know that youôd be stepping into a 

completely different world to be a press secretary for a guy with that kind of 

ambition. Or did you? 

Gilbert: I did, twenty-four/seven. I knew it was going to be anytime, anyplace.  

DePue: Did he know your politics? 

Gilbert: Yeah, I think he asked me about it in our conversation. I told him that at the 

time I considered myself an independent. I had voted for Alan Dixon. I 

remember that. 

DePue: For his Senate run. 

Gilbert: It wouldôve been Secretary of State, right? 

DePue: Yeah, let me check on that. Treasurer. 

Gilbert: For treasurer. Okay, thatôs right, because I know I had voted for Dixon. I used 

him as an example, so that wouldôve been for Treasurer, and then he became 

Secretary of State. So I considered myself an independent. I vote for the right 

person, for the best person in my opinion. 

DePue: Had you voted for Walkerð 

Gilbert: No. 

DePue: ðor for Ogilvie? 

Gilbert: Ogilvie. 

DePue: (pause in recording) We took a very quick break, and now, David, itôs time to 

talk about the actual election itself, because as soon as youôre on board itôs 

full campaign mode, I would think. 

Gilbert: Itôs August 1975, and itôs actually eighteen months before the election. I was 

the first full-time staff person Thompson hired, as press secretary, and I joined 

his campaign on August 2, 1975. There were a few volunteers who had been 

helping out: Dan Weil, who was also an Assistant U.S. Attorney on his staff; 

Dan Kennelly, who was a former Chicago policeman, who kind of served as a 

volunteer assistant before he came on board full-time. I wouldnôt call him a 

bodyguard but he did carry a concealed weapon. A few other people. But in 

August of 1975, we had nothing. We had no office. We didnôt have a pencil. 

We didnôt have paper. We didnôt have a desk, a waste basket, anything. 

DePue: What was your pay scale like, compared to working on the Tribune? 
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Gilbert: It was about the same. I think my pay scale was $35,000 a year.14 Thatôs what 

we agreed to, whatever that boiled down to per month. And Thompson met 

his payroll; I must give him credit for that. There were some times during the 

first campaignðand Iôll come to that in a minuteðthat we were about out of 

money, but he did pay his staff people. 

DePue: Youôre the press secretary, the guy that has to help him develop his image and 

make himself known. Heôs very well-known in Chicago. How about the rest 

of the state at that time? 

Gilbert: In the six-county Chicagoland area, he was fairly well known. His name 

recognition was about 36 percent. And for a non-elected public official, that 

wasnôt bad for the whole six-county area. So if he had a pocket of people who 

knew him, it was certainly here. Downstate, when you got south of Interstate 

80, it was almost zero. And when you got really south, you know, into 

southern Illinoisðsouth of Carbondale and Mount Vernon and down in that 

areaðpeople didnôt know him. So we started off with nothing. Thompson had 

never run for elective office before. And he wasnôt very good at it. 

      But prior to announcing he was running for governor, he used to meet for 

breakfast every Wednesday morning at the Union League Club of Chicago 

with two gentlemen: one was Marshall Korshak, who had been the 

Democratic city treasurer, I believe, for the city of Chicago. At this time I 

donôt know if he held elected office; he may have been a Democratic 

committeeman for some ward. The other person was Michael J. Howlett. And 

Mike Howlett and Thompson were good friends. At the time, Howlett was 

Secretary of State, and very popular, probably the most popular Democrat in 

the state. For the Jefferson Day dinners throughout the state, he was always 

the speaker that was most sought after. 

DePue: Youôre saying this while Dan Walkerôs the sitting governor and also a 

Democrat. 

Gilbert: Oh, exactly. Exactly. But Mike Howlett, a wonderful storyteller, had a 

patronage army of thousands as Secretary of State, probably the largest 

employee base in state government, and he was a nice guy. I knew Mike 

Howlett, and I still know his sons. I ran into Eddie Howlett just last week, and 

wonderful, wonderful guy. The point of the story here is that Howlett and 

Korshak, two Democrats, meeting with Jim Thompson, who was a United 

States Attorney, ready to resign to run for governor. And Howlett tells 

Thompson, ñJim, if youôre going to run for governor, youôve got to be one of 

the people. Youôve got to slap them on the back. You gotta kiss their babies. 

You have to drink beer with them. You have to laugh with them. You have to 

cry with them. And you have to go to their parades.ò Heôs telling Thompson, 

whoôs a rookie, all the stuff he had to do to be a popular campaigner, 

                                                
14 This would amount to a $154,000 salary in 2014. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Inflation Calculator, 

http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm. 
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basically. 

     When I came onboard I had covered enough politicians that I knew the 

good ones from the bad ones. The good ones did what Mike Howlett said you 

should do: youôre one of the people, you kiss their babies, you have your 

picture taken with them, and you shake their hands. Thompson was invited to 

go to a certain event and he went, and there were fifty people there in a big 

room. Because heôs six-foot-six, heôs kind of unknowingly self-conscious 

about his height, so he would go stand in a corner. At the time I was six-two, 

and I kind of understood that because I had a tendency to do the same thing. 

So after that first event I said, ñJim, if youôre going to do this now, you have 

to do a couple of things: one, when you walk into a room like this, you have to 

stand in the middle of the room so you can be with all the people; two, you 

have to shake as many hands as you can; and three, you have to tell them your 

name and what youôre running for. ñHi, my nameôs Jim Thompson. Iôm 

running for governor of Illinois.ò If itôs a Republican gathering you say, ñHi, 

Iôm Jim Thompson. Iôm running. I want to be the Republican candidate for the 

governor of Illinois.ò Thatôs all youôve got to say, but youôve got to repeat that 

over and over and over. 

     So he started doing it and he got really good at it, and he found out he 

really liked it. He found out that because he was big, because he spoke well, 

because he had this incredible law enforcement record that people who knew 

him did know about, they wanted to meet him. They wanted to meet this guy. 

You know, this guy who stood up to the machine and Chicago and threw the 

crooks in jail, the guy who went after a former governor. Some people didnôt 

like him, but a lot of people did, or a lot of people were just fascinated to meet 

the guy who had the balls to do something like that. 

DePue: Yeah, the former governor. 

Gilbert: Yeah. So he had that going for him. 

DePue: How long did it take him to get comfortable in doing that? 

Gilbert: A couple of months. 

DePue: Thatôs all? 

Gilbert: Thatôs all. One of the first people I hired then was Jim Skilbeck, whose 

nickname was Skilby. I hired Skilby primarily because he came out of radio, 

and he had some radio broadcasting background. He had a radio voice. He had 

done country and western programs and he had done talk shows, mostly in 

secondary markets, so not a well-known guy; nobody knew who Skilby was. 

But he had also been involved in several Republican congressional races, so 

he knew what worked in politics and what didnôt.15 We started booking 

                                                
15 On Skilbeck, see Kim Fox. 
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Thompson into parades, and the first holiday coming up was Labor Day, so 

we booked him into the Labor Day parades. 

DePue: Did he make the state fair that year? 

Gilbert: Yeah, he did. He did make the state fair the first year. That was in August of 

1975. I donôt remember if he had much of an impact. The second year, 1976, 

he was all over the state fair, and I think he had a much bigger presence. 

DePue: Let me read you a couple lines from the Chicago Daily News, August 16-17, 

1975, during the state fair. This is an article about the state fair, and Dan 

Walkerôs there and Jim Thompsonôs there. Hereôs Dan Walker: ñStep right up, 

ladies and gentlemen. Get the best food at the state fair.ò Thatôs the pitch that 

heôs making. And hereôs Jim Thompson: ñHi, Iôm Jim Thompson, and Iôm 

running for governor.ò (laughter) 

Gilbert: Well, he had memorized his lines by then. 

DePue: ñWhere are you from?ò And a little bit farther into the article it says, ñWalker 

seldom walks from one point to another at the fair without shaking most of the 

hands in between. With 98 percent name recognition he can simply say, óHi, 

Iôm Dan.ôò Now hereôs the part thatôs going to trouble you, a paragraph later: 

ñBut Thompson was seen committing a political boo-boo: walking from the 

fairôs coliseum to the Republican tent without glad-handing anyone, and with 

55 percent name recognition, most of it in Chicago area, he cannot expect 

downstate fairgoers to stop and stare the way they do when Walker goes by.ò 

Gilbert: I would agree with that 100 percent. And it probably was not until ô76 that he 

began to hone what became known as Thompsonôs campaign style. We had t-

shirts, óThompson For Governor,ô orange t-shirts with blue lettering. Jim 

Skilbeck then even took it a step further: he got a bullhorn. And Thompson 

would walk in the parade. Sometimes heôd walk with Jayne Thompson, (Jayne 

Carr before they were married). Heôd go side to side and shake hands with 

people, and Skilby would be out front with his bullhorn saying, ñLadies and 

gentlemen, here comes Jim Thompson, the next governor of Illinois!ò Some 

people would cheer. Other people would boo, but usually the cheers were 

more predominant. Heôd stop, chug a beer if somebody handed him a beer, 

hand it back. He would sign autographs. He just worked it. I donôt recall him 

riding in a car. There may have been a few times when he rode in a car into a 

stadium or something, but rarely. He was always walking. 

DePue: Was Jayne with him for some of these parades? 

Gilbert: Yeah, Jayne was with him, andð 

DePue: Walking with him? 
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Gilbert: Yeah, walking with him, and when Samantha got older she was walking with 

him. They grew up as a campaigning family, and they accepted it. 

DePue: Did Jayne seem to like it? Especially in the first couple campaigns. 

Gilbert: Yeah, she did. She did. She was surprising, how much fun it was, as youôve 

seen in the picture of her going down the giant slide at the state fair with him. 

It was fun. But there was a problem on the campaign trail for not only Jayne 

Carr Thompson but for any spouse of a person whoôs campaigning for a big 

office, and that is that the public, the electorate, nine times out of ten will go 

right by the spouse to get to the candidate.16 So here she is with her husband, 

ñHey, Jim, over here; hey, Jim, over here,ò and thereôs Jayne, and nobodyôs 

saying, ñHey, Jayne, over here.ò Nobodyôs saying that. It takes a special kind 

of a person to be able to stand in the shadow of the candidate and say, ñThis is 

what heôs got to do. This is what heôs supposed to do. I understand this. I 

support it. Iôm happy that itôs going so well for him.ò 

DePue: Itôs interesting, because thatôs the person you described as your mother 

Gilbert: Basically, yeah. Yeah, thatôs an interesting observation. And it was difficult 

for Jayne at some times. When Thompson met Jayne Carr, she was an 

Assistant Illinois Attorney General under Bill Scott, and she was good. She 

did a lot of trial work. She wrote some amazing briefs. She was considered a 

star in his office. Very good, and thatôs one reason I think Thompson was 

attracted to her. Legally, they were on the same page. Whether theyôre on the 

same platform, Iôm not sure, but the same page, anyway. They loved the law. 

They understood it. They talked about it. They had a lot of comfort with each 

other in that regard. When Thompson started running for governor and then 

was elected governor, her legal career all of a sudden was compromised 

because she is dating or is married to a candidate whoôs running for governor, 

or sheôs the first lady of Illinois, and what kind of a legal practice can you 

have in that regard? She handled that as well as anybody could. She tried 

joining a private firm. She tried doing legal work. She tried to be Of Counsel. 

And these conflicts of interest kept popping up, or they were afraid they 

would pop up in a lot of cases, so that didnôt work. 

DePue: Letôs go back to the very beginning days of the campaign. What was the 

strategy? I assume you and Thompson sat down and brainstormed about that. 

                                                
16 And occasionally, they experienced worrisome interactions. Samantha Thompson, interview by Mike 

Czaplicki, April 4, 2014, [currently 25; finalize page number(??)] [Placeholder for Jayneôs talk with Mark(??)] 
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Gilbert: We did brainstorm about it. The first part weôd 

been talking about, and thatôs just campaigning 

and meeting people, ñthis man Thompson.ò17 

The second part was meeting Republicans who 

were going to vote for him in a primary. We 

didnôt know who was going to pop up against 

him as an opponent in the primary. 

     Before Thompson announced that he was 

going to run for governor, he went and met with 

his old boss, Bill Scott, who was the Attorney 

General for Illinois. Scott was the fair-haired 

Republican. After Dick Ogilvie, it was supposed 

to be Bill Scott who was going to run for 

governor and be the next Republican governor 

of Illinois. I donôt know how much Howlett and 

Korshak played into this strategy, but 

Thompson went into Bill Scottôs office. I donôt 

know if it was unannounced, but I understand 

that he just one day walked into his office, said, 

ñHi, Bill.ò Scott said, ñWell, hi, Jim. What are 

you doing here?ò And Thompson said, ñI just 

came to tell you that Iôm going to run for 

Governor of Illinois.ò Boom, like that. As I 

understand it, it was a shock to Bill Scott, and 

he didnôt know what to say. And Thompson 

didnôt give him much of an opportunity to 

respond. He said, ñOf all people, I wanted you to be one of the first to know 

that thatôs my intention.ò 

DePue: So that was Thompsonôs way of eliminating Bill Scott as an opponent? 

Gilbert: I donôt think it was his way of eliminating him. Hopefully he was going to 

eliminate him, but I donôt think thatôs what he was going to do to eliminate 

him. But it was part of the strategy to corner him, to let him know, ñThis is 

going to happen, and Iôm going to be out there first, so good luck.ò 

DePue: As far as getting into the Republican base, especially downstate areas, how 

big a role do the Lincoln Day dinners play? 

Gilbert: Huge role. The Lincoln Day dinners, and meeting and getting to know and 

having that beer or that cocktail with the Republican County Chairman, was 

just key. Not that Thompson had an opponent in the first primary, but he 

wanted to gin up the Republican vote in the primary, because he knew he was 

going to need 100 percent Republican vote in the general election, no matter if 

it was Dan Walker or someone else, plus a large number of independents, plus 

                                                
17 Slogan on a 1976 campaign pamphlet. 
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a number of Democrats. Those were the numbers he had to achieve to win. So 

as you saw in those commercials that we watched, the more name recognition 

he hadðThis Man Thompson, This Man Thompson; ñHi, Iôm Jim 

Thompson,ò ñOh, I heard you were out hereòð it was so important to that 

first campaign strategy. 

DePue: From what you said, then, going into the campaign he recognized he needed 

to pull enough Democrat votes to be able to win? 

Gilbert: Yes. 

DePue: He wouldnôt be able to do it just with the pure Republican and independents. 

Gilbert: Unh-uh. So we soon opened campaign offices at 110 South Dearborn Street, 

right across from First National Bank Plaza. Great campaign offices. We 

began to get volunteers. Jim Fletcher came on as our first campaign manager.  

DePue: Another U.S. attorney guy? 

Gilbert: No. Fletcher, I believe, was associated with Bernie Epton; Bernie Epton had 

been a Republican state legislator, a representative, and had run for mayor 

against Harold Washington. And weôll have to check this, but I believe 

Fletcher came out of Eptonôs law firm.18 

DePue: But the race against Harold Washington wouldôve happened a few years later. 

Gilbert: That happened later, right. That was Bernie Epton. But Fletcher, I believe, 

came in. Fletcher is a very smart man. Heôs a strategist. Heôs a political 

animal. He knows the ins and outs of especially Republican politics at this 

time. 

DePue: Is that to say that Jim Fletcher is that guy that every good campaign needs to 

have? Heôs the number cruncher who you tell him the county in Illinois, he 

can tell you how itôs going to go? 

Gilbert: Pretty much so. He is one of the guys that youôve got to have. But he, along 

with a few other people, were key in that first campaign. He worked the 

Republican strategy. I donôt know if Kjellander joined us in that campaign; I 

think he may have. Bill Cellini was a big supporter early on, and those men 

had the downstate network more in hand than anyone else. So they would put 

together Republican chairmen receptions. At first I donôt know how 

convinced Thompson was of the importance of county chairmen, but it didnôt 

take him long to figure out that these guys were key, and he had to have their 

undivided loyalty. 

     We took off from there. We had a campaign office. We began to open 

                                                
18 Fletcher managed Eptonôs 1983 campaign against Washington. For his background and decision to manage 

Thompsonôs 1976 campaign, see [Placeholder for Fletchôs interview with me on this topic(??)] 
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offices downstate. We put together our own network of advance people; Bob 

Athey, who had worked a lot on Nixonôs campaigns, doing advance work for 

him, came in and helped set up our advance team. We had county 

coordinators in just about every county. It began to build from there. And all 

of a sudden, Thompson, whoôs a great speaker, began to develop a great 

political speech. You saw his commercials, and we wanted the impression, 

when people heard Thompson speaking about how he tackled the corrupt 

machine politicians in Chicago, that they would hear a cell door slamming in 

the background. Thatôs the image we wanted to portray. ñOh, yeah, this guyôs 

tough. Heôs big. Nobodyôs going to touch Jim Thompson.ò And that worked 

for us. 

DePue: Did that play equally as well in the city and the suburbs and downstate? 

Gilbert: Some parts of the city, and in the African American communities of Chicago 

and certain African American churches it played very well. In certain Cook 

County suburbs it played very well. In DuPage County it was a home run. 

(DePue laughs) Theyôd been waiting for this day for a long time. We got one 

of our own! 

DePue: DuPage County had the reputation at that time of being the second most 

Republican dominated county in the country. 

Gilbert: Yeah, I think so. 

DePue: Go ahead. 

Gilbert: I mean, it just began to build. But with all of these people coming on, every 

county chairman, when they joined, had their hand out. ñWell, Jim, how many 

jobs are we going to get here in Ogle County?ò Or, ñWhatôs this going to 

mean to Woodford County?ò And Woodford County is the county where 

Eureka is home. Itôs probably one of the most Republican counties in the 

state, and that will come into play in Thompsonôs third election. 

DePue: Well, because who went to school at Eureka College? 

Gilbert: As a Democrat, though. 

DePue: Ronald Reagan. 

Gilbert: Yeah, he was a Democrat when he went to Eureka. But Eureka is his home, as 

far as going to college, along with Dixon. Another key part of the strategyð

along with Fletcher coming in as campaign manager, Bob Athey coming in to 

kind of head up the advance team and work on that partðwas Bailey 

Deardorff, which was Doug Bailey and John Deardorff. They had a primarily 

liberal Republican consulting firm based out of Washington, but they came in 

and wanted to do the political commercials and strategies and so forth. They 

had a pollster tied with them named Bob Teeter. Teeter, of course, is a big 
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name in political polling throughout the years, both Republican and Democrat, 

[though he] was primarily considered a Republican pollster. So Bailey 

Deardorff and Teeter joined our campaign. They came in for strategy sessions, 

and based on their polling said, ñYour name recognition in the metropolitan 

Chicago area is good, [around] 50-60 percent. Downstate youôre not known at 

all, so you should really build that base in the Chicago area. Thatôs what 

youôll need.ò 

     But we talked about that and said, ñIf we can make news every day in the 

Chicago metropolitan area but build it from downstate, spend a lot of time 

downstateðin the county fairs, in the state fairs, at the Lincoln Day dinners, 

the Memorial Day parades, the Fourth of July parades, and so forthðand get 

that name recognition built up downstate, weôve got something. Every day 

[we can] send news to Chicago that plays in the Tribune, the Sun-Times, the 

Daily News, the American, and then on WMAQ radio, which was the talk 

radio of the time, and WBBM.ò Thatôs where Skilbeck came in, who Iôd hired 

as the radio man. We tried to get a segment out of a speech every day and 

send it up to Chicago, and heôd get on the phone, ñHey, Iôve got Jim 

Thompson who was in Olney today, speaking to the Kiwanis. And here Iôve 

got a thirty-second sound bite where he saidéò whatever the news of the day 

was. And that stuff began to play. So we were keeping his identity stirred up 

in the Chicago area through the Chicago news media, while meeting and 

building a base in downstate Illinois. 

      Now comes Mike Howlett, and Iôve heard this story directly from Danny 

Rostenkowski, who was chairman of the ways and means committeeð

longtime Democrat committeeman from the Northwest Side, wonderful guy. 

DePue: Considered the most powerful guy in the House of Representatives for a 

while. 

Gilbert: Absolutely, and they said at that time, second or third most powerful man in 

Washington. But Rosty told me this story, actually, a couple of times. He was 

out playing golf one day, and the pro comes up and says, ñYouôve got a call 

from Mayor Daley. He needs to talk to you right away.ò And as Rosty told the 

story, you know, ñWhat in the hell does he want?ò But he went into the pro 

shop, picked up the phone, called the mayor back, and Daley allegedly told 

him, ñWhere is Mike Howlett? I want him to run for governor. Find Howlett 

and tell him heôs running for governor.ò So that ended Rostenkowskiôs golf 

match for the day. But he went and found Howlett, and said, ñMike, I just 

talked to the mayor. He wants you to run for governor, and that would be in 

the primary against Dan Walker.ò We soon, through one source or another, 

heard the story that Howlett was going to be running in the primary against 

Dan Walker and could be Thompsonôs opponent in the general election. And 

we thought, Oh man, whatôs this going to look like? The same two guys that 

had sat in the Union League Club for several years every Wednesday morning 

over breakfast? 

DePue: Was that well known? 
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Gilbert: No, no, not at all. 

DePue: Now, this speaks volumes about Walkerôs relationship with Mayor Daley, but 

Walker had made his entire career reputation on tearing down Daley, so itôs 

not a surprise, certainly. 

Gilbert: Right, and they were bitter enemies over the Crosstown Expressway. People 

forget how big that Crosstown Expressway issue was. I mean, it was huge. 

And so with all the flair of Chicago Democratic politics, Mike Howlett 

announced that he was the Democratic candidate, endorsed by the machine in 

Chicago, andð 

DePue: When would that have occurred? 

Gilbert: The primary was March 17, 1976, so it had to be in the fall. 

DePue: So enough time to give Howlett a chance to put together a credible campaign? 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: And I would think heôs not going to have a serious problem with raising the 

money he needs to do that. 

Gilbert: No, you wouldnôt think so, and the most popular Jackson-Jefferson Day 

speaker. 

DePue: (laughs) I know when the Lincoln Day dinners are. Those are mostly in 

February. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: Whenôs Jackson-Jefferson? 

Gilbert: About the same time. 

DePue: Are they? So another purely political kind of an event. 

Gilbert: Rubber chicken.19 Greg Baise and I would go with Thompson to some of 

these Lincoln Day dinners, and weôd have an entourage of about five or six 

people. I would be there, or Skilbeck; one of the press people would be there. 

Weôd probably have the county coordinator from whoeverôs county we were 

in. Weôd have one or two state police, state troopers who were then assigned 

to our campaign, or before that, Dan Kennelly, who was our own heat-bearing 

(laughs) aide. Thompson would get up, and heôd get on a roll, and heôd keep 

rolling and rolling, and weôd be in the back going, ñWe gotta get out of here. 

We gotta be here. The weatherôs closing in. Weôve got to get out of here.ò 

                                                
19 Reference to the frequency and quality of chicken the dinners offered. 
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During that first campaign, we put together a volunteer air force, and we 

didnôt have state aircraft. Illinoisôs a big stateð420 miles long and 300 miles 

wide. People in southern Illinois are closer to Mississippi than they are 

Chicago, in more ways than one, as Thompson used to say. So we started 

putting together people who had airplanes, who would volunteer to fly 

Thompson and a couple of aides around. One of our good pilots was Bob 

Donahue, and a good friend of mine, who went on to work for the FAA in 

Washington, in charge of airports. But Bob and his partnerðñBad Weatherò 

Blough (pronounced blow) was his nicknameðflew a twin-engine plane, and 

those guys would take off in bad weather, and weôd say, ñOh, man, we 

shouldnôt be flying through this stuff.ò 

DePue: Were you spending most of your time on the campaign trail, or back in the 

home office? 

Gilbert: In ô75 and ô76 I was almost totally on the campaign trail. I did some 

speechwriting at first, but after he got the hang of it Thompson was his own 

speechwriter. Most of it came off the cuff. I mean, he was just a natural 

speaker. He just had a mind that would not forget a statistic, so if you told him 

something, if you gave him some information, you darn well better be sure it 

was good information, because heôd be spewing it out. 

DePue: Thatôs the reporting side of you: make sure you got it right to begin with. 

Gilbert: Darn right. In our press staff, we just had a couple of rules. One was just what 

you said: always be sure you have your facts straight. Secondly, always return 

every phone call that you get the same day. I donôt care if itôs midnight and 

you havenôt gone home yet and youôve got a phone call, but return your phone 

calls. And never lie. Never give a reporter bad information thatôs not true. 

DePue: What were the main issues of the campaign? 

Gilbert: In which campaign, the primary or the general? 

DePue: Letôs start with the primary. 

Gilbert: The main issue in the primary election was, Who is Jim Thompson? It was 

merely, Who is this man, whatôs he done, and why is he running for governor? 

And that morphed into jobs, jobs, jobs. Weôve got to create jobs in Illinois to 

get the economy of Illinois back on its feet. Honesty, integrity in government. 

And, of course, there was always the shadow of Otto Kerner behind those 

statements, whether you believed Thompson did the right thing or not. And 

his reputation. The economy definitely became the issue. 

      In the general election, running against Mike Howlett, it was, Whoôs going 

to be running this state if Mike Howlettôs elected? Is it going to be Mike 

Howlett or is it going to be Mayor Daley? We had a door hanger put together, 

we actually had it drawn up and ready to go, which was a picture taken of 
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Mayor Richard J. Daley and Mike Howlett at the St. Patrickôs Day parade in 

Chicago. And it was a side profile shot. Howlett was here with his jowls 

hanging down, with his felt hat on, with his dark coat with the Sons of Ireland 

banner across, and standing just in front of him was the same profile of Mayor 

Daley. So you had Howlett here, Daley here, theyôre both looking out this 

way, and the only thing it said on the door hanger was, ñWho do you want 

running Illinois?ò 

DePue: Now, you talked yourself about Thompson having all these meals with 

Howlett every week over the years. Did Thompson really believe that Howlett 

wouldnôt be his own guy once he became governor? 

Gilbert: Who knew? Howlett didnôt want to run for governor. We knew that. 

Rostenkowksi confirmed that. He was happy as could be being Secretary of 

State: didnôt have the pressure; had this vast army of political workers whoôd 

reelect him, whoôd do the work; he was popular; he didnôt have to work hard; 

secretary of stateôs office takes care of itself. 

DePue: And yet, when he announces in the fall, youôve got a sitting governor who has 

his own power base, whoôs very well-known across the state. Did Thompsonôs 

campaign think that it was going to be Walker or Howlett that they would 

face? 

Gilbert: When Howlett announced, we thought it would be Howlett. The Chicago 

machine was going to be too much in Chicago for Walker to overcome, and 

Howlettôs popularity downstate. Walker wasnôt getting a whole lot of invites, 

the same invites that Howlett was getting for the Jackson-Jefferson Day 

dinners. 

DePue: But you mentioned yourself that the secretary state position is a great one if 

itôs all about patronage, and thereôs lots of patronage jobs that are going down 

south. Wouldnôt the Democrats down south be beholden toé Well, I might be 

answering my own question. Theyôd be beholden to Howlett. 

Gilbert: Exactly. Whoôs the secretary of state? Not Dan Walker. You did answer your 

own question. The other thing was, we had a tested group of coordinators 

throughout the state, young kids, who believed in Thompson, who had hit the 

ground, and we had refined our campaign act by the time that general election 

came around. So when Thompson rolled into town, there were banners at the 

airport, the press was there, there was a caravan, the county chairman was in 

the RV with Thompson riding to the event, and it was a well-oiled machine. 

Howlett didnôt have that kind of a campaign strategy structure put together. 

There were stories that he was supposed to go to Decatur and the plane landed 

at Bloomington or something like that, and he was just having all kinds of 

problems. 

DePue: This was in the general campaign or the primary? 
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Gilbert: No, the general. 

DePue: Who would you have preferred to run against, Walker or Howlett? 

Gilbert: Either one. Either one, but we thought Howlett would be the more difficult 

candidate to run against, just because of the Daley machine. And it started out 

that way. When we were approaching Labor Day in 1976ðI had referred to 

this a little bit earlierðwe were about out of money. Those commercials that 

you saw down there had been produced for the primary. 

DePue: Yeah, we were watching these commercials during lunch today. 

Gilbert: Yeah, and those cost money. Thereôs a lot of production involved, and you 

have to buy media time. You have to put them on TV, and we had radio spots, 

and so forth. We had a paid staff now that was pretty large. And it was tough. 

So weôre running out of money, we come up to Labor Day, and Thompson 

says, ñWeôre going to have to lay some people off or make some decisions, 

because weôre just about at the end of our financial rope.ò But the Tribune 

poll came out on Labor Day weekend that showed Thompson had a 

substantial lead over Howlett, and the floodgates opened. The money started 

pouring in. People who had been holding back said, ñHmm, this guyôs going 

to win, and Iôm going to get on board.ò From then on, from Labor Day up 

until the election, we were almost exclusively in downstate Illinois. We had 

Chicago media traveling with us much of the time on a daily basis, so we were 

making Chicago news on every newscast. Meanwhile, in Mount Vernon, 

Illinois, (imitates newscast) ñJim Thompson bought a dog today. Heôs an Irish 

setter, and he named him Guv.ò All of a sudden the stories are about Guv. So 

it worked. 

DePue: Iôm going to reveal a little bit of my own cynicism about politics. You said 

that when it was clear Thompson had a sizable lead over Howlett, the 

floodgates opened and he got a lot more money. Iôm thinking the average 

voter who wants to contribute to a campaign might be more compelled to 

contribute to a close campaign so he thinks he can push his guy over the finish 

line. But if youôre opening up the floodgates and youôre getting a lot more 

money, youôre getting money from deep pockets who might have something 

that they want to get out of the government once that person becomes 

governor. 

Gilbert: Welcome to politics. 

DePue: (laughs) So that is the case? The second scenario is the case? 

Gilbert: Both are the case, but since the beginning, since the first election, that has 

always been an incentive for someone to get behind an elected official whoôs 

going to be in a position of power to help somebody out. Now, what you do to 

help those people out is another story, and once we get past the election we 
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can talk about some safeguards that Thompson put into place to make sure we 

werenôt going to have problems along that line. 

DePue: I got a little bit ahead of myself. I did want to mention here the results of the 

primary. Thompson did have an opponent, but letôs go with Howlett-Walker: 

Howlett 48.1 percent, Walker 41.7 percent. Pretty significant defeat for Dan 

Walker, the sitting governor. Anything of interest in terms of Thompsonôs 

primary opponent, Richard Cooper? 

Gilbert: Dick Cooper was a Weight Watchers guru, I think out of Oak Brook. Nice 

guy. Probably running for governor because he had so much money he didnôt 

know what else to do. Never had much of a platform. Always nattily attired; 

he dressed really well. Didnôt have the same shtick that Thompson had in 

parades or meeting with people or so forth. A little stiffer candidate, and he 

certainly didnôt have the organization that we had, or the ability to put an 

organization together like that. 

DePue: Does that mean that you could save your resources for the general election? 

You didnôt have to devote too much to the primary? 

Gilbert: No, no, not at all. It was just the other way around. Thompsonôs name ID had 

to be raised for the general, and one way to do that is in the primary. We were 

spending a considerable amount of money on name ID, the ñThis Man 

Thompsonò commercials that ran, especially downstate, in the primary, that 

then gave him an edge in the general. I had talked earlier about election night 

on March seventeenth, when Thompson won the primary. He beat Dick 

Cooper, which, big deal, but it was a big deal. It was the first election that 

Thompson had won. 

DePue: And the vote was 77.1 percent for Thompson; 9 percent is what Cooper 

polled. 

Gilbert: Yeah, not bad. But we took five or six commercials out of that victory speech 

on election night, so thatôs where the money was going. We were not coasting 

at all during the primary. 

DePue: Weôve been talking about that quite a bit already, but fairly early in the 

general election, May eighth, Thompson announces that he and Jayne are 

engaged. Or they probably jointly announced. I want you to talk about how 

much that was part of the political discussion (Gilbert laughs) versus just a 

spur of the moment thing. 

Gilbert: It was neither. It was never part of the political discussion. It was never a 

spur-of-the-moment deal. These two had known each other for quite some 

time, and I think probably had quite an admiration for each other for quite 

some time. But you know what? They never invited me on any of their dates, 

so Iôd really be out in left field if I was commenting on that, because I 

wouldnôt know what I was talking about. 
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DePue: But come on, Mr. Reporter, every journalist in Chicago had to be speculating 

it was all about the campaign. 

Gilbert: Well, I will tell you some facts and things that I do know that may solve your 

cynical mind. (laughter) Youôre a cynic! One, May eighth is Governor 

Thompsonôs birthday, and there are some significant things that happen down 

the road on May eighth, which may or may not come out in our discussions. 

They did have a wonderful courtship, and Jayne was a wonderful person and 

fit into the campaign extremely well. She kept working through all of this. She 

was still working as an assistant attorney general. 

DePue: You mean U.S. Attorney, or was she in the attorney generalôs office? 

Gilbert: No, she was in Bill Scottôs office. The engagement happened, and we moved 

along. It was primarily Thompson on the campaign trail before they were 

married. She did join him on certain occasions, but it was primarily 

Thompson. When they did get married, they got married in St. James 

Cathedral. 

DePue: Thatôs June nineteenth. 

Gilbert: June 19, 1976. The wedding was beautiful. As you walked in, it wasnôt strictly 

by invitation. There were invitations that were sent out, and Iôm sure that 

some people who werenôt invited got in and [were seated]. But there were 

certain areas that were reserved for invited guests. Have you ever been in to 

St. James Cathedral? 

DePue: No. 

Gilbert: Beautiful, beautiful church. Big cathedral, high ceilings, choir lofts along the 

side, and the altar and everything. The choir loft, over on this side, it just so 

happened that was reserved for Republican county chairmen. (laughter) Does 

that help? Because they wanted to attend. I mean, it wasnôt a political 

wedding, but, you know, youôre spending so much timeé They were now Jim 

Thompsonôs good friends: ñOf course heôs going to invite me to his wedding.ò 

So we had a special section set off for them. 

DePue: As the press secretary for a guy whoôs running for governor, this isnôt exactly 

bad press either, is it? 

Gilbert: Oh no, it was wonderful. Every woman in the state couldnôt get enough 

pictures of the wedding, or what kind of a dress did she have on, where are 

they going on their honeymoonðall the things that surround that wedding. 

Thatôs a wonderful event. 

DePue: So where did they go on their honeymoon? 
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Gilbert: For Thompson, who had been single for thirty-nine yearsðhe was thirty-nine 

years old at the timeðthis was ñBig Jim finally got a little woman.ò (laughter) 

DePue: How many years had they been dating? Do you have a sense of that? 

Gilbert: I really donôt know. I donôt know how long they had been dating. I know they 

had known each other for quite some time. 

DePue: We talked a little bit about Jim Thompson as the campaigner in those very 

early days, and you certainly addressed that he got much better. Describe Jim 

Thompson by the time you get to, letôs say, the state fair in August of 1976. 

Gilbert: He was owning the state fair in terms of Republicans. This was the first time 

since Dick Ogilvie, who probably wasnôt much of a state fair goer, except on 

Republican day, that Republican downstaters really felt they had someone 

they could have fun with. Like at the state fair, going down the giant slide 

with his bride and their dog. Guv even went down the big, giant slide at one 

time. 

DePue: With cameramen at the bottom. 

Gilbert: With cameramen who just happened to be right there, getting the whole shot, 

which played really well in Chicago. So he loved the state fair. During his 

administrations he put more money into the state fair. He did things like 

bringing Willie Nelson in. He brought the Chicago Symphony to the state fair 

for the first time, which was a great, great tradition for many years. He was a 

big supporter of the state fair. He also revived the Du Quoin state fair, which 

was on its last legs. Even during ô76, downstate chairman said, ñYouôve got to 

come to Du Quoin,ò and Thompsonôs first question was, ñWhatôs Du Quoin?ò 

But he went to the Du Quoin State Fair, and went to the harness races there, 

and later, as governor, put more money into the Du Quoin State Fair and got it 

back on its feet. For southern Illinois, this was it.  

DePue: Harness racing brings out an interesting point for Illinois politics because 

Kernerôs demise had a lot to do with horse racing; horse racing, gambling, and 

organized crime had always been connected in a lot of peopleôs minds. But 

going to the state fair and going to the harness races and things like that, was 

that seen as a plus? 

Gilbert: Yeah. This was part of the state fair that had always been there. They had 

harness racing. They had motorcycle racing. They had stock cars. They had 

the sale of the Grand Champion, which Thompson was there getting his 

buddies who owned large restaurants in Chicago to pony up big bucks to buy 

the championship steer. He went whole hog, (laughter) you might say. 

DePue: What are some of the other classic Jim Thompson on the campaign trail 

stories youôve got? 
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Gilbert: One of my favorites was C.L. McCormick, who, as a legislator from 

downstate, kept bugging Thompson to come down to his region for a gospel 

sing. Every Wednesday night or Saturday night they would get together and 

have a gospel sing, and it was exactly that; theyôd get together and sing gospel 

songs. Sometimes there would be a featured singer who would lead the 

congregation. It was not only just a congregation; people from the whole town 

loved these gospel sings, so it was the thing to do. C.L. said, ñGovernor, you 

come to my gospel sing and youôll have all the votes in my area.ò 

       In the last two weeks of the campaign we put together an RV trip down 

the east side of the state. I think we started in Charleston and went all the way 

down the east side, and the Chicago press was traveling with us. Weôve got 

Larry Green, who we saw in the video that we watched at noontime, from the 

Daily News; we had Dick Kay, who was a Chicago television reporter; we had 

Mike Flannery. We probably had about six or seven Chicago media types 

traveling with us, along with local media that would ride with us from stop to 

stop. Theyôd all get in the RV, and Thompson would just talk. Theyôd tell 

stories. So weôre going to the gospel sing in C.L. McCormickôs town, and 

Thompson said, ñWhat can I talk about here?ò And the media started chipping 

in ideas: ñWhy donôt you take something out of the Bible? Why donôt you talk 

about something like Moses? You know, my opponentôs like Moses; heôs 

been to the top of the mountain, heôs seen the promised land, but heôll never 

enter the promised land.ò Thatôs what he did at the gospel sing, and it was a 

huge hit. 

DePue: Is that where this came from: ñIllinois has a modern Moses in the 

gubernatorial candidacy of James Thompson,ò written by George Kelly? 

Gilbert: (laughter) Could be. From there, we went on down to Elizabethtown. And we 

were going to go from Elizabethtown on to Metropolis and then back up 

through Carbondale. Itôs a week before the election in 1976. We get to 

Elizabethtown about 4:00 in the afternoon. Itôs autumn. The leaves have 

fallen. Itôs one of those cool but really beautiful autumn late afternoons, and 

we pull up in front of the little county courthouse, the Hardin County 

courthouse. And the little high school band is playing on the side. There are 

maybe three hundred people, which I donôt think there are more than that that 

live in Elizabethtown. Itôs on the banks of the Ohio River, and as you look out 

over the Ohio River youôre looking over to Kentucky on the other side of the 

Ohio. Then as you look east on the Ohio River, thereôs this big island in the 

middle of the Ohio River. 

     Thompson is introduced by the Republican County Chairman of Hardin 

County. He stands up, and he says, ñLadies and gentlemen, by this time next 

week, when the sun comes up over Hurricane Island, weôre gonna have a new 

governor and his name is Jim Thompson! Big Jim Thompson!ò The place 

went nuts. Everybodyôs clapping. Iôm sitting thereðafter eighteen months of 

campaigning; after forty-some county fairs and after the state fair; after 

innumerable Lincoln Day dinners; after meetings with county chairmen; after 

editorial board meetings all over the state, from Rockford to Decatur to the 
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Southern Illinoisan to the State Journal-Register; and Thompson talking and 

talking and talking, speaking and speakingðhere the Hardin County 

Republican chairman is giving this speech, and Iôm thinking, You know what? 

I think we got a chance. (laughter) It was a moment that will live in infamy, as 

President Roosevelt said. But it was a wonderfulé I knew we had it at that 

point. 

DePue: Werenôt the polls telling you that you had it already? 

Gilbert: The polls were looking good, but you never know. Then the election is held, 

the results are coming in, and when the final results come in, weôre finding 

that Thompson carried 100 out of 102 counties. The only two counties he 

didnôt carryðIôm sure you know what those are. 

DePue: They might be on the map here of the general election. One would be Cook 

County. 

Gilbert: No, he carried Cook. 

DePue: Okay, you didnôt carry Alexander and one is soé 

Gilbert: Union County. 

DePue: Union County. Is that what this one right here is?  

Gilbert: Actually, I thought it was Christian County and Union County, but that could 

be it. This is Union.20 This was Clyde Choateôs home county, and we expected 

Clyde to do very well in his home county. He was the Democrat leader in the 

House, and he was Mr. Southern Illinois for years. 

DePue: Iôd forgotten he was still a feature of the Illinois legislature at that time. 

Gilbert: Oh, he was a powerful feature. 

DePue: Mustôve been an amazing guy. Medal of Honor winner, and að 

Gilbert: Oh, and he was a terrific guy. Thompson and Choate got along great, just like 

the Howlett-Thompson relationship; just like so many others that we could 

talk about. 

DePue: A couple other things. Letôs talk about the percentages that Thompson won 

by, and then weôll go back to some of the other features in the election itself. 

Do you have some figures there, it looks like? 

Gilbert: I do. The key theme during the ô76 campaign was jobs, and it was jobs, jobs, 

jobs. In ô76, he won 65 percent of the vote over Mike Howlett. He was the 

                                                
20 Thompson narrowly lost Alexander County by 323 votes and Gallatin County by 31 votes. State of Illinois, 

Official Vote Cast at the General Election, November 2, 1976. [Placeholder for election map in Handbook(??)] 
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first candidate to receive over 3 million votes for governor in the history of the 

state, which is still the largest vote total, I think, in the history of the state. We 

started Democrats for Thompson, which was part of the strategy in the 

beginning. We could get the independents, and we have to have a number of 

Democrats. But those were my keys. Hundred out of 102 counties, 65 percent 

victory, and just an overwhelming landslide over Mayor Daleyôs chosen 

candidate. 

DePue: How proud were you of your candidate? 

Gilbert: Extremely. Extremely proud. He carried himself very well, didnôt get carried 

away. There were opportunities during the campaign where people wouldð

like you say, theyôre interested in getting a job, or getting something from 

their elected official. I had people coming up to me and shaking my hands, 

ñMy nameôs so-and-so. Tell the governor that Iôd really like to meet with 

him.ò And Iôd look and thereôd be a hundred dollar bill that heôd just palmed. 

Iôd say, ñExcuse me, if you want to make a contribution to Citizens for 

Thompson, just see that person right over there whoôs taking campaign 

contributions, and weôll give you a receipt.ò 

DePue: Well, that was the tried and true tradition down in southern Illinois, 

especiallyðthat sounds like the Paul Powell story. 

Gilbert: Palming was not something unheard of in this state, thatôs for sure, but we had 

a leader. It starts at the top. And if you worked on his campaign, you followed 

the rules. 

DePue: You think a couple of those times, some of those times, somebody was trying 

to set Thompson up? 

Gilbert: Possibly, but I donôt know. I wouldnôt be surprised. 

DePue: And to give you an opportunity to put your modesty aside, how big a role did 

you play in his victory? 

Gilbert: I was happy I made the decision I made, to leave the Tribune and to join a 

rookie politician running for governor of Illinois, who not only conducted the 

campaign that he conducted in the highest level, but set a standard for 

campaigning in Illinois. And very similar campaign style to Bill Clinton. That 

comparisonôs been made a number of times. And he did it honestly. I donôt 

know of anything with any staff people or with the candidate himself that I 

wouldnôt be proud of. 

     As far as my role, what I think I brought to the campaign was an 

understanding of the media. Iôd looked at working with the media as, What 

would I want out of a political campaign? And then find ways to answer that 

question and give reporters what they wanted. Getting a return phone call 

every dayðI mean, Iôve called campaign offices and never heard back, and 

thatôs something that would really, really make me angry. So that never 
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happened that I know of. And the people who came to work in our press office 

abided by the same rules. We had a great relationship with the media. He was 

fun, and it was fun to be on his campaign, because it wasnôt all strict position 

papers, although we had all of that stuff. He was a likable guy. He was an 

approachable candidate. He was believable. He told the truth. So I contributed 

what I could contribute. 

DePue: The campaign wasnôt totally devoid of controversy, and one of them 

certainlyðyouôve suggested this beforeðwas the Otto Kerner trial. That 

would work great in some circles, and it worked to disadvantage in others. 

And I happened to know that Otto Kernerôs step-grandson was very vocal in 

his opposition to Thompson, because he felt Jim Thompson, as U.S. Attorney, 

had unfairly tarnished his dadôs reputation, destroyed a man, purely for 

political ambition. A lot of what he was suggesting were things like Nixon and 

John Mitchell, the attorney general at the U.S. level, wanted to get his dad 

because of things that were going on in Chicago with the Kerner Commission, 

those kinds of things. So there were some nasty allegations, and also some 

suggestions on Tony Kernerôs part, that Thompson had lied to a racing board 

out in California about the trial and about the evidence that Marge Everett had 

offered, and made some contradictory statements. You and I have both seen 

the interview that Bill Curtis had with candidate Thompson about that very 

issue. How did you deal with that issue?21 

Gilbert: We acknowledged it, didnôt dodge it. If I were Otto Kernerôs son, if it were 

my dad, I would probably feel the same way. Thatôs very understandable. 

Now, do the facts hold up as to what heôs saying? I donôt think so. History has 

proven that. During the early days of the campaign in downstate communities, 

when Thompson would be in a parade and go by the local Democratic 

headquarters, it was not unusual for people to hurl some type of epithet at him 

derogatorily about the Kerner conviction. However, the Kerner conviction 

was upheld. The justice system proved that it was an honest verdict, so history 

will take a stand on that. In the long run, in the campaign, there were 

Democrats for Thompson in large numbers who stood up to that, and 

obviously didnôt believe it, or they wouldnôt have been a Democrat for 

Thompson or voted for him. So history will be the judge of that. 

DePue: Do you recall any incidents where Tony directly confronted Thompson when 

he was on the campaign trail? 

Gilbert: Yeah, there was one I think that I heard about. I donôt believe I was there at 

the time but I recall something about him. You know, I totally understand 

Tony Kernerôs position. Just this past week a man named [Allan] Kustok was 

convicted of murdering his wife in Chicago. His son was a former quarterback 

for Northwesternôs football team. Another daughter testified on behalf of her 

father and said, ñMy father didnôt do it.ò And the jury, over an hour and a 

                                                
21 [Placeholder for Governorôs Conference on Otto Kerner(??)] 
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halfôs deliberation, found him guilty. Itôs not unusual for a child of a parent 

whoôs been convicted of a crime, a felony, to take that position, so I certainly 

understand his feelings. 

DePue: Hereôs a completely different kind of challenge for a press secretary to deal 

with: all the buzz about Jim Thompsonôs aspirations to possibly run for 

president. 

Gilbert: He was asked about that in television interviews. He was asked about that by 

Al Hunt from the Wall Street Journal and David Broder from the Washington 

Post. And I think Thompsonôs position was thatôs an issue that was created by 

the media. Anybody who wins in the fifth most populous state in the nation by 

a huge landslide, 70 percent of the vote, 100 out of 102 counties, is definitely 

going to be on a shortlist of people who would be considered contenders to 

run for president. But along came Ronald Reagan at the same time, so it was a 

compliment for a lot of people to think that. Thompson, did he ever want to be 

president? He admitted that, ever since he was eleven years old. Who 

wouldnôt want to be president of the United States? 

DePue: But he was getting those questions a lot during the ô76 campaign, right? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah, he was getting it during the ô76 campaign, during the ô78 campaign, 

and then Reagan began to catch hold, and it kind of died down. But Thompson 

never onceðand I was probably as close to him as any staff person in his 

administrationðnever once said, ñHereôs our strategy for getting to be known 

nationally so we can have a shot at running for president.ò Never one 

discussion about that. 

DePue: You mentioned a couple main issues of the campaign. I assume Crosstown did 

not go away; it was still an issue. Certainly you mentioned the importance of 

the economy. We havenôt addressed the nature of the economy at the time. 

But weôre looking at relatively high unemployment and relatively high 

inflation rates, over 6 percent in both categories. The American economy was 

not doing that well at the time. I think at the national level the unemployment 

rate was about a percentage point higher than Illinois. But what was the 

candidate saying about what he was going to do to address the 

unemployment? 

Gilbert: Create jobs. 

DePue: How? 

Gilbert: Create jobs. Go to other states, not only convinceðusing corporations outside 

of Illinois to locate into Illinois, but for companies based in Illinois to expand 

in Illinois. And he worked hard at achieving that. Illinois is the second largest 

agricultural state in the union, next to California. And we export more 

agricultureðwe did export more agricultural products in 1976ðthan any 
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other state in the union except California. So he worked hard to create jobs in 

that regard. 

DePue: Was he talking about establishing overseas trade missions? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah, any way we could create more jobs in Illinois. 

DePue: The Reagan themeðand jumping ahead to the 1980 electionðone of his big 

issues was deregulation. Was that a factor that Thompson was talking about? 

Gilbert: Not in 1976, that I recall. 

DePue: ERA had become an issue in 1972 when it passed at the U.S. Congress and 

went on to the states. And every single year in Illinois from ô72 to ô82, the 

Illinois legislature in both the House and Senate voted on the issue and 

devoted an awful lot of time and a lot of energy to it. A lot of press ink was 

spilled over that issue, as well. Had to be an issue in ô76. What was his 

position? 

Gilbert: He was definitely pro ERA. 

DePue: Did the pro ERA forces believe him at the time? 

Gilbert: Youôll have to ask them. (laughs) I believe they did, yes. 

DePue: I know that once he became governor they became less enamored with him in 

that respect. 

Gilbert: Well, thatôs politics, buté 

DePue: I know that Michael Howlett was running on a pledge of not raising taxes. 

Like the economy, thatôs always an issue of every single campaign. What was 

candidate Thompson saying about the issue? 

Gilbert: He did not see the need to raise taxes. There needed to be some adjustment in 

the tax structure of Illinois, but that was an issue that he would work out with 

the legislators in the legislative branch of government. 

DePue: Wasnôt there an awful lot of pressure on the budget? If you got high inflation 

rates, you basically have to be able to match the income that the stateôs getting 

from revenue to be able to keep up with those inflation rates. You also had a 

lot of programs that were being initiated in the 1960sðthe Great Society, the 

War on Poverty programsðthat were getting to be more and more expensive. 

Gilbert: Right. There are also a lot of these programs that are federally driven, and a 

lot of these issues that are federally driven, that one governor, one legislature 

canôt say, ñOh, weôre going to take care of this.ò His philosophy was, if we 

get the economy of Illinois on track, these other issues basically will take care 
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of themselves because there will be money to pay the taxes. You know, as 

long as a person has money in their pocket to pay the rent, thatôs not an issue. 

And in Illinois, wouldnôt you love to have 6 percent unemployment now? Not 

that that was acceptable. In the 1984 presidential election, 6 percent 

unemployment was huge; it was the big issue. If you can get below 6 percent, 

youôre golden, but when youôre going through the ó80ôs, and the high interest 

rates that were being charged, thatôs something that no one person controls. 

States have certain rights within their own domain, but you have to operate 

within what the federal laws say. If we compare what happened with these 

national issues in Illinois at that time to whatôs happening today with federally 

imposed issues like ACA andð 

DePue: Affordable Care Act. 

Gilbert: Yeah, the Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare, as itôs better known. And if we 

look at the debt that the state is suffering from, from pensions and so forth, 

and I look at what the status of the state was during the fourteen years that 

Thompson was governor, Iôd say he was a darn good governor. 

DePue: Nineteen seventy-six is the only time Jim Thompson is going to run on a 

ballot where thereôs also a presidential race going on. How much did the race 

between Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter factor into the election? 

Gilbert: President Ford was in Illinois on several occasions, and he was typical Jerry 

Ford. We were on a train ride through the state, starting in Chicago and ending 

up in Springfield. And of course, President Ford got the typical questions from 

the Illinois press: ñOh, by the way, Mr. President, are you going to Lincoln 

County while youôre here in Illinois?ò And there is no Lincoln County. He 

was on the train platform in Pontiac, and he said, ñItôs so great to be with you 

folks here today in Bloomington,ò and things like that. But I donôt think it 

really impacted us. The results speak for themselves. If there were coattails in 

that election, it probably was a reverse coattail. 

DePue: I would think that Carter won the state that year. I donôt know for sure. 

Gilbert: I donôt recall, but may have. 

DePue: You got a chance to compare the campaigning style of Jerry Ford versus Jim 

Thompson? 

Gilbert: Yeah, it was different. (laughter) 

DePue: Your guy was a better candidate, I would assume you would say. 

Gilbert: I wouldnôt say better or worse. They were certainly different, and I think Jim 

Thompson really had his finger on the pulse of Illinois. One of his favorite 

lines, which he took from Teddy Roosevelt, was ñIllinois, unlike any other 
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state in the union, mirrors the nation,ò and at that time I think it did. I donôt 

know if thatôs still true today or not, but it did. 

DePue: In terms of the demographics? In terms of big cities, rural areas? 

Gilbert: Rightðmanufacturing, transportation, centrally located, makeup of its 

residents and citizens. Itôs a heck of a state. Wonderful state, and a lot of 

interesting things in this state. Franklin Roosevelt, when he was president, was 

in Peoria and took a drive up on the big bluff overlooking the Illinois River in 

Peoria, and he said, ñThis is the worldôs most beautiful drive.ò And it became 

known as the Worldôs Most Beautiful Drive, which brought the name for the 

radio and TV station, WMBD; it stands for Worldôs Most Beautiful Drive. 

Weôre a great state. 

DePue: And after all, how does it play in Peoria, huh? (Gilbert laughs) I wonder when 

that started. 

Gilbert: Yeah. I think that was more of a theater slogan that started because a lot of 

theatrical plays were previewed in Peoria. If it plays in Peoria, itôll be good on 

Broadway. 

DePue: Since weôre close to artistic issues, letôs talk a little bit about Thompson and 

antiquing on the campaign trail. Was he doing it back in ô76? 

Gilbert: Mm-hmm. I have heard him say that he once worked with a fellow workerðI 

donôt know who this person wasðthat was an antique buff and kind of got 

him into antiquing. I assume it was back when he was in the attorney 

generalôs office, or sometime along then. He realized that there was a lot to 

antiques, not only their value and uniqueness and so forth, but just the history 

that an art piece brings with it, and he became very interested in it as a hobby. 

There is a woman in Chicago who has had an antique store, a very profitable 

antique store, for years, who knows Thompson. She says that for a layperson 

whoôs not an antique collector, per se, a professional antique collector, Jim 

Thompson has an eye for antiques and an appreciation that she rarely sees in a 

public person who walks into her store. So itôs his hobby, and he loved it; he 

loved getting people involved in it. He used it as a way to get some fantastic 

pieces of art for the state. You look around at the Frank Lloyd Wright house in 

Springfield, and not only did he get the state to acquire that and to keep it as a 

national treasure, but he found pieces of art and Frank Lloyd Wright materials, 

furniture that he had designed, that were acquired to go into the house.22 

                                                
22 Kim Blackwell Fox, interview by Mike Czaplicki, July 14, 2014, [update final page numbers; currently 86-
87(??)]. On Thompsonôs love for antiques, see Mike Lawrence, interview by Mark DePue, March 4, 2009, 48; 

Sam Thompson, interview by Mike Czaplicki, April 4, 2014, 39-40 and 47-49; Greg Baise, interview by Mark 

DePue, August 7, 2013; Jim Reilly, interview by Mark DePue, August 11, 2009, 51; Jim Edgar, interview by 

Mark DePue, June 10, 2009, Volume II: 276, 284, and 301. [Placeholder for cite to Thompsonôs discussion of 

antiquing.] 
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DePue: Any stories that you recall about him antiquing, especially in that first 

campaign? 

Gilbert: No, not in particular, other than if weôd be campaigning in a town and went 

past a campaign store, he might make a note of it, ñWhen weôre done with the 

parade I want to head back and just check it out, see whatôs in there.ò But he 

loved to go through and browse. Drove some of his staff people crazy who 

didnôt like antiques, but I developed a fondness for antiques, and Iôve 

collected a few things along the way. 

DePue: One other story, and thatôs just to get your memories about election. Where 

was the campaign on election night? 

Gilbert: Gosh, there were so many. (laughs) I remember in ô82 we were at the Hyatt. 

DePue: Yeah, but weôll get that in another session. 

Gilbert: I think in ô76 we were in the Conrad Hilton. Does that sound about right? 

DePue: I donôt know. I should know, but all downtown Chicago locations? 

Gilbert: Yeah. I believe it was in the Conrad Hilton, in one of the large ballrooms. 

DePue: My guess is you got to go to bed early. 

Gilbert: Oh, no. 

DePue: (laughs) Little bit of partying, then? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah, there wasé And it was a lot of fun. It was great celebration. It was 

fun for me to look at my friend, Jim Strong, at the Tribune, who said ñYouôre 

crazy doing this,ò to say, ñNow what do you think, pally?ò And he would say, 

ñNice going. That was pretty cool.ò Dick Ciccone was managing editor for the 

Chicago Tribune for a number of years and is a good friend. He and I get 

together for lunch about every three or four months with a group of reporters 

from our era, from the Tribune days, and at our last one a couple of months 

ago Ciccone said, ñYou know, you did the right thing. If you had that choice 

to make today, would you do it?ò And I said, ñNo way. No way at all.ò He 

said, ñI agree with you. But back then at that time, and with Jim Thompson, 

you made the right choice.ò I donôt think thereôs any other political candidate 

that I wouldôve made that decision. 

DePue: So your comment wasnôt a reflection on Thompson, it was just if you had a 

similar situation but somebody other than Thompson you wouldnôt do it 

again? 

Gilbert: Not anyone that I know of. Since I left the Thompson administration in 1985, 

thereôs only been one time that Iôve seriously considered getting involved in a 
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campaign, and that was with Jack Ryan, who ran for the U.S. Senate. He got 

tied up in stories about his divorce, and his divorce documents being secret 

and not available to the press, and he wouldnôt release them. Then finally, the 

Tribune, through a Freedom of Information request, got access to them, and it 

sunk his campaign. He wouldôve run against Barack Obama. Ryan had some 

good political skills. On a debate on Channel 7 for WLS, I went, and thatôs 

when I was considering joining his campaign. This issue came up, and 

afterwards I met with him and said, ñJack, weôve got to talk about how you 

handle this issue, because youôre not handling it right.ò He said, ñI will call 

you tomorrow and let you know,ò and I never heard back from him. 

 

It went on, and after the election, after it was all over, we had lunch, and he 

brought it up; he said, ñI remember we had this opportunity to talk about it, 

and Iôm sorry I didnôt, because I didnôt handle it the right way.ò And thatôs 

part of why I wouldnôt get involved in politics again. When I left Springfield, 

Thompson said, ñWhat are you going to do?ò And I said, ñIôve got some 

offers that Iôm considering. Iôm looking at McDonaldôs, Edelman Public 

Relations wants to talk with me, and Continental Bank wants to talk to me 

about heading up their advertising and public relations.ò He said, ñYouôre not 

going to work in politics?ò I said, ñI donôt plan to.ò He said, ñGood for you. 

Donôt do it.ò And I havenôt. Iôve gone the corporate, private route instead. 

DePue: It occurred to me thereôs one subject I did want to ask you about, and thatôs 

the debates. Do you have any memories about the number of debates and any 

particular stories about that? 

Gilbert: There were a couple with Mike Howlett that I remember. There may have 

been one or two during the primary, but I donôt think they amounted to much. 

Dick Cooper, as weôve mentioned beforeðreally nice man, but I donôt think 

he had a real grasp on the issues. (pause in recording) 

DePue: Okay, back to the debates. 

Gilbert: In the primary, no memorable issues developed. With Howlett, there were a 

couple of debates that I know. One was a League of Women Voters debate in 

Oak Brook. We wanted debates with Mike Howlett. Mike Howlett did not 

want a debate with Thompson. Thompson had great speaking skills. His 

reputation in the courtroom was well known. He was an excellent closer in the 

courtroom. He thought legally, from a legal framework and approaching a 

subject, so he knew how to debate, and he was smart; anyone who would 

debate him probably didnôt have a chance. 

DePue: Did he have a theatrical flair to him, as well? 

Gilbert: A little bit, but his size and demeanor was really all the flair he needed. He 

had a good voice, and he spoke well. He spoke with conviction. He knew 

what he was talking about. He was smart. And that would end up carrying the 
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day. So if you put a 39-year-old lawyer, successful U.S. Attorney, side by side 

with Mike Howlett, who was heavy, who was balding, who was jowlyðand I 

donôt mean that derogatorily, but thatôs who he was, and a wonderful, 

wonderful manðwhen youôre talking politics and putting the young up 

against the old, whatôs your takeaway? Whatôs your natural impression? A 

question came up for Mike Howlett in the Oak Brook debate, ñMr. Howlett, 

whatôs your opinion of coastal zone management?ò And Howlett said, ñHow 

in the hell do I know? Ask this guy.ò (laughter) Everybody laughed, and 

Thompson looked at Howlett and said, ñOh, thank you. You think I know 

what it is?ò Well, coastal zone managementðfor all the swells who live along 

Lake Michigan from Evanston, Kenilworth, Waukegan, Wilmette, on northð

was a big issue, because they were talking about preserving and managing the 

coastline along Lake Michigan. Paying for it was going to mean taxes and so 

forth. Thatôs what that issue was all about. So it became kind of a joke on the 

campaign trail, you know, ñOh, by the way, Mr. Thompson, what are your 

views on coastal zone management?ò And he would look for Larry Green, the 

reporter from the Daily News, who would bring that subject up, or have 

somebody ask the question, because he got such a kick out of it. 

      But the debates between Thompson and Howlett basically were pretty 

one-sided, and definitely with Thompsonôs advantage. The Howlett team kind 

of dropped out of that whole discussion after a while. I was the person in 

charge of setting up the discussions between the two camps for if we have 

four debates or eight debates or whatever. And Newt Minow was the chief 

negotiator on the other side. We went back and forth, and he was playing all 

these games. I said, ñLook, we donôt have to debate, but Jim Thompsonôs 

happy to debate any place, any time.ò I think we ended up with four debates 

initially, and ended up having two, but I would have to go back and check 

that. 

DePue: So after Howlett saw how poorly he was doing against Thompson in the 

debates, they backed out? 

Gilbert: I donôt know if he backed out or we just didnôt agree to any more debates. 

DePue: Any final words, then, about that ô76 campaign? And next time weôll get into 

his administration. 

Gilbert: Yeah, it was probably the best political campaign ever run in the state of 

Illinois, and at the time it set all kinds of records. I think Jim Edgar probably 

came close to establishing some new records during his first campaign, but 

Iôm not sure about that.23 

                                                
23 As the last race held in a presidential year, Thompsonôs 1976 campaign still holds the record for highest vote 

total in an election for state office in Illinois. His record for margin of victory (1,390,137) was surpassed by 

Edgarôs 1986 campaign for secretary of state (1,574,079). At the time of this interview, Lisa Madigan has the 

highest victory margin, with 1,677,210 votes in her 2006 campaign for attorney general.  
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DePue: And to put this into a national perspective, Jimmy Carter becomes the 

president after Gerald Ford loses. Ford had the significant coattails of 

Watergate behind him, and that certainly helped lead to his defeat. Iôve got to 

believe that the day after the election thereôs all this speculation about who are 

the rising stars in the Republican Party, and Jim Thompson had to be right 

near the top of the list. 

Gilbert: He was on the mediaôs list, but Thompson never formed any committees. We 

really didnôt have any discussions about seeking out national platforms to 

speak. And during Reaganôs reelection to his second term, the Reagan 

campaign used Thompson speaking on Reaganôs behalf. He spoke before the 

Maryland legislature in Annapolis. He spoke at a fundraiser in Newport, 

Rhode Island, on behalf of President Reagan. 

DePue: This was ô84 youôre talking about? 

Gilbert: Yeah. Then he met the New York Times editorial board, speaking on behalf of 

President Reagan, because Reagan wouldnôt go. And Arthur Sulzberger, who 

was the publisher of the New York Times, opened up the editorial meeting by 

saying, ñWell, Governor Thompson, we already know what we think about 

President Reagan, so letôs talk about you.ò (laughter) 

DePue: Thereôs a lot more of Jim Thompson, and now we get to talk about him as 

Governor Thompson from this point forward. Thatôll be different. But I want 

to thank you for a fascinating discussion today about your early years, and 

especially about this election in 1976. Weôll have more fun and more 

interesting stories next time. 

Gilbert: Wonderful. 

DePue: Thank you, David. 

Gilbert: Youôre welcome. Thank you. 

(End of interview #2.  #3 continues.) 
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DePue: Today is Wednesday, March 26, 2014. This is Mark DePue, Director of Oral 

History at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library. Today Iôm in Deerfield, 

Illinois, and weôre starting our third session with David Gilbert. Good 

afternoon, David. 

Gilbert: Afternoon, Mark. Good to have you back. 

DePue: As oftentimes happens, you and I were chatting before we began today and 

said, ñYou know, thereôs a couple more things about ô76 that I was thinking 

about after you left.ò So letôs start with a couple more things about the 1976 

campaign between Thompson and Michael Howlett. 

Gilbert: As I do a little more research and my memory kicks in a little bit more, I just 

remember some amazing things about the ô76 election in Illinois. Here youôve 

got a candidate like Jim Thompson, never ran for public office before, and he 

conducts this eighteen-month campaign for governor. H e wins by the largest 

plurality in the history of the state up until that time, over Michael Howlett, 

who was the number one Democrat, a sought-after speaker in the state, Mayor 

Richard J. Daleyôs handpicked candidate to run for governor. Then I look at 

other things that took place. Alan Dixon was the Democratic candidate for 

Secretary of State; he was running against Bill Harris, who had been President 

Pro Tem of the Illinois State Senate, and he won by just about as large a 

margin as Thompson won. So youôve got a Republican governor beating a 

Democrat; youôve got a Democratic secretary of state beating a very popular 

Republican. So which way is this thing going to go? 

DePue: And we should mention here that Michael Howlett was not an unknown name; 

he was very popular in his own right, as I understand. 
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Gilbert: He was very popular in his own right. The story goes that Alan Dixon had 

wanted to run for governor in 1976, and he would have challenged Dan 

Walker in the primary, then ended up running against Thompson. However, 

Richard J. Daley said that he wanted Michael Howlett to be the Democratic 

candidate, and he urged Dixon to step down. Dixon did step down in favor of 

Howlett. Howlett loses. Dixon wins as Secretary of State and sets himself up 

to be the gubernatorial candidate in the Democratic Party two years later to 

run against Thompson. Thompson, a rookie governor, was coming in facing 

really tough issues in that short two-year term, so the Democrats were pretty 

happy about the situation; they thought, ñHmm, this is going to be a shoo-inò. 

At the same time, youôve got Michael Bakalis coming on to the scene, running 

for comptroller as a Democrat. He is woefully the underdog in the election 

against George Lindberg, who was the incumbent Illinois Comptroller. 

Lindberg was a very popular guy, and went on to be a judge, and everybody 

thought he was a shoo-in. But here he was upset by Michael Bakalis, who was 

somewhat of an unknown. 

DePue: He was superintendent of schools, though, I thought. 

Gilbert: Right, he was, but what political base is that, running as superintendent of 

schools? That doesnôt give you much visibility. Then, running for attorney 

general youôve got Bill Scottðwho it was no secretðhad -anted to run as the 

Republican candidate for governor, until Thompson kind of boxed him out, 

elbowed him out under the boards, as they would say in basketball. Scott won 

handily against Cecil Partee, who was the first African American candidate to 

run for statewide office in Illinois. Cecil Partee was a wonderful, wonderful 

guy, great storyteller, a great legislator in Illinois. 

      But I look back at the ô76 election in that scope, and here youôve got 

Thompson leading the statewide ticket as an unknown, a never-tested-before 

Republican, winning by the largest margin ever. Then youôve got two 

Democrats coming in there winning rather handily. Then youôve got Bill 

Scott, a Republican, winning handily. Youôve got Jerry Ford winning the state 

of Illinois as a Republican, but losing the presidential election to Jimmy 

Carter. So, I mean, fascinating year. This is the stuff historians could slice and 

dice and really make some money on. 

DePue: So for a political junkie like myself? Or maybe you would classify yourself in 

the same category? 

Gilbert: Yeah, once it gets in your blood you canôt get it out. Itôs like a bad disease. 

DePue: Whether your guy wins or loses, itôs fascinating to watch, huh? 

Gilbert: It sure is. 

DePue: Then you mentioned the story about right after the election, the people come 

a-courting. 
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Gilbert: Yeah. Well, it was an exciting election night, big win. Everybodyôs happy. So 

the next day I get a call from the executive producer of Meet the Press. She 

had been doing this for a number of years, and I think she had the nickname of 

the Iron Lady of Producing. Real character. Wanted to get Thompson on Meet 

the Press on Sunday. So that wouldôve been around November twenty-sixth, 

twenty-fifth, something around there. I said sure, but she wanted him to come 

to New York. Couldnôt do that, but said we would do it from WMAQ 

headquarters, NBC headquarters in Chicago, in the Merchandise Mart. So we 

booked that. Shortly afterwards I got a call from Face the Nation, CBSôs 

Sunday morning program. They asked the same request, and I thought, Oh 

man, this is great. Weôll get NBC, weôll get CBS, great national exposure. So 

we booked them. They were on at different timeslots. 

      But a day or so later I get another call back from NBC, and she says, 

ñWhat in the heck have you done? I thought we had an exclusive here. How 

can you double book your candidate? This is supposed to be just on Meet the 

Press.ò And sheôs all over me. I said, ñSorry, I donôt recall you saying that 

this was an exclusive.ò As it turned out, Thompson was on both Meet the 

Press and Face the Nation that day, and it served him well. It not only 

reinforced his terrific win, but all off a sudden he got national exposure as a 

young, dynamic Republican governor in the fifth most populous state in the 

nation, with a strong Democratic history, in a year when Republican 

governors were taking a pounding nationwide. So that was pretty cool. 

DePue: How long did it take before, at the national level, people started throwing Jim 

Thompsonôs name in as a presidential candidate for 1980? 

Gilbert: It did not take long at all. Even during the ô76 campaign, there were some of 

the national press corps that came out to take a look at how the race was 

going, and they would ride with Thompson in his RV as we were going from 

stop to stop, or interviewing him along the way, spending a day with him. 

Even People magazine, I remember, spent a day with us during that campaign. 

So the seeds had been planted; after this big win, his name was in the hopper. 

Alan Hunt showed up, David Broder, a lot of the important reporters from out 

east. Broder was with the Washington Post for a long time, a great columnist, 

and Al Hunt still contributes to the Wall Street Journal.  

DePue: Mustôve been young guys at the time. 

Gilbert: They were young guys. We were all young guys. (laughter) Thompson was a 

young guy, thirty-nine years old. I think he was the youngest governor ever to 

be elected Governor of the State of Illinois. 

DePue: You also mentioned, before we got started here, a story about Ronald Reagan 

coming to the state. Was that 1976? 

Gilbert: Yeah, I believe that was 1976. He was campaigning, and there was an outdoor 

barbecue in Oak Brook, in somebodyôs backyard. Dave OôNeal was running 
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for lieutenant governor, and Thompson, of course, was running for governor. 

Reagan, in his own inimitable way, said, ñWeôve got to support this fine, 

young candidate for governor in Illinois, Dave Thompson.ò (laughter) I 

looked at Thompson, and Thompson looked at me, kind of rolled his eyes, but 

everybody laughed, so the audience at least knew who he was talking about. 

DePue: And I suspect that Reagan wasnôt too concerned about it after he probably 

found out what heôd done. 

Gilbert: I donôt know if he ever found out what heôd done. 

DePue: Letôs get on to 1977, but one other piece of housecleaning. At the very end of 

1976ðI believe this happens right after the election, in DecemberðRichard J. 

Daley dies. 

Gilbert: I was sitting in our campaign office on the corner of Monroe and Dearborn, 

overlooking the First National Bank Plaza, and my office looked out. I donôt 

recall how I heard the news. It was either on the radio or a small, little TV I 

had in the office, or somebody called me. But they said, ñMayor Daleyôs 

dead.ò And I thought, ñOh, youôve got to be kidding.ò It was late in the 

afternoon. Thompson, I believe, was at the Union League Club. He was 

someplace at a meeting, and I called him immediately and said, ñJim, Mayor 

Daley just died.ò He said, ñNo kidding?ò I said, ñI want to put out a 

statement.ò He said, ñYeah, please do. Say something nice.ò So I wrote a 

statement and we released it. You know, great man, great mayor, sad; 

thoughts, prayers, and concerns for his family. I remember that so vividly in 

my mind from the news clips on TV later that day; I think the number on the 

ambulance, the Chicago PD that picked him up, was number thirty-four. Why 

that number sticks in my mind, I have no idea. But that was a sad, sad day for 

Chicago. And it was a game-changer for politics in Illinois. 

DePue: Your story about Michael Howlett and Alan Dixon in the ô76 race would help 

illustrate the role that Daley would play, wouldnôt it? I mean, that Daley 

wanted Howlett. I believe that Howlett had to kind of be convinced to run that 

year. 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: But if thatôs what Daley wanted, thatôs what the state got. 

Gilbert: Right. The word was, Danny Rostenkowski got the call from Mayor Daley in 

ô76 that ñI want Howlett to run for governor. Go find him and tell him.ò 

Rostenkowski was out playing golf someplace, so he had to track Michael 

Howlett down and give him the word that he was running for governor. 

DePue: How was it that Richard J. Daley had acquired that much power? 
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Gilbert: Through a number of ways, I believe. One, longevity; he was a longtime 

serving mayor, and he was at the end of his career at that time, twenty-four, 

twenty-five years. And he had a Democratic organization, always referred to 

as the machine, which comprised aldermen, committeemen, ward 

committeemen, and then you had your lieutenants from then on. When you 

broke it down, just about every square block in the city of Chicago was 

covered by a precinct captain, by a ward worker, by someone who would walk 

and knock on doors and get the vote out. Now, to put a machine like that 

together he had to put jobs out, and jobs are the most important thing in an 

administration. If a manôs going to be powerful, he has to be in control of the 

jobs. Michael Howlett probably had the largest patronage army in the state, in 

the Secretary of Stateôs office. Thatôs why the Secretary of State is considered 

to be the second most powerful job in the state, next to the Governor. So thatôs 

how Daley did it. That, and then loyalty. These people were just really loyal to 

him. 

DePue: An amazing personality, and even Republicans look back at that event with 

sadness and with fondness towards his career. Would that be fair to say? 

Gilbert: Most Republicans, I would say. Most people. Most people who certainly lived 

in Chicago. And as history is revealing now, what he did for JFK to get 

Kennedy elected, he did probably illegally. I donôt think thereôs any doubt 

about that now. Votes were actually stolen in that election. But he elected the 

President of the United States. Thatôs power. That is raw power. 

DePue: Yet Dan Walker ran his entire campaign against Richard J. Daley and won the 

election that way. 

Gilbert: He did, and again, kings are set up to be toppled. Thereôs no doubt about that. 

We see it all of the time, and I think thatôs what happened. Walker just tapped 

this populist theme. People had had enough of it, and there was a big division 

of Chicago versus the rest of the state, probably more so than it is even today. 

And Walker tapped into that theme very successfully. But it only served him 

for one term. 

DePue: And Daley beat him. 

Gilbert: Daley got revenge. 

DePue: Perhaps his last act on Earth? 

Gilbert: Daley got revenge, but he won the battle and lost the war. 

DePue: Letôs move back to Jim Thompson. In 1977 heôs the brand new governor. 

How long before he started to think, Gosh, Iôve got to run for reelection in two 

years? 
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Gilbert: He never stopped thinking that. On election night in Chicago in 1976, we had 

our campaign consultants and videographers there filming Thompsonôs 

victory speech. It was well crafted to emphasize the themes that we wanted to 

stress in the ô78 campaign. So the campaign really never stopped. We looked 

at several pieces of legislation that were going to be key during that rare two-

year term, and we didnôt get spread out too thin. There were a lot of things we 

couldôve tried to do, but just focused on emphasizing Thompsonôs law and 

order background, his image of fighting crime, fighting corrupt politicians in 

Chicago. And that carried us through to the campaign against Bakalis.24 

DePue: Do you recall at what point in time he wouldôve mentioned to you, ñDave, I 

want you to stick around for the administration, as well?ò 

Gilbert: (laughs) I donôt remember. I donôt even know if we had the conversation. 

DePue: You just assumed? 

Gilbert: I just assumed, and we worked really well together. The one conversation I do 

recall is what my salary was going to be. (laughter) I found out, and despite 

that I stayed around. 

DePue: Was it less than when you were working on the campaign? 

Gilbert: No, no. It was about the same, but it was, I think, $36,000 a year, something 

like that. 

DePue: And his salary, Iôve been reading, was $50,000 at that time. 

Gilbert: Right, right. Those were the days. (laughter) 

DePue: Iôm sure back then $50,000 sounded like a lot of money to some folks. 

Gilbert: Thatôs true, and actually, I could live nicely on $36,000 a year, although there 

werenôt many perks with a job below the governor. You know, the governor 

came pretty well taken care of with transportation, housing, and so forth. 

DePue: Any challenges during the transition, putting together a transition team and 

making that transition? 

Gilbert: No, the transition period went really, really well for a number of reasons. One, 

Thompson had become the golden boy of the upper echelon of company 

CEOs and the movers and shakers, both Republican and Democrat, in 

Chicago and in the state of Illinois. So they came forth offering services. We 

had a suite in a large apartment in the John Hancock building that had been 

donated as kind of our transition headquarters, so thatôs where people came to 

                                                
24 Placeholder for Fletcherôs discussion of this strategy. 
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be interviewed and so forth. Names were coming in of really blue ribbon 

people, good, good people who wanted to be part of this administration. So 

the transition period was fun. 

      Certain fundamentals were set up in the transition period that Thompson 

used throughout his fourteen years as governor of Illinois. That served him 

very, very well and allowed him to become one of the only governors who did 

not have major scandals in his administration. To do it for fourteen years and 

not have a major scandal is saying a lot, especially in Illinois. One of those 

fundamentals was the woodshedding process, which involved our chief 

counsel, Gary Starkman, who had been an Assistant U.S. attorney under 

Thompson, and several other peopleðJim Fletcher and so forth. Once a major 

nominee was agreed on for a certain position, they would meet with this 

person in private, and they would go over their background: ñIs there anything 

in your background that, if it became known, if it became public, would either 

embarrass you or embarrass governor-elect Thompson?ò They went over 

financial holdings, they went over financial interests, and really backgrounded 

these people extremely well. That process went on for fourteen years. There 

were a few people who were knocked off the team as a result of the 

woodshedding. The name comes from, ñWeôll take them out to the woodshed 

and find if theyôve got anything to say.ò And it worked really well.25 

      An openness with the press was another fundamental that he established, 

and that carried over from the campaign. He had a very good relationship 

personally with the press. I did, for my part, but the key was that he did. And 

he was an easy guy to work with, as far as the press secretary, because he 

loved to do interviews. He loved the give and take, the sparring with 

journalists, and so forth. 

DePue: Especially in that era, young journalists are trained that thereôs supposed to be 

something of an adversarial relationship between politicians and the press, and 

yet Thompson seemed to like that part. Was that mainly a fact of his 

personality involved in that? 

Gilbert: It was his personality, and it was a fact that he just loved the give and take. If 

the adversary is coming at him with a tough question, I mean, heð 

DePue: It helps to be a prosecutor? 

Gilbert: Yeah, exactly right. He made his bread and butter in the courtroom, handling 

tough conversations, you might say, and giving impressions to juries and to 

judges. Thatôs how his mind worked. He worked sorting it out, ñWell, I can 

see this guyôs coming in here loaded for bear on this particular issue. Weôll 

just see how we handle that.ò And he was just extremely good with that, not 

only with the media, but with opposition groups. We were in southern Illinois 

one time and happened to go past a coal mine where the miners were on 

                                                
25 Placeholder for Fletcher] 
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strike. There was a group of miners out picketing. The county chairman said, 

ñYou donôt want to talk to those people. Theyôre really upset about this.ò 

Thompson said, ñStop the car.ò He hops out, and he talks with them. And 

pretty soon, theyôre all best friends. You know, ñOkay, guys, Iôll see you next 

time,ò back in the car, and off he goes.  

     But thatôs the way Thompson worked, and that was part of the key to not 

only his success but his popularity. So when he won the election by the largest 

plurality in the history of the state over the Democratsô probably most popular 

person to run against, he really had to do some work. And if you remember, 

earlier we had talked before he ran for governor he used to meet every 

Wednesday at the Union League Club with Michael J. Howlett and Marshall 

Korshak. And Howlett was the guy that said, ñJim, if youôre going to be in 

this business, youôve got to slap people on the back. Youôve got to drink a 

beer with them.ò 

DePue: I remember you telling me that story, yeah. 

Gilbert: So itôs really interesting how the circle comes around. 

DePue: Other principles that you want to mention now? 

Gilbert: Hire good people. I donôt say that for myself, but he surrounded himself with 

bright, young people, not necessarily out of the political arena; some came 

from government circles. Art Quern had been a White House fellow; he 

originally came out of one of the Nelson Rockefeller campaigns. Quern was 

bright, one of those bright guys quietly spoken. He brought Quern in to head 

up the Department of Public Aid. Holy cow, hereôs a guy coming from the 

East to head up Public Aid. But yeah, did a masterful job. Paula Wolff, who 

still is on the scene in Chicago as one of the most recognized city planners, 

infrastructure plannersðshe heads up the Illinois State Tollway now, under a 

Democratic governorðbut she was one of the keys to bringing thoughtful 

people in, people who were smart and knew their field, knew their business. 

They werenôt political hacks coming out of the system, ñOh, you did a good 

job for me, so youôre going to head up this department.ò 

DePue: Was she on the transition team? 

Gilbert: I believe she was. Iôm trying to think of everybody who was in the room or on 

the transition team. But I believe it was Gary Starkman, Jim Fletcher, Paula 

Wolff, I think Zale Glauberman joined us around that time. He was more on 

the legislative side. Zale was a smart guy. I think he still has a consulting firm 

in Springfield. And then there were a number of smart people who were 

helping us, and helping us find people. Bob Malott, who was chairman and 

CEO of FMC Corporation, was a big help. There were just probably a dozen, 

maybe even thirty people like that who pitched in, ñHereôs a person that you 

ought to take a look at.ò So the transition period, especially for that first 
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campaign, setting up that first administration, was a lot of fun. At the same 

time, you had to keep in mind the politics of the situation. 

DePue: Did they have to be Republicans? 

Gilbert: No, they did not have to be Republicans, but that was part of the 

woodshedding process: Who have you worked for? What have you done? I 

think having Republican credentials certainly helped, but I donôt recall that 

coming into the conversation very many times. It did later on in the game, but 

not in the transition period. 

DePue: Since weôre there, I wanted to ask about some of the other key people in the 

administration going forward. You havenôt mentioned one of the most 

important in any administration, and that would be the budget director. 

Gilbert: Well, I was just about to mention Dr. Bob, Bob Mandeville, who was well 

liked, was known as a straight shooter, and was known as a man who really 

understood budgeting in a large state like Illinois. Governor Ogilvie, who had 

been defeated by Dan Walker four years earlier, sat down with Thompson. 

Ogilvie was supporting Thompson, but it was kind of at an armôs length. He 

wasnôt a full-blown Thompson backer, for whatever reason. I donôt know if he 

still had some sour grapes about not being re-slated, or party turned its back 

on him, or what. Dick Ogilvie was a wonderful, wonderful man, and 

Thompson admired Ogilvie very much, but they eventually got together for a 

luncheon or a meeting one day. Thompson said later that Ogilvie told him, 

ñJim, if youôre going to be an effective governor in Illinois, you have to know 

the budget, and you have to know every line in that budget. You have to go 

through it, you have to read it, and you have to know whatôs in it. If you do 

that youôll be a good governor.ò26 And Thompson took that to heart. When he 

hired Bob Mandeville, Mandeville was the professor with his cigar, and he 

took his time to explain to this rookie how state budgeting worked, and went 

through it just like a schoolteacher, just like a professor. I think thatôs one 

reason that Thompson was the effective governor that he was. He not only 

understood budgeting, but he had the intelligence to understand it and make it 

work. 

DePue: I understand that Mandeville was one of those few people who was there for 

practically the entire administration. 

Gilbert: He was. He was still there when I left in 1985. A good man, honest man, 

funny. He had a dry wit, sense of humor. But again, it was that caliber of 

                                                
26 Mandeville had a somewhat different take, arguing that a governor did not need to know 

every line of a budget, but matured by focusing on roughly ten agencies that used the 

majority of the general funds. For this and other issues in fiscal policy during the Thompson 

administration, see Robert Mandeville, interview by Mike Czaplicki. 
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person that Thompson attracted. The other thing that was keyðand I found 

this in the first campaign, but it carried over into setting up the first 

administrationðThompson would hire people that he trusted and allow them 

to do their job. He would not micromanage. If you screwed up, you screwed 

up. If you screwed up really bad, you would hear from him, or youôd have a 

talk about what happened. But I never heard him once berate an employee. 

There were some things that went on; youôd say, ñOoh, gosh, I wish I could 

have that one back,ò and he understood. So there was a good working 

relationship between the boss and the employees. 

DePue: Did you go in and challenge the boss when you thought he was on the wrong 

track? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah, any number of times, and not only myself but other people did. But 

Thompson, heôd read the room, and he would not always take the consensus. 

Sometimes he would say, ñYeah, I hear what youôre saying, but I think weôre 

going to do this,ò for whatever reasons he may have had. And that was fine 

with everybody, because we knew how he operated. We knew he didnôt have 

any hidden deals or secrets going on. He trusted his staff, and his staff not 

only trusted him but really liked him. They were very loyal to him. 

DePue: We havenôt mentioned the chief of staff. I know weôve heard the name a 

couple times, but who did he selectðI donôt know if the term was deputy 

governor at that time or chief of staff? 

Gilbert: Vic DeGrazia became the Deputy Governor for Dan Walker; I think he was 

the first person that I know of to carry that title in Illinois government. It was 

one that Walker made up, and probably Victorôs ego wanted that, so thatôs 

why they did it. I donôt know. 

DePue: Well, Walker was a navy guy, so chief of staff wouldôve been a familiar 

military term. 

Gilbert: And have a little different meaning, I think, than it did in the military or in the 

navy. Jim Fletcher stayed on. He came as campaign manager, and then 

transitioned in as chief of staff. Ilana Rovner later became the deputy 

governor, and she basically was housed in Chicago. But wonderful, wonderful 

person. She had been an attorney, then later went on to become a very 

distinguished federal judge, and now, I think, is even on the U.S. Court of 

Appeals in the Chicago area. Ilana Rovner: one of the funniest people youôve 

ever met, great sense of humor, smart as a whip, and she was, in a lot of ways, 

Thompsonôs alter ego. She would challenge him in ways that most of us 

couldnôt do. But they were the naysayers who would step up and say, ñOh, but 

wait a minute, you canôt go down this road,ò and he would always listen. He 

might not always take the advice, but he would always listen. 
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DePue: How would you describe Thompsonôs leadership style? Weôve been hinting 

around at that anyway, but if you could put a short phrase to it. 

Gilbert: I would best describe it as lead by example, and hire good people and trust 

them to lead. And thatôs what he did. In the state house, once we actually went 

in after the first inauguration, his office was this big office that was covered in 

grayðand thatôs a whole other story about how he redid the office. But there 

was a little back hall coming out of his office that came down into my office. 

Most people, when they would go to meet with the governor, would go in 

through the front. There were a few of us that had access in through that back 

door. Several times I used that back door, which was never locked, to my 

knowledge, just to walk in if something had happened that he had to know 

about, a prison riot going on or whatever. Iôd walk in, in the middle of a 

meeting; I would give him a note or give him the word. And that was fine. I 

donôt know that many governors before or who followed operated that way, 

but thatôs the trust level that he had with his staff. You didnôt abuse that 

privilege or that ability, but that was fine with him. 

DePue: Who was the gatekeeper? Who controlled who got to the governor? 

Gilbert: There were several gatekeepers at several levels. And this is where Iôm 

probably going to get a little confused, but his personal secretary was 

probably going to be the final gatekeeper. If someone showed up and wanted 

to see the governor unannounced, with Thompson they would have a chance, 

because if you recall, the governorôs office is long. Thereôs this little back 

door I was talking about on the rear, left-hand side. The main entrance to it is 

straight ahead. His desk was down here. But over here were two big doors that 

opened up into the hallway, into the rotunda of the Capitol. Those had been 

sealed off by previous governors. So Thompson had his whole office stripped 

downðall the gray paint taken off, going back to the original colorsðthose 

doors unsealed and opened up, and he would conduct his business with those 

doors open on a lot of days. Thereôd be a little velvet rope across it. But 

visitors to the Capitol could come in, ñOh my, thereôs the governor! Heôs 

working!ò Or, ñIt looks like heôs working!ò (laughter) And Thompson would 

be on the phone or meeting with people. Heôd wave to them. Theyôd wave 

back. Theyôd take pictures, flashbulbs going off. 

DePue: Thereôs these famous shots of him with his feet up on the desk. Would he be 

doing that sometimes? 

Gilbert: Oh yeah, yeah. He was very informal, as far as that went. And it was not 

unusual, if there were going to be late meetings going on in the office, for 

somebody to bring a six-pack in. Weôd have a beer or whatever after the 

public was no longer coming into the Capitol. Very informal, likeable, fun, 

great sense of humor, loved to laugh, and loved to shop. He actually loved 

campaigning, being governor. Thatôs why he stuck around so long, I think. 
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DePue: Your description of the early years sounds like he was spending most of his 

time, when heôs not on the campaign trail or traveling, in Springfield and not 

Chicago. Is that right? 

Gilbert: Yeah, more in Springfield than Chicago. There was a reasoning for that. 

Probably most importantly, he liked it. He liked Springfield. He liked the 

executive mansion. He had a love for it. He redid it. He fixed it up. Same with 

the Capitol Building. Although the secretary of state is in charge of the 

Capitol, he wanted his office to look like the original office. They had, like, 

battleship grey paint the office was painted in, and underneath were great 

murals and things. 

DePue: Iôm just thinking, Dan Walker, navy guy, and you mentioned battleship grey. 

(laughter) I donôt know if thereôs any connection there. 

Gilbert: There may have been a connection. I donôt know. 

DePue: Obviously, thatôs going back to the governorôs love for antiques, and 

architecture as well. 

Gilbert: Right. His first personal secretary actually was a holdover from Dan Walker; I 

canôt remember her name right now. But the one who became his personal 

secretary and the ultimate gatekeeper was Gloria Evans. And Gloria was 

everybodyôs mom. She was great. Along the way, I said, ñJim, youôre getting 

stuff at every place we stop. People are giving you stuff. I think we ought to 

keep a log of all the stuff that youôre taking with youòðt-shirts, strawberry 

preserves, paintings, jackets, hats, it never stoppedðñjust keep a log. Your 

traveling aide, whoever the bagboy is, takes the stuff and puts it in the bag, 

and when you get back to Springfield heôll sit down and categorize all this 

stuff: who gave it, where, and what time, and what were the conditions. Give 

that to Gloria Evans, and sheôll put it in the gift book.ò Thatôs when we started 

the gift book. 

      And every now and thenðusually Bob Hillman from the Chicago Sun-

Times, who was one of thoseðhe was not one to sit down and have a beer all 

that often. I think he liked Thompson, but he also loved to stick it to him. 

Heôd come down, ñWhereôs that gift book? I want to look at that gift book.ò 

And heôd go through and try to find something in there. A couple times he 

found some very interesting things that turned into major stories. 

DePue: Iôm sure that a lot of the things you mention here are rather inconsequential as 

far as the public was concerned, but then you get people who are giving gifts 

to major sporting events or airplane rides. I know that there was a little bit of a 

dust-up, perhaps, when he got an opportunity to go down to see the Kentucky 

Derby? 

Gilbert: I think that was one. Another one was when Illinois was in the Rose Bowl; he 

flew out on Xeroxôs private jet, and nothing wrong with it. There werenôt any 
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state laws against it. It was more of an image thing. But something hit the 

windshield of the jet, and it had to make an emergency landing in Denver. 

When that happened, then it became public news. ñOh, the plane that 

Governor Thompsoné Oh, howôd he get on that plane?ò 

DePue: I know the ethics rules have changed a lot since his administration. A lot of 

the things weôre talking about would be illegal now, correct? 

Gilbert: Would be illegal according to present day laws and practices, probably, yeah. 

DePue: Were some of those changes in Illinois law because of what was going on 

during his administration, you think? 

Gilbert: I donôt think so. The difference being, I donôt think Thompson abused those 

privileges. When privileges like that are given and people get something for 

the gift, thatôs where the abuse comes into play. I donôt recall that ever being 

the case with Thompson. We can split hairs over that all day, but personally I 

donôt recall anything. 

DePue: Weôre kind of in the neighborhood. Let me ask you about another person 

thatôs important in any Illinois governorôs staff, and thatôs the personnel 

director, typically known as the patronage chief. Who was that to start with? 

Gilbert: Who was the first patronage chief? 

DePue: Was it Michael Dunn? 

Gilbert: No, Michael Dunn was an intern. He started out as a bagboy. Mike came out 

of Rockford. 

DePue: Within a few months there were something like four that cycled through the 

job. Thatôs what Iôve read, at least.27 

Gilbert: Yeah, that could be. Iôd have to do a little research on that, Mark. I know 

Baise went on to become the patronage chief at one time, before he became 

Secretary of Transportation. 

DePue: What Iôve read is that Dunn got himself in trouble because he was using the 

state plane for some personal reasons, and he had to step down from the job. 

That was fairly early on. 

Gilbert: Yeah, he did, but he was not in charge of patronage. And Iôm not sure what 

his position was. I know he was a coordinator for us during the first election. 

                                                
27 Dunn followed Dan Kennelly as Thompsonôs first patronage chief. 
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DePue: During the times you were there working for the governorðthis is through 

1985, correct? 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: Was the phrase ñpinstripe patronageò being kicked around? 

Gilbert: Yeah, that came into play. Mostly during the campaign against Adlai 

Stevenson, I believe, is when ñpinstripe patronageò came in. Thompson 

started outðand I want to be careful how I say this so you donôt get the wrong 

impressionðhe started out as an open door governor, and I think he 

maintained that open door policy throughout. He started out as a governor 

who was going to hire good people, and party politics didnôt play that much of 

an issue. Thatôs in putting the administration together. Then, during that first 

campaign he began to find out how important the county chairmen were. 

Carrying 100 out of 102 counties, the Republican county chairmen were doing 

a heck of a job, let me tell you, for some reason, and that was because they 

thought, ñHereôs our guy; weôve got a chance. Weôre going to have a good, 

strong Republican governorò. Thompson then quickly found out that when the 

county chairmen would meet at the state fair, or he would have them in for a 

barbecue at the executive mansion, there was always, ñHi, Gov, how you 

doinô? And hereôs what I want.ò And they would have people that they wanted 

hired in the local Department of Transportation facility in their county, the 

local mental health facility, the prisonðwhatever state jobs were available in 

their local counties or in state government in general. ñIôd like to send 

somebody in to work here or there.ò So thatôs where this whole issue of 

pinstripe patronage comes into play, that if youôre a good, loyal soldier of 

mine, thereôll be some jobs for you.28 

DePue: One of the critiques I have heard from a couple people is that the nature of his 

appointments changed over time, and youôre kind of suggesting that after the 

first couple years they became more politically oriented. 

Gilbert: I think thatôs fair to say, but at the same time they became politically oriented 

in a very upright and legal way. People still went through the woodshed, and I 

donôt think itôs ever been considered a crime for a Democratic governor to 

hire Democrats in his administration, or a Republican to hire Republicans. 

Thatôs the way our elective structure is set up, even back in Lincolnôs day, and 

before that. But Thompson did listen more to the county chairmen, and to his 

legislators in particular, Republican and Democrat. 

DePue: Since weôre on the subjectðthis is way ahead of the timelineðbut in 1990 

the Supreme Court ruled on a case called the Rutan decision that was based on 

hiring practices within the Thompson administration. So 1990 is five years 

                                                
28 Placeholder for Handbook entry on patronage. 
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after youôre out of the picture, but Iôve got to believe that that case was filed 

while you were still there. Was that correct? 

Gilbert: It couldôve been. Itôs my recollection that was filed in 1986, but I do 

remember Rutan. It was filed, and I think Thompson acknowledged it and 

moved on. 

DePue: So youôre not the guy I need to be talking to about that. 

Gilbert: Good. (laughter) 

DePue: Relieved, huh? A couple other names I wanted to ask you about: Zale 

Glauberman; was he one of the legislative liaisons to begin with? 

Gilbert: Yes, and I think he had been active originally in the Ogilvie administration, 

and may have been representing the Republicans in the House during 

Walkerôs administration, but Iôm not sure about that.29 

DePue: How about Dan Webb and Ty Fahner? 

Gilbert: Dan Webb and Ty Fahner were former assistant U.S. attorneys, bright guys, 

good guys, and Thompson brought them in to head up the Illinois Department 

of Law Enforcement. And again, people that came out of the same legal 

foundation that he did. They werenôt going to put up with any corruption, any 

BS, and thatôs why he brought them in. 

DePue: And the positions they held? Do you recall that? 

Gilbert: Fahner went on to be Attorney General. He was appointed. And that was 

during the Tylenol issue.30 Webb was Director of Law Enforcement. Danny 

Webb and I used to play tennis together in Washington Park, and a good guy. 

DePue: Who was winning the tennis matches? 

Gilbert: (laughs) I always won. 

DePue: One of the reasons he was a good guy, huh? 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

                                                
29 Glauberman had served on Speaker W. Robert Blairôs staff before joining Thompsonôs 

campaign as research director. Illinois Issues, March 1986, 37. 

30 Reference to the unsolved murders of several people in 1982 after someone laced Tylenol 

capsules with cyanide prior to their distribution to Chicago-area stores. Bernard Turnock, 

interview by Mike Czaplicki, April 16, 2014, [update final page numbers, currently 16-24]; 

[Placeholder for Thompson and Fahnerôs recollection(??)] 
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DePue: John Kramer at Illinois Department of Transportation. 

Gilbert: John Kramer was a holdover from the Walker administration. 

DePue: So a Democrat? 

Gilbert: Yeah, he was a Democrat. Knew a lot about transportation. Smart as a whip. 

Interesting, interesting guy. He was Deputy Secretary of Transportation under 

Langhorne Bond, who was Secretary of Transportation under Dan Walker. 

DePue: Canôt get a better, more colorful name than Langhorne Bond. 

Gilbert: Oh, Langhorne Bond. There was a legislator who used to come into the State 

Capitol and stand in the middle of the rotunda and say, ñLang-horne Bond!ò 

Have you heard that story?31 

DePue: No. 

Gilbert: Say, ñLang-horne Bond!ò And it would echo through the rotunda, as you can 

imagine. But Kramer was smart; he had, along with Langhorne Bond, been 

the chief architect of the Crosstown Expressway. So Thompson comes into 

office. The Crosstown Expressway was the main reason Richard J. Daley 

wanted Dan Walker out of there, because Walker did not want to build the 

Crosstown Expressway and Daley did. So you might say that Kramer held the 

keys to the Crosstown Expressway, in that he understood it, he knew what the 

objections were. I believe it was the first summit. Thompson was a good 

ñsummitryò guy; he loved to call summits on different issues. But the first 

summit that he held was on the Crosstown Expressway. Richard J. Daley had 

passed on and was not there. I think the new mayor was Michael Bilandic. 

DePue: Bilandic, right. 

Gilbert: Great guy. I liked Mayor Bilandic personally. We were pretty good friends. 

But we had the Crosstown summit; the legislators were involved, and whoever 

from Chicago, and Thompson broke that logjam, which killed the Crosstown 

Expressway but freed up all this federal money that was being held hostage. It 

was about a three-to-one, four-to-one federal-local match, so there was a ton, 

millions of dollars in federal money being held up. Thompson broke that 

logjam. That was one of the key issues in his first two-year term; that, Class 

X, and maybe a couple of others. 

DePue: Was there any grumbling because he allowed a Democrat to hang around in a 

key position like IDOT? Because thereôs patronage involved there too. 

                                                
31 John Knueppel. Greg Baise, interview by Mark DePue, August 7, 2013 
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Gilbert: Are you kidding me? In Illinois? Would there be grumbling about something 

like that? (DePue laughs) Of course there was grumbling. People hated 

Kramer. But he was a smart guy. John Kramer had the ability to take more 

crap from more people and still smile about it than anybody I know. And that 

was part of the secret to his success. He could go up to an antagonistic 

legislator, put his arm around him. Heôd say, ñYou know, Senator so-and-so, 

Representative so-and-so,ò and theyôd scream and yell and swear at him, and 

heôd say, ñNo, no, no, not so quick.ò And there may have been a little 

patronage flowing in the background and all of that too, but he was smart. He 

was very successful. 

DePue: Just one more name, and this is one that normally doesnôt get mentioned much 

but I want to mention it because I think he goes on to the national level, and 

thatôs John Block. 

Gilbert: John Block. Oh, he was a character. One of my favorite early press 

conferences that we put together was Thompsonôs naming of John Block as 

Director of Agriculture for the State of Illinois, because he was a farmer, and 

because he was a graduate of West Point. He talked like a farmer. And he had 

also married a judgeôs daughter in DuPage CountyðRathje, I think, was her 

last name. So there was a background of very important political influence in 

that arrangement, just from Judge Rathje. Her father, was the judge; he ran 

DuPage County for a number of years. So John R. Block was a good 

appointment. And the farmers loved it. They loved the fact they had a farmer 

heading up the Department of Agriculture. 

DePue: Was that unusual at the time? 

Gilbert: Far as I know. I donôt know that many farmers. I mean, he was a real farmer. 

He had hundreds, maybe even thousands of acres, out in western Illinois. So 

that was very important. And Thompson loved it. He loved somebody who 

could put straw in his mouth and not look like a phony, and taking him out to 

meet with the farmers. The farmers loved it too, and they would discuss all 

their issues. He did go on to be U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. 

DePue: Who did Thompson turn to when he wanted political advice? Who was his 

political guru? 

Gilbert: I donôt know if he had a guru, per se. There were a number of people that he 

would talk to, and there were even more people who would talk to him. So he 

was getting political advice. It may sound a little corny, but I think to a certain 

extent his father played a role in being the person that he could call and say, 

ñHey, Dad, how are you doing?ò And they would go up to their little summer 

vacation place together and talk. His dad was a physician, and not a politician. 

Went to night school to become a doctor, terrific guy. That was kind of his 

moral compass, I would say. Political advice he would get from his staff, of 

course; everybody had an opinion. Bill Cellini, I think, at the time was mister 
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inside/mister outside, a position he held for a long, long time, through a 

number of administrations. 

DePue: Never had an official position, but always somebody you would turn to? 

Gilbert: Yeah. Well, I donôt know if he would turn to him, but he would listen to him. 

He represented a very important segment and a large segment, the concrete 

layers and asphalt layers, the highway people, construction people. But he 

always was kind of a manipulator, putting jobs here and there. A lot of that 

never got to Thompson, I donôt think. But he still had good, sound political 

advice along the way. His former assistant U.S. attorneys played a role. Danny 

Weil, who was one of his assistants, Sam Skinner, Joel Flaum, Dan Webb, Ty 

Fahner, Ilana Rovner. That group, from time to time, would give political 

advice. And maybe most important, Jayne Thompson. She, probably more 

than anyone in the wider inner circle, was the one who would say ñNoò first 

about something, and she would let her husband know about it. She had a lot 

of input. 

DePue: Everything youôve said up to this point would suggest that Jim Thompson had 

very good political instincts. 

Gilbert: He had very good political instincts. He had very good political luck. And I 

donôt think thatôs to be overlooked. You can have the best political instincts in 

the world, and if you arenôt catching a wave here and there itôs not going to 

help you out. But he was a lucky guy in a lot of ways. 

DePue: Just the timing of events and things? 

Gilbert: Timing of events, and that worked against him, too, in certain ways, when 

Ronald Reagan came along. 

DePue: At the presidential level. 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: Iôm taking so much time here because I think itôs important that we establish 

the foundation and we can move through some of this other stuff a little bit 

more quickly. But letôs go back to his inauguration, January 11th. Any 

memories that you have about that day? 

Gilbert: It was pretty exciting, thatôs for sure. Back in 1977, the inauguration of a 

governor in Illinois was a big deal. It was a big deal news-wise. All the major 

TV stations, not only in Chicago but around the state, would send crews in for 

live interviews and updates, covering not only the speech but the prayer 

breakfast in the morning and the receptions in the afternoon, the balls at night. 

So that was a big deal. It was a black tie deal. I wore a black tie, interviewed 

by Channel 9, I remember. 
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DePue: Did you rent it? 

Gilbert: Of course. (laughter) On my own nickel too, as a matter of fact. But it was 

fun. This was a fresh new start for Illinois, in a lot of ways, as far as 

Republicans were concerned, thatôs for sure. But this is where Thompsonôs 

political instincts come into play in unusual ways. Going around the state 

campaigning, eventually in all 102 countiesðI donôt know if he made all 102 

in the first campaign, but pretty close to itðthere would be parades. Thereôd 

be the high school band marching in the parade in a certain town, and they 

were really good. He would meet with the kids, and heôd say, ñYou know 

what? If Iôm elected governor I would like you kids to come play at my 

inauguration.ò He mustôve had twenty-five or fifty bands that he had made 

that promise to, and different people. So they all started showing up. And we 

thought, Oh, weôve got to have something to do here with these bands. So we 

ended up having a parade, and ran the bands through the Armory building in 

the afternoon. 

DePue: But obviously part of the paradeôs got to be outside. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: Did the weather cooperate that day? 

Gilbert: It was cold. Iôm trying to remember if that was the ten-degree day. There were 

a couple of things that happened that day. I think it was really cold. Other 

thing that happened is about thirty minutes before the inaugural ceremony 

starts, Iôm backstage talking to different peopleð 

DePue: Was this inside or outside? 

Gilbert: Inside. One of the security people came up and said, ñWeôve got a problem.ò I 

said, ñWhatôs that?ò He said, ñA guard has been killed at Pontiac Prison.ò I 

said, ñOh, manéò I said, ñWell, heôs got to know about this, but weôve got to 

make sure that he, personally, doesnôt do anything about it. A, heôs not 

governor yet; but B, thereôs an issue here, because this is not unusual for 

prisoners to send a message to the rookie governor. Itôs happened before in 

other states; it may have happened in Illinois.ò So we get Thompson in a 

room, and they brief himðwho the guard was, how it happened, Pontiacôs on 

lockdown. Thompson says, ñI think I should go up and meet with everybody 

up there in Pontiac.ò We said, ñNo, no, no. You canôt.ò That was probably the 

first time the staff just unanimously said, ñNo, you canôt do this.ò And he did 

not. He did not go. But that was kind of in the shadows of what was going on, 

on this really happy day. 

DePue: What a start. He figured out, ñWell, I guess Iôm governor now. Iôm going to 

do it.ò 

Gilbert: Yeah, exactly. 
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DePue: He takes over as governor, and heôs got a Democratic legislature, is that 

correct? 

Gilbert: Yes. Cecil Partee, I think, was President Pro Tem of the Senate. 

DePue: There were 186 ballots to figure out who the next Senate president was going 

to be? 

Gilbert: Yeah. And Thompson settled that dispute. He went in and sat in the chair. He 

loved it, loved every minute of it. 

DePue: The theater of it? 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah, exactly. And the back-hall dealings, and bringing who to the table, 

how are we going to get this personôs vote. I mean, thatôs politics. Thatôs the 

fun part of government. 

DePue: What was the agenda for that year, the legislative agenda for him? 

Gilbert: The two major issues were settling the Crosstown issue problem and passing 

Class X. Class X was for certain heinous crimes: No pardon, no parole. And 

we wanted that image to be of a strong governor passing this law, and people 

hear the cell doors slam in the background. 

DePue: As the press secretary, so much of your job is about the image. Was it easy to 

help craft that image and to guide him through that process? 

Gilbert: If there was any crafting to be done, it was probably in the early parts of the 

campaign. But this is a very bright man who loved campaigning, loved the 

idea of being elected governorðactually being elected governorðand he 

kind of came in with his own image and own skills. There was very little ofé 

Sometimes you said, you know, ñYou donôt wear any goofy hats, and you 

always milk a cow from the left side,ò and stuff like that, but other than that, 

he was a natural. He really was. And heôs a great speechmaker. If you go back 

and listen to Thompsonôs speechesðthe budget message and the state of the 

state message, and his important speechesðthe guy was good. He still is. 

Heôs a great orator, I would say. So there was very little prep work on that. 

DePue: A couple phrases that Iôve discovered just in getting ready for this: Year of 

Austerity, or Year of Sacrifice. That was a message that he was putting out 

initially? 

Gilbert: Mm-hmm. 

DePue: Would that be something that you would help develop? 

Gilbert: (laughs) Yes. That was an important part of our message and image. When he 

became governor, he wanted the limo. He wanted the big, black Lincoln 
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Continental. I said, ñNo way. You cannot do it.ò And he said, ñWhy not?ò I 

said, ñHow are you going to have an image of austerity and cutting back and 

watching your nickels and dimes in state government, watching the peopleôs 

money? And oh, here comes big Jim in his big, flashy limo.ò I said, ñWe canôt 

do it.ò He said, ñWhat am I going to do?ò I said, ñChecker Cab makes this car, 

and not only is it ugly, but it portrays this image of austerity that weôre trying 

to communicate. The other thing is it has big doors and big seats; youôre a big 

guy, and you can get in and out of it. And when people look down the street, 

see this Checker Cab limo coming, theyôll know Big Jim is in town.ò He 

laughed, and said, ñOh, Gilbert, Gilbert, Gilbert.ò So we got Checker to bring 

in the limo, and he tried it out. You know how the doors on a car both open 

like this; the Checker Cab opened like this. The front door opened like this, 

and the back door opened like this. So you could open it upð 

DePue: Like the wings of a bird or something. 

Gilbert: Yeah, right. So here comes Thompson, big old blue thing, and didnôt take long 

for him to get the black limo down the road, but the way it started out was 

very, very important. 

DePue: I also know that he was taking some heat early on about functions in the 

mansion, and lobster, (Gilbert laughs) and champagne, and liquor in general, 

and the scale of it was maybe beyond what Dan Walker was doing. 

Gilbert: Yeah, he loved to entertain, loved to have a party. He would do it for reasons; 

if heôs having dignitaries in, he was going to serve dinner in a very 

fashionable style. And he would have lobster flown in. 

DePue: But this is on the publicôs dime, though. 

Gilbert: Well, some of it was, some of it wasnôt. When some questions were being 

raised, I think some of that was paid for out of the campaign expenses. 

DePue: But the questions came up, I would assume, because, as you mentioned, the 

message was Year of Austerity. 

Gilbert: Yeah, wellé But he is the governor. If youôre going to attract business, and 

youôve got business leaders coming in, you should treat them accordingly. 

DePue: I probably should set this up, this particular year, 1977, with a couple other 

statistics. Youôre looking at about a 6 percent inflation rate, and I think thatôs 

on the increase. Thereôs about a 6.2 percent unemployment rate; maybe itôs a 

little bit lower for Illinois than other states. This is at the beginning of the 

Carter administration, as well. But thereôs energy concerns. All of thatôs in the 

mix. And thatôs, Iôm sure, part of why the emphasis in Illinois was a Year of 

Austerity. 
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Gilbert: It was a Year of Austerity, but the theme that the governor also kept pounding 

away on was jobs, jobs, jobs. Everything had a jobs component to it. Heôd 

make an appointment, and we would brainstorm in the press office, ñHow do 

we tie jobs in? How many jobs is this going to bring?ò So we were constantly 

bringing that in. At the same time, with the Year of Austerity, we were 

dimming the lights in the Capitol along with Jimmy Carter and the rest of 

America. We were cutting back on this and that. 

DePue: That was even more of a factor in the ô78 campaign, and weôll get to that in a 

little bit. 

Gilbert: Yeah. Thatôs true. 

DePue: How about, though, the other part of that: if the inflation rate is highðand itôs 

been high for a couple years, 6 percent, 7 percent, going in that rangeðand 

salaries arenôt keeping pace, and heôs looking at state salariesé I know that 

was a matter of discussion early on in the administration. 

Gilbert: It was a matter, but to attract good people youôve got to pay them at least a 

living wage, and if youôre taking qualified people out of the private sector and 

wanting them to basically live in Springfield, their salary has to be 

commensurate. Iôm not talking outrageous; weôre not talking $100,000 

salaries. Weôre in the ballpark. But it did call for some salary increases, and 

any time you increase salaries in state government youôre going to catch heat. 

And that was the case with Thompson. 

      Now, Thompson, I might say, is kind of a flamboyant guy. He likes 

antiques. He likes fine art. He likes to travel first class. He loves to have a 

martini on the state plane on the way home from a speech. He likes a good 

glass of fine bourbon. So heôs not going to all of a sudden conduct himself 

like an Amish person just because heôs been elected governor. Heôs not going 

to give up a lifestyle that heôs comfortable with. And he doesnôt think he 

needs to. So there is going to be some grumbling about that. 

DePue: His previous job was as U.S. Attorney for the northern district. We mentioned 

that he was going to make $50,000; that was his salary as Governor of the 

State of Illinois, and that was pretty much on par with a lot of other states at 

the time. Was he making more money as the U.S. Attorney? 

Gilbert: I donôt know. I doubt it. It was probably in the range. May have been making 

a little bit more. 

DePue: But it seems obvious that he thought he needed to be paid more than $50,000. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: And he thought the legislators needed to be making more, as well. 
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Gilbert: Mm-hmm. Part of that was keeping up with the times, but the other part was 

heôs thrown the legislature a bone here. You know, ñYou play ball with me, 

Iôll play ball with you.ò 

DePue: Getting back to the overall budget, was this at a time period when welfare 

expenses and Medicaid expenses were growing? 

Gilbert: Theyôve always been growing, yeah. 

DePue: So thereôs added pressure because of that? 

Gilbert: And donôt forget, thereôs this sense of Chicago versus the rest of the state. So 

when it came to funding for schools, or funding for welfare, funding for single 

moms, all this stuff, downstate legislators said, ñThatôs a Chicago issue.ò 

Mass transit? ñThatôs a Chicago issue.ò Money for CTA? Of course thatôs a 

Chicago issue, and that was their bargaining chip. So there was a great 

Chicago/downstateðstill is, to a certain extentðwhen it came to funding for 

schools and welfare and transit.32 As a result, youôll see some pretty 

sophisticated mass transit systems in downstate communities. Youôll see a 

nice, nice looking, non-polluting bus going down the street with two people 

on it. But thatôs not only state; federal mandates have created that dilemma as 

well. 

DePue: I wanted to ask about some of the other issues in 1977. Youôve already 

mentioned a couple of these, but Iôll just go through a quick list here. The 

death penalty. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: A Supreme Court decision a few years before authorized or allowed states to 

decide whether or not theyôre going to have a death penalty. 

Gilbert: Mm-hmm. 

DePue: What was the governorôs position on that? 

Gilbert: I believe he allowed the death penalty to stay. Yeah, he did. 

DePue: There was a vote to approve the death penalty for the state of Illinois? 

Gilbert: I donôt know if there was a vote or not. 

DePue: I think that was the case. 

Gilbert: Is that the case? 

                                                
32 Placeholder for DôEspositoôs discussion. 
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DePue: I might have to do some research. So you donôt recall that as being a major 

issue? 

Gilbert: No, not a major issue. This is part of his law enforcement background. I think 

people would expect him to take that position. 

DePue: Which means somewhere down the road heôs going to have to be making 

some very hard decisions. 

Gilbert: Such as? 

DePue: Heôs going to have to be the one who ultimately decides whether or not a 

death sentence will be carried out.33 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: You donôt recall any of those during the timeframe you were with him? 

Gilbert: I do, but I donôt recall the specifics. And this whole issue of death penalty, 

Department of Corrections, law and order, is one that Thompson changed in 

Illinois. Prisons used to be looked at as unsightly institutions. NIMBYðNot 

In My Back Yard. Thompson said, ñWeôve got a problem here with crime.ò 

ñGovernor, isnôt Class X going to mean there are going to be more people in 

prisons throughout the state?ò Yes it is, but weôre going to have to build more 

prisons, and thatôs going to mean jobs. All of a sudden, people were putting 

billboards up around Springfield, ñBring the new correctional center to 

Centralia. We want it here.ò They started to realize the value of these 

institutions. I donôt think it had been like that prior to Thompsonôs 

administration. So from that standpoint, youôve got people looking at law and 

order, Class X, prisons, jobs, in a new light. So death penalty was in the hands 

of somebody who had a plan for law and order in the state, and I donôt recall it 

being a big issue. As a personal decision on whether to flip the switch or flip 

the injection, that may have been. I think for anybody that would be a tough 

decision to make. 

DePue: Was law and order an issue that was playing out at the national level, as well? 

I remember that was certainly a factor in Richard Nixonôs elections. 

Gilbert: Yeah, it was, but Iôm trying to remember Carter. 

DePue: Yeah, he certainly wouldnôt identify with that. 

Gilbert: I wouldnôt pick him as a law and order guy. 

                                                
33 On Thompsonôs power to pardon or reduce sentences, see [Placeholder for DôEspositoôs 

discussion(??)] 
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DePue: Since weôre talking about Class X, I know that one took a little longer to play 

out than Governor Thompson wanted to. You got to the end of the legislative 

year and nothing had been done out of it, though Iôm sure it was one of his 

major initiatives. 

Gilbert: But there had been a lot of noise made about it, and there was a lot of public 

sentiment building. People could understand it, and thatôs why we chose the 

name Class X as it was a longer interment for heinous crimes. Class X, no 

pardon, no parole. Media picked up on it. TV anchors picked up on it. 

ñGovernor, what about this Class X?ò 

DePue: Who came up with that term? 

Gilbert: I donôt know. Thompson may have. But I think Gary Starkman, who was his 

first legal counselð 

DePue: Was that something that would be embedded in the legislation, a specification 

classification of crimes? 

Gilbert: Mm-hmm, yeah. 

DePue: Maybe it already existed before? 

Gilbert: No, it did not. That was the point of Class X. Maybe thatôs why it was called 

X.34 

DePue: Was this at a timeframe when ñthree strikes and youôre outò was kind of in 

play at the national level? 

Gilbert: Either at the time or just before. 

DePue: Would that phrase work in terms of how Class X was applied? 

Gilbert: No. It may have, but thatôs not how it was used. It was used as Class X, no 

pardon, no parole. 

DePue: I know that he had called the special session; was it July timeframe? 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: And he still didnôt get it pushed through at that time, did he? 

Gilbert: Uh-uh. 

                                                
34 The name built on existing classifications of felonies in the Illinois penal code by 

decreasing severity:       

Felony 1 through Felony 4. 
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DePue: And it didnôt happen until the veto session? 

Gilbert: I think it was the veto session, yeah. 

DePue: Which generally requires a higher percentage, does it not? 

Gilbert: It does require a higher percentage, and I do not recall what horses were 

traded in that to get it passed, but that would be a great topic to ask some of 

the legislative people. 

DePue: Yeah, December timeframe, I think it was. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: ERA was also going to be coming up, and the legislature would devote a lot of 

its time and attention to ERA every single year. Going into it, what was 

Thompsonôs position on ERA? 

Gilbert: He was for it. 

DePue: So why did he end up taking a lot of heat? Even in the early years, he was 

taking heat from the womenôs groups.35 

Gilbert: I think it was primarily the makeup of the legislature that he had to work with, 

and they would not see individual legislators as easily as they would see a six-

foot-six governor who they thought could twist arms and make it happen. So 

they went after him, and when it didnôt happen, he was the problem. 

DePue: So itôs almost because he had this image, because he was perceived as a very 

powerful and influential governor, that it played against him in the ERA 

mission? 

Gilbert: I donôt know if he was perceived as a powerful and influential governor yet. 

Yes, he won by a big margin, and he was popular, but powerful and 

influential? That remains to be seen, donôt you think? 

DePue: Okay. 

Gilbert: And the ERA may have been one of the tests. But coming out of the blocks, 

he felt jobs and Class X and Crosstown were probably the issues he wanted to 

focus on harder. 

                                                
35 See the Illinois Statecraft series, ERA Fight in Illinois, 

http://www2.illinois.gov/alplm/library/collections/oralhistory/illinoisstatecraft/era/Pages/defa

ult.aspx. 
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DePue: You mentioned jobs a couple times here. What was he doing in terms of 

legislation or initiatives to boost employment? 

Gilbert: Oh, Iôd have to go back and look. You know, Iôve been doing a little review 

for our discussions, and I found that a lot of the things that were started in ô77, 

ô78, ô79, ô80, really started coming to fruition in ô86 ô87, ô88, and the latter 

half of his third term and the fourth term. Build Illinois, which will come up 

down the roadðI think the seeds of that were beginning to plant. The biggest 

phrase Thompson probably heard in his office from downstate legislators and 

county chairmen was, ñYou canôt get there from here.ò Quincy: ñYou canôt 

get to Springfield from here. Thereôs no direct route. I mean, it was a pain. It 

was a four-hour drive.ò Up in the Quad Cities: ñYou canôt get there from 

here.ò Rockford: ñYou canôt get there from here.ò So that sunk in. And if you 

look at the road system today in Illinois, youôve got the All-Illinois highway, 

Route 51, from Rockford all the way down to Paducah or something like that. 

What started happening in the Thompson years, all of a sudden, people can 

get there from there. They can get to Springfield from these downstate 

communities now. 

DePue: Yeah, a lot of places you talked about, thereôs an interstate to those places 

now. 

Gilbert: Exactly. Well, that doesnôt just happen on the federal level, you know. Youôve 

got to have the state ñsqueaking awayò, ñWe need this. We need that.ò 

DePue: That also would suggest that he needs to have a solid relationship with the 

Illinois delegation at the federal level. 

Gilbert: He loved going to Washington and having breakfast with the Illinois 

delegation, and they loved having him in too. I donôt know how he stacks up 

against Walker and Ogilvie and other governors, but just knowing his travel 

schedule, he probably met with the Illinois delegation more than any other 

governor that Iôm aware of. 

DePue: Letôs talk a little bit about his travel schedule, because it seems like his first 

couple years he was traveling out of state a lot. Robert Hartleyôs biography 

came out in 1979, so early in the timeframeð 

Gilbert: Bob Hartley! 

DePue: Bob Hartley.36 Hartley mentioned that the first time he went to Washington, 

DC, he didnôt meet with the Illinois delegation, and he got some heat for it. 

Gilbert: Yeah, that probably was a good slap on the wrist for him. 

                                                
36 Robert Hartley, Big Jim Thompson of Illinois (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1979). 
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DePue: So just an oversight on his part? 

Gilbert: Yeah. It was definitely an oversight by the staff for not making that happen. I 

donôt think it was a deliberate snub by Thompson. 

DePue: Would part of that be on you, that you failed to mention that? 

Gilbert: That wasnôt in my realm ofé I mean, I may have, but that was legislative 

liaison duties. That was somebody else, not to pass it off on anybody else. I 

was more concerned about issues in media. 

DePue: Traveling to Washington, DC frequently is one thing, but he was traveling all 

over the place in the country. 

Gilbert: Like? 

DePue: California, New York, other states. So it gets to the issue of his presidential 

aspirations. And from what I read in Hartleyôs book, there were a couple trips 

a month. 

Gilbert: Iôd have to go back and review Bobôs book. I do know that Bob Hartley was 

one of the media people who thought that Thompson had presidential 

aspirations from the beginning. And as far as traveling to other states, I think 

it is imperative for the governor of the fifth largest state in the nation, the 

number two agricultural exporting state in the nation at the timeð 

DePue: Behind California. 

Gilbert: ðto travel to other states and regions. I donôt think he was going there for 

fundraisers. I donôt recall him making any speeches, to speak of, that would 

promote him as a presidential candidate. I was as close to him as any staff 

person, on the road and off the road, and I donôt recall him setting up 

appearances, in-state or out of state, in pursuit of some type of presidential 

ambition. I mean, the discussions just never came up. 

DePue: You donôt recall any personal discussionsð 

Gilbert: No. 

DePue: ðyou had with the governor on that? 

Gilbert: Never. I talked to him about it early on, when I took the job. ñDo you think 

you might run for president someday?ò And his answer was, ñYou know, who 

knows? Who wouldnôt like to be president of the United States? But thatôs not 

what Iôm really interested in right now.ò 

DePue: But the media didnôt let it go, did they? 
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Gilbert: Oh, the media loved it, and Hartley, being the downstate newspaper guy from 

Decatur, would love to put this feather in his hat. Not unusual. Not unusual at 

all. You look at stories by William White and his connection with Theodore 

Roosevelt, and the small-town paper guy making a presidential candidate, or 

thinking he had something to do with it, is everybodyôs dream in the business. 

DePue: So if this was all playing out today, where you had twenty-four-hour cableð 

Gilbert: (laughter)ðtotally different ball game. 

DePue: ðwhere at the national level theyôre constantly speculating on the pool of 

presidential candidates. Would it be unlike Thompson to be thinking about it 

in the back of his mind, even though heôs not mentioning it in conversations 

with his staff? 

Gilbert: You have to ask him about that.37 

DePue: Iôm looking forward to doing that. (laughter) Some other issues that I wanted 

to ask you about are ones that may be kind of below the radar screen for you 

after this many years. I read that he proposed ethics legislation, but it didnôt 

make it through. 

Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: Anything in that respect that you can remember? 

Gilbert: No. What I do recall is youôd mention the word ñethics legislation,ò and there 

were some legislators that would become catatonic in the same vein they 

would over ERA. ñWhat do you mean, ERA? We donôt need equal rights for 

women. We got equal rights for women!ò I think ethics fell into the same bag 

for a governor who wanted to do something about it, but boy, you had a tough 

row to hoe. So where are you going to spend your political capital with the 

legislature? Are you going to spend it? Political capital, you know what weôre 

talking about: weôre talking about jobs, or whatever. Are you going to do it on 

something like ethics legislation, which you really want? But how hard are we 

going to fight for this when we could get so much more out of legislation 

thatôs going to produce jobs and is really going to affect the lives of the people 

of Illinois? And I think that was kind of the mindset that he operated from. 

DePue: So top on the list would be the Crosstown and Class X? 

Gilbert: Yeah, and thatð 

DePue: Jobs? 

                                                
37 [Placeholder for Jim Thompson, interview by Mark DePue(??)] 
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Gilbert: And jobs, in the first short two-year term, two-year campaign. 

DePue: But my impression is there wasnôt a piece of legislation on jobs, it was 

moreé 

Gilbert: Oh. 

DePue: Thatôs where the travel came in, perhaps. 

Gilbert: Yeah. And economic developments. You know, youôre meeting with people. 

Youôre talking to auto makers, whoever. You look today at Rahm Emanuel, 

the mayor of Chicago, and anytime thereôs a company bringing more than 

twenty people into the city, heôs holding a press conference. And Thompson, 

that was his mindset. Weôve got to build jobs in the state of Illinois. Weôve 

got to get people working again. That way we can keep taxes down, and we 

cané 

DePue: This is more of a question for the budget guys and for Governor Thompson 

himself, but was part of the equation in terms of developing a climate for jobs 

that youôve got to have the right fiscal climate and that youôve got to have the 

right budget? Youôre balancing your budget? 

Gilbert: Youôre bound by the state constitution to have a balanced budget, and 

Thompson did deliver balanced budgets, butð 

DePue: Well, not all governors necessarily worry about that as much. 

Gilbert: Thatôs true, but it is what it is. 

DePue: I had forgotten that. (laughter) That thatôs a factor of the Illinois state 

constitution. Anything dealing with abortion is always a hot button issue. 

There was a piece of legislation where there were abortion restrictions, and 

Thompson vetoed the legislation. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: Abortion legislation saying there would be no state funds used for abortions, 

and he vetoed that legislation. Do you recall that one? 

Gilbert: I do, but I really donôté Iôm really not sure what the reasoning was behind 

that. 

DePue: His veto of it? It certainly positions himself as a moderate Republican of that 

era. 

Gilbert: There is no doubt about that. He was asked, ñAre you liberal? The media says 

youôre a liberal on these issues.ò His position was, ñIôm conservative on fiscal 

matters, almost right across the board.ò And I think he would probably move 
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to the center on most other issues. But when it came to what is viewed as the 

Illinois citizenôs pocketbook, he wanted to be viewed as a conservative. 

DePue: And on social issues? 

Gilbert: Middle of the road. These would be good issues for you to discuss with Paula 

Wolff. I know youôre talking about setting up interviews with her, but she did 

a lot of the framing of the issues that were brought to the governor, and 

resulted in his position, which he decided what he wanted to do with it. But I 

think Paula was more middle of the road/left oriented than anybody else in the 

administration. 

DePue: Sheôs agreed to be interviewed, but towards the end of this project with 

Governor Thompson, so itôs going to be a while before we get to her. Did you 

go on a lot of the trips when he would travel? 

Gilbert: Quite a few. My personal philosophy on that was, If you need me in Peoria, 

you need me in Paris. 

DePue: How about if you need me in Peoria, you need me in DC, or in New York 

City, or in California? Did you make some of those trips? 

Gilbert: I donôt recall going to California. I went to a lot of DC trips, especially during 

the Reagan years. Jim Brady was a friend of mine, and was Reaganôs press 

secretary, and we would go to the White House. At the time, Thompson was 

Chairman of the National Governors Association, so he would have monthly 

meetings in the White House and one thing or another. 

DePue: So the governors association meetings were in DC? 

Gilbert: Mm-hmm, the National Governors Association is in Washington. 

DePue: How did he get to have such a prominent position on that organization so 

quickly? 

Gilbert: Just look who he is. It wasnôt unusual. Whatôs the lifespan of a governor? 

Four years? Eight years, in most states? So itôs going to happen rather quickly 

for whomever is chosen. Heôs a good speaker. He had good friends. Anyway, 

he was Chairman of the National Governors Association, and Chairman of the 

Republican Governors Association at another time during this administration. 

DePue: Did he politic for those things? 

Gilbert: I donôt know that he did. His staff did. We had a Washington office, a very 

good Washington office, and we wouldðñweò meaning the staffðwould 

make sure that at a Governors Association he would have some kind of a 

speaking role. 
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DePue: Isnôt that the kind of thing that youôd want to pursue if you had presidential 

aspirations? 

Gilbert: No. Oh, itôs the kind of thing you want to pursue as a governor. I mean, if you 

can put your arms around a half dozen governors, thatôs your power base. But 

I donôt know that itôs necessarily a stepping stone to seeking the presidency. 

(laughs) 

DePue: Well, maybe Iôm going to be just as obstinate and focused on this issue as the 

journalists of the day were, but did you guys in the staff ever talk aboutð 

Gilbert: Nah. 

DePue: ðthe possibility of being presidential timbre? 

Gilbert: I mean, it was fun. For example, when he would go into the White House for 

meetings, I would go to the West Wing and see if Brady was in. Brady would 

say, ñHey, Gilbert, whatôs going on? Come on in here.ò And Iôd walk into his 

office. Weôd talk, and about the first thing he would ask me, ñHow are the 

Cubbies doing?ò Great Cubs fan. But he said, ñLook, if you come in here 

anytime, and Iôm out of town, Iôm not here, I want you to use my office.ò He 

told his staff and everything. I would go in, and nine times out of ten, Brady 

wasnôt there. And Iôd say, ñHi, how you doing?ò ñOh, Mr. Gilbert, come on 

in!ò So Iôd go in and Iôd sit down at Bradyôs office, a really cool office. 

Fireplace over here, model ships overðyou know, famous paintings on the 

wall. My blood pressure would go up a little bit. Iôd sit down at his desk and 

Iôd call my parents, (laughter) ñHey, Mom and Dad, guess where I am?ò And 

Iôd say, ñIôm sitting in the press secretaryôs office in the White House.ò 

Theyôd say, ñOh, wouldnôt you love to be there someday?ò I said, ñYeah, 

thatôd be fun.ò 

      Thatôs about as far as it went. I mean, really. I didnôt walk out of there 

thinking, Boy, Iôd love this job someday. I said, ñYeah, this is fun.ò I got to 

know the Washington pressðSam Donaldson and all these charactersðand it 

was fun. It was a trip. There is no doubt about that. And Iôm sure when he 

[Thompson] would go into the East Room or whatever room heôs meeting in, 

in the White House, he would say, ñThis would be nice someday.ò But really, 

thatôs as far as it went. We didnôt have discussions about it. 

DePue: You had given me a couple videotapes of campaign ads and a couple 

interviews. Towards the end of that first year there was an interview that he 

had with Bill Curtis, Channel 2. And there was another gentleman with this 

incredibly deep, resonant voice. I donôt remember who that was. 

Gilbert: I forget his name. 

DePue: But they were asking about his first year, and to reflect back on it. Of course 

the question about presidential aspirations came up. 
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Gilbert: Right. 

DePue: But I think it was Bill Kurtis who was also asking him about programs, and 

apparently there had been some criticism that there werenôt programs that he 

was advancing, that it was the Year of Austerity, so obviously you arenôt 

going to have programs. 

Gilbert: Well, whatôs a program? And I think that was his answer. If you look at what 

weôve accomplished, if you look at all the laws that had been passed, and the 

bipartisan cooperation to get some of these laws passed, and so forth, arenôt 

those programs? Arenôt those things that are accomplishments? 

DePue: To paraphrase what I remember, he would say things like, ñA balanced budget 

ï isnôt that a program?ò 

Gilbert: (laughs) Darn good one these days. 

DePue: Is that just a desire from the public and the media especially, that youôve got 

to be doing something specific, having something to look at? 

Gilbert: Thatôs the media. I donôt think the public looks at it that way. ñSo whatôs your 

program? Whatôs your program?ò Maybe whatôs your position on this 

particular issue that relates to them, yes, they care about. 

DePue: But later on in his administrationðand this is after you had left the sceneðhe 

did develop the reputation for being a builder. 

Gilbert: Oh, yeah. But you donôt do that in the first two years of your administration. 

Like I said before, during that first two-year term and during the second term, 

which was four years, thatôs when the groundwork was laid for things that 

played out. There are hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of things you can 

point to in this state that happened during the Thompson years, everything 

from convention centers to highways to airports to river projects, Kaskaskia, 

that work on the MississippiðI mean, it goes on and on and on and on. 

DePue: Weôre at about an hour and fifty minutes here, and I did want to get next into 

1978. There are some issues in 1978, and itôs also going to obviously be a 

campaign year. I would like to start on that, and then we can continue with 

that discussion tomorrow, if thatôs okay with you. 

Gilbert: Thatôs fine. 

DePue: Letôs start with this. The governorôs aunt kept scrapbooks of press clippings 

from his administrationðhundreds and hundreds of press clippings that we 
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are going throughðand this is one of them. I think this is roughly the 

beginning of ô78. Itôs the report card.38  

Gilbert: Mm-hmm! 

DePue: And it would just be the kind of thing that you, as the Press Secretary, would 

especially focus in on at the time. 

Gilbert: Yeah. 

DePue: It graded the governor A 

through F on a variety of issues:  

honesty and integrityðthis had 

to make you very happyðcame 

out the highest; 82 percent of 

the Illinois public graded him an 

A in honesty and integrity. 

Now, going into this thing, what 

would you want to have the 

governor scoring highest on? 

Gilbert: Oh, honesty and integrity. 

Wouldnôt you? I think you 

recall going through the campaign commercials, that first campaign, and then 

the ones that rolled over into the ô78 campaign, Thompson standing on the 

corner, and the little old lady saying, ñI heard Jim Thompson was out here. I 

wanted to come out here and see you.ò ñOh, is that right?ò ñYes, and I think 

Iôm going to vote for you for governor.ò ñOh, is that right? Thatôs nice. And 

why is that?ò ñBecause I think youôre honest.ò That was money in the bank. 

And it was the truth, you know? Honesty and integrity. Hereôs an honest guy. 

He has prosecuted over three hundred crooked politicians, and you can expect 

that same type of government when he comes to Springfield. So Iôm pleased 

to see it was that high. I donôt recall seeing this before. 

DePue: Oh, really? I want you to respond to the ones Iôve got highlighted. Iôve got 

three highlighted at the top end of the scale, and a couple where he scored 

lower, if you will. So what were the other ones that Iôve got highlighted here 

on the top? 

Gilbert: Crime legislationðthat would be Class X. Openness, candor. Yep. Probably 

all the media reports, especially on TV, of his open door policy in his office, 

and people looking in, and just his ability to get around the State. So those all 

make sense. I look at some of these others and I say, he probably did not have 

                                                
38 Report card from the April 1978 Thompson Insider, a newsletter published by Citizens for 

Thompson. 
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time to really establish any kind of a record that people could look at when 

this reportð 

DePue: One of the lowest in terms of A ratings was seeking jobs for Illinois; 32 

percent gave him an A in that. 

Gilbert: Right, right. 

DePue: And 22 percent gave him a C, and that was the highest rating he got in the C 

range. 

Gilbert: That was one of our themes, but how much had he really accomplished in that 

regard by that time? I think down the road, when some of these programs 

begin to come to fruition, thatôs when that grade wouldôve gone up 

significantly. 

DePue: So you canôt make a big impact in just one year in jobs? 

Gilbert: No. 

DePue: The other one thatôs on the low end of the scale: efficiency of office. 

Gilbert: Yeah, and I think thatôs just an overall criticism of government in general, not 

just Illinois. People look at governmenté Is government efficient? Are you 

kidding me? All the waste connected with government. 

DePue: This is coming from my reading of Hartleyôs book, but he was getting some 

heat his first year that he had a lazy side. Part of it was because he was 

traveling out of state so much, as well as some of the comments that he made, 

and the frequent parties in the mansion and that kind of a thing. 

Gilbert: That could be. 

DePue: And maybe even, youôve got your feet up on the desk, this casual approach 

would play into that image, as well. 

Gilbert: Yeah, I donôt know that that image plays into it as much as maybe some of the 

other images that came out. He liked to play racquetball early on before his 

back started giving him issues, and he was on the cover of U.S. Racquetball 

Today or whatever. I think when there were TV reports of him doing that, 

maybe thatôs where that came from. He was a hard working governor, but he 

did like his leisure time too. And canôt fault him for that. 

DePue: Youôd mentioned that from January 1977, from before he actually got 

inaugurated, heôs thinking heôs got to run for reelection. How did you and the 

rest of the Thompson team feel at the end of that first year in terms of being 

positioned for a successful run again? 




